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“The success and prosperity of our company will be assured only if we offer our customers superior
products thatfill real needs and provide lasting value, and that are supported by a wide variety of useful
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Hewlett-Packard
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Primary storage registers, program memory, displayed X-register, and display format are maintained

by Continuous Memory.

 

Primary Storage Registers Indirect Storage Registers Program Memory

(0D Address HP-19C  HP-29C

R L] o Roo [__1 16 00
R[] 1 Ron] 17 o1
R[] 2 Rw[ 18 02
R 9 Run[ 19 03
R[] 4 Reo[ 20 04
SI Ren[ 21] 6 oo [ 22 %

(22)S0/ " 2w
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1 74n = - e 2 o 7l
9 RR ] @ 25 Automatic Memory Stack
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L™ =T T
] 22\ satistical ™ 28 2

Ao ] Y Regiiers  Pe ] 20R[] 14 3y ATT
4

R.s 15 3xy Display

Exponent of 10 sign

  

Sign Mantissa Exponent of 10

,_—A__fi e,

oa—   

 

               
 

 

        

 

 

-1.-15 x

(oEEIID o~ rron [T~) -1.2345673-15  xxx

FIX SCI ENG 1

2@@e
y -

CLEAR- - PRGM TRACE

PREFIX PRGM REG 2 SCI  ENG  FIX
A 3

X Soo Soo@e -

 

 

 
X<y In log *R PREFIX PRGM REG 3
— [7 8 [9 TNLL CHS EEX /Yl CL
YYY — d ) _J = p_xj riJ

x>y sin cos tan X<y In log »R T-
= 7 (8 (o) [@=3(+) (5 (6] L) | | &3— — — — — ’ o Y )

X>y sin cos tan PRT
Xz INT X y* (+) (2] (5] (&) B3

=0 Yy 3 X2y INT X Y* PRTREG
X

0 * |_R/S |
y ) , xX=y +HMS LASTX PAUSE PRISTK3 -

(=] (2 = [BE]
SR Yy 1   
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HP-19C:

Function Key Index

Manual RUN Mode. OFF-PRGM-RUN Switch ofr [l[lIrun set to RUN.

HP-29C:
Manual RUN Mode. PRGM-RUN Switch PRGM [JlII[] RuN set to RUN.

PRGM

Function keys pressed from the keyboard execute individual functions as they are pressed. Input numbers
and answers are displayed. All function keys listed below operate either from the keyboard or as recorded

instructions in a program. All references to HP-19C printer functions are printed in brown.

offIruN HP-19C
PRGM

OFF-PRGM-RUN
Switch (page 20).

orfMo~ HP-29C
OFF-ON Switch (page 20).

MANIlNoRM HP-19C
TRACE

Print Mode switch. Selects
printing option (page 22).

| Pressed before
function key, selects gold
function printed above key
(page 20).

' Pressed before function
key, selects blue function

printed on lowerface of key
(page 20).

CLEAR after =,

-, 81@8, or
calcels that key (page 112).

HP-19C
Printing Functions

advances paper one
or more spaces without

printing (page 111).

Prints contents

of all storage registers
(page 62).

 

Prints contents

of automatic memory
stack (page 44).

Prints contents of

displayed X-register
(page 36).

Prints contents of
statistical registers

(storage registers R.,

through R.;) (page 85).

 

M Print program.

Prints contents of program

memory, beginning with

current step and continuing

until two consecutive
instructions are encount-

ered or step 98 is printed

(page 111).

Digit Entry

Enters a copy of
number displayed in X-
register into Y-register.
Used to separate numbers

(page 47).

Changes sign of
mantissa or exponent of 10
in displayed X-register
(page 21).

Enter exponent. After
pressing, next numbers
keyed in are exponents of
10 (page 39).

(0] through (9] Digit keys
(page 21).

(s) Decimal point
(page 21).

Number Manipulation

G Rolls down contents of
stack for viewing in display-

ed X-register (page 45).

Exchanges contents
or X- and Y-registers of
stack (page 46).

Clears contents of
displayed X-register to zero
(page 47).

Display Control

Fixed point display.
Followed by a numberkey,
selects fixed point notation

display (page 33).

Scientific display.
Followed by a number key,
selects scientific notation
display (page 34).

Engineering display
Followed by a number key,

selects engineering nota-

tion display (page 34).
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Number Alteration

\25]) Gives absolute value

of number in displayed
X-register (page 66).

 

Leaves only integer
portion of numberin dis-

played X-register b
truncating fractiona?,ponion
(page 66).

Leaves only frac-
tional portion of number in
displayed X-register by
truncating integer portion

(page 67).

Manual Storage

Store. Followed by
number key, decimal
point and number key, or (1]
stores displayed number in
storage register specified.
Also used to perform
storaqe register arithmetic
(page 61).

Recall. Followed by
number key, decimal point
and number key, or &]
recalls value from storage
register specified into the
displayed X-register
(page 61).

CLEAR Clears
contents of all storage
registers (page 63).

(C:-] Recalls number
displayed before the pre-
vious operation back into
the displayed X-register

(page 55).



Mathematics

Computes square root
of number in displayed
X-register (page 68).

D Computes square of
number in displayed
X-register (page 68).

() Computes reciprocal
of number in displayed
X-register (page 67).

(7] Places value of pi
(3.141592654) into dis-
played X-register
(page 69).

(5) (E) Arithmetic
operators (page 24).

Trigonometry

C] Sets decimal degrees

mode for trigonometric
functions (page 70).

(2] Sets radians mode
for trigonometric functions
(page 70).

Sets grads mode for

trigonometric functions
(page 70).

Computes
sine, cosine, or tangent of
value in displayed
X-register (page 71).

[cos] [tan—']
Computes arc sine, arc
cosine, or arc tangent of
number in displayed

X-register (page 71).

Converts decimal
hours or degrees to hours,
minutes, seconds or
degrees, minutes, seconds
(page 71).

Converts hours,

minutes, seconds or

degrees, minutes, seconds

to decimal hours or
degrees (page 72).

Polar/Rectangular
Conversion

(7 Converts x, y rec-
tangular coordinates
placedin X- and Y-registers
to polar magnitude r and
angle 6 (page 75).

(L) Converts polar magni-

tude r and angle 6in X- and
Y-registers to rectangular
x and y coordinates
(page 75).

Logarithmic and
Exponential

() Raises numberin
Y-register to power of
number in displayed
X-register (page 80).

(2] Commonanti-
logarithm. Raises 10 to
power of number in dis-

played X-register
(page 79).

(-] Natural antilogarithm.
Raises e (2.718281828) to

power of number in dis-
played X-register
(page 79).

  
0] Computes common

logarithm (base 10) of num-
ber in displayed X-register
(page 79).

() Computes natural
logarithm (base e,
2.718281828) of number
in displayed X-register

(page 79).

Statistics

Accumulates numbers
from X- and Y-registers into

storage registers R.,

through R.; (page 82).

(] Subtracts x and y
values from storage
registers R., through R.s

for correcting accumu-

lations (page 89).
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(1] Computes mean
(average) of x and y values

accumulated by
(page85).

CLEAR (O] Clears storage
registers used for accumu-
lations (R., through R.;) to
zero (page 82).

(-] Computes sample
standard deviations of x
and y values accumulated

by (page87).

Percentage

() Computes x% of y
(page 69).

Indirect Control

(1) When preceded by

EGN. (. 88or
8. the address or
control value for that func-
tion is specified by the
current number in R,

(page 164).

(=7] Increment R,, skip if
zero. Adds 1 to contents of

R,. Skips one step if con-

tents are then zero

(page 156).

Decrement R,, skip if
zero. Subtracts 1 from con-
tents of R,. Skips one step

if contents are then zero

(page 156).



Programming Key Index

 

PROGRAM Mode Automatic RUN Mode

 

HP-19C OFF-PRGM-RUN
switch set to PRGM.

orr[lrun
PRGM

HP-29C: PRGM-RUN

switch set to PRGM.

PRGM[T RuN

All function keys except
the functions shown below
are loaded into program

memory when pressed.

HP-19C OFF-PRGM-RUNswitch set to RUN. OFF .pRGM -
HP-29C PRGM-RUN switch set to RUN. prGMm[ ruN

Function keys may be executed as part of a recorded program

or individually by pressing from the keyboard. Input numbers
and answers are displayed by the calculator, except where
indicated.

All references to HP-19C Printer functions are printed in brown.

 

 

Active Keys:

In PRGM mode only the
following operations are
active. These operations
are used to help record
programs, and cannot
themselves be recorded
in program memory.

Go to. Followed by
(:) n n positions
calculator to step n n of

program memory. No

instructions are executed

(page 118).

  

Pressed from

keyboard:

Go to. Followed by
(<] n n sets calculator
to step n n of program
memory without executing
instructions. Followed by
label designator (
through Cg] or C]) causes
calculator to search down-

ward through program

memory to first designated

label. No instructions are
executed. (page 118).

Go to subroutine.
Followed by label des-

ignator, (0] through (9],
(1], causes calculator to
start executing instructions,

beginning with designated
label (page 101).  

Executed as a

recorded program
instruction:

LDHREREE
(9] Label designators.

When preceded by (L5,
define beginning of routine.

When preceded by
or [, cause calculator

to stop execution, search
downward through program
memory to first designated
label, and resumes execu-
tion there (page 146).

Go to. Followed by
label designator (0]
through (9] or (], causes
calculator to stop execu-
tion, search through

program memory to first
designated label, and
resume execution there
(page 146).

Go to subroutine.

Followed by label des-

ignator (0] through (9] or
(1], causes calculatorto
search through program
memory to first designated

label and execute that

section of program memory

as a subroutine (page 146).

  



 

PROGRAM Mode Automatic RUN Mode

 

 

Active keys:

(-] Clear
program. Clears program

memory to all instruc-
tions, sets calculator to step
00 (page 98).

(527) Back step. Moves
calculator back one step in

program memory
(page 120).

  

Pressed from
the keyboard:

(:77) Return. Sets
calculator to step 00 of
program memory
(page 15).

() After  pre-
fix key, cancels that key.
After other keys, does

nothing. Does not disturb
program memory or calcu-
lator status (page 112).

(£-7) Back step. Sets
calculator to and displays

step number and keycode
of previous program

memory step when

pressed; displays original

contents of X-register when

released. No instructions

are executed (page 120).

 

Executed as a

recorded program
instruction:

(7 Return. If executed
as a result of pressing
and a label designator or
executionof a instruction,
stops execution and returns
control to keyboard. If
executed as a result of a

instruction, returns con-
trol to next step after the

instruction (page 146).

(""" Stops program
execution and displays

contents of X-register for 1
second, then resumes
program execution

(page 142).

CICEIEIED
(xz9 (x=9 (x>0] (x<d]
Conditionals. Each tests
value in X-register against

0 or value in Y-register as

indicated. If true, calculator

executes instruction in next

step of program memory.

If false, calculator skips one

step before resuming
execution (page 133).

 
 



 

PROGRAM Mode Automatic RUN Mode

 

 

Active keys:

Single step. Moves
calculator forward one step
in program memory

(page 117).

Delete. Deletes
current instruction from
program memory. All sub-
sequentinstructions move
up one step (page 121).

PREFIX) After |

av ’ Yo

&), cancels that key
(page 112).

 

(PRTPRGM], Print program.
Prints contents of program
memory beginning with
current step and continuing
until two consecutive
instructions are encounter-
ed or step 98 is printed

(page 111).   

Pressed from
the keyboard:

Single step. Dis-
plays step number and key-
code of current program
memory step when pressed;
executes instruction, dis-
plays result, and moves
calculator to next step when
released (page 115).

Run/stop. Begins
execution from current step
of program memory. Stops
execution if program is
running (page 140).

Atter [ prefix key,
cancels that key. After
other keys, does nothing.
Does not disturb program
memory or calculator
status (page 122).

CLEAR [Prerix], atter B .
80 @,o
(&) cancels that key
(page 112).

(PRTPRGM]. Print program.
Prints contents of program
memory beginning with

current step and continuing

until two consecutive
instructions are encounter-

ed or step 98 is printed

(page 111).

Any key. Pressing any

key on the keyboard
stops execution of a
running program.  

Executed as a

recorded program

instruction:

Run/stop. Stops
program execution

(page 140).
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Meet the HP-19C and HP-29C

Congratulations!

With your purchase of the HP-19C/HP-29C Programmable Scientific Calculator with

Continuous Memory, you have acquired a truly versatile and unique calculating instrument.

Using the Hewlett-Packard RPN logic system that slices with ease through the most difficult

equations, the calculator is without parallel:

Asascientific calculator. The HP-19C/HP-29C features a multiple-entry keyboard with each

of the keys controlling up to three separate operations, ensuring maximum computing power.

As a problem-solving machine. Following the simple, step-by-step instructions in the

HP-19C/HP-29C Applications Book, you can key in any of dozens of programs from the areas

of mathematics, statistics, games, finance, surveying, and other fields and begin using your
calculator. Immediately.

As a personal programmable calculator. The HP-19C/HP-29C is so easy to program and

use that it requires no prior programming experience or knowledge of arcane programming

languages. Yet even the most sophisticated computer experts marvel at the programming

features of the calculator:

=  Continuous Memory means that programs can be remembered by the calculator—even

when the power switch is OFF.

= 16 non-volatile data storage registers.

= 14 volatile indirect data storage registers.

= 98 steps of non-volatile program memory.

#»  Fully merged prefix and function keys that mean more programming per step.

=  Easy-to-use editing features for correcting and modifying programs.

=  Powerful unconditional and conditional branching.

=  Three levels of subroutines and 10 labels.

= Indirect storage, recall, branching, and subroutine calls.

= Printer to record results, list programs, or trace executing programs (HP-19C).

And in addition, the HP-19C/HP-29C can be operated from its rechargeable battery pack for

complete portability, anywhere.

Now let’s take a closer look at the calculator to see how easyit is to use, whether we solve a

problem manually, or whether we use its programming power to solve the problem

automatically.
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14 Meetthe HP-19C/HP-29C

Manual Problem Solving

To get the feel of your new calculator, try a few simple calculations. First, set the switches

that are located directly below the display window as follows:

HP-19C:  Set the OFF-PRGM-RUN switch OFFP-FK;H@URUN to RUN.

Set the Print Mode switch MAN%NMM to MAN.

HP-29C: Set the OFF-ON switch offMo~ to ON.
Set the PRGM-RUN switch off Jll[JruN to RUN.

PRGM

If Error is displayed when you turn the calculator on, don’t worry, it simply means power

has been interrupted at some time. Just press any key to clear the Error and proceed. If the

display is blank when you turn it on, refer to AC Line Operation, page 182.

Press @ (Fix]2 so your display will match the displays in the following problems.

To solve: Press: Display:

5+6=11 SEMED6® 11.00
8+2 =4 SENED2 4.00
7-4=3 7ERED40 3.00
9Xx8=72 9 ERED 8 (X) 72.00

% = 0.20 50 0.20

Sine of 30° = 0.50 3000 (50 0.50

Now let’s try something a little more involved. To calculate the surface area of a sphere, the

formula A = wd? can be used, where:

A is the surface area of the sphere,

d is the diameter of the sphere,
7 is the value of pi, 3.141592654.

Ganymede, one of Jupiter’s 12 moons, has a diameter of 3200 miles. You can use the calcu-

lator to manually compute the area of Ganymede. Merely press the following keys in order.

Press Display

3200 3200. Diameter of
Ganymede.

0 10240000.00 Square of the
diameter.

B 3.14 The quantity .

(x) 32169908.78 Area of Ganymede
in square miles.
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Programmed Problem Solving

After calculating the surface area of Ganymede, one of Jupiter’s 12 moons, suppose you

decided you wanted the surface area of each moon. You could repeat the procedure you

used for Ganymede 12 times, using a different diameter d each time; however, an easier

and faster method is to create a program that will calculate the surface area of any sphere

from its diameter rather than pressing all the keys for each moon.

To calculate the area of a sphere using a program, you should first write the program, then

you must load the program into the calculator, and finally you run the program to calculate

each answer.

Writing the Program. You have already written it! A program is nothing more than the series

of keystrokes you would execute to solve the same problem manually. Two additional opera-
tions, a label and a return are used to define the beginning and end of the program.

Loading the Program. To load the keystrokes of the program into the calculator:

1. HP-19C: Slide the OFF-PRGM-RUN switch OFF%RUN to PRGM (program).

HP-29C: Slide the PRGM-RUN switch prGm [[[[JJill Run to PRGM (program).

2. Press [NCLEAR to clear the calculator.

3. Press the following keys in order. (When you are loading a program, the display gives

you information that you will find useful later, but which you can ignore for now.)

Press

3 ((EDO0 Defines the beginning of the program.

o
8 These are the same keys you pressed to solve the problem manually.

>

EIET  Defines the end of the program.

The calculator will now remember this keystroke sequence.

Running the Program. To run the program to find the area of any sphere from its diameter:

1. HP-19C: Slide the OFF-PRGM-RUN switch OFFP-mé]]EflRUN to RUN.

HP-29C: Slide the PRGM-RUN switch pram [I[[] run to RUN.

2. Key in the value of the diameter.

3. Press IO to run the program.
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When you press B30, the sequence of keystrokes you loaded is automatically executed by

the calculator, giving you the same answer you would have obtained manually.

For example, to calculate the area of Ganymede, with a diameter of 3200 miles:

Press Display

3200 3200.
(Gsai] 32169908.78 Square miles.

With the program you have loaded, you can now calculate the area of any of Jupiter’s

moons—in fact, of any sphere—using its diameter. You have only to leave the calculator

in RUN mode and key in the diameter of each sphere for which you want the area, then

press 30. For example, to compute the surface area of Jupiter’s moon o, with a diameter

of 2310 miles:

Press Display

2310 3O 16763852.56 Square miles.

For the moons Europa, diameter 1950 miles, and Callisto, diameter 3220 miles:

Press Display

1950 €0 11945906.07 Area of Europa in
square miles.

3220 @30 32573289.27 Area of Callisto in
square miles.

Programming is that easy! The calculator remembers a series of keystrokes and then executes

them whenever you wish. In fact the HP-19C/HP-29C can remember up to 98 separate

operations (and many more keystrokes, since many operations require two or three keystrokes)

and execute them simply by pressing followed by the label number (0O through 9). By

using, say, 0 for one program, 1 for another, etc., your calculator can

contain many different programs at one time.

What Continuous Memory Means to You

Your calculator contains Continuous Memory—one of the newest, most advanced memory

systems available in a scientific calculator. Continuous Memory means the program memory

and primary storage registers stay ‘‘on’’ when your calculator is turned off. You can store

your favorite program (or programs) for days or weeks!

Continuous Memory is especially convenient when you wantto retain data, save battery life,

or customize your calculator (e.g., if you use 20% of your programs to solve 80% of your

problems). You save considerable time because you don’t have to key in those common

programs again and again—they are stored in your calculator. Continuous Memory reduces

human entry errors too; fewer keystrokes mean fewer chances of making inadvertent errors.
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Perhaps the most important advantage of Continuous Memory is that it enables you to

customize or personalize your calculator. The easiest way to customize your calculatoris

to make a list of the problems you encounter most frequently, rate them in order of priority,

then write and save the specialized programs to solve those problems. Whenever you en-

counter a repetitive problem set, you just write the program once, then use it at different
times. You can even preserve one or two favorite programs in the calculator.

Besides saving programs, Continuous Memory lets you store data in the general-purpose

storage registers. Constants, accumulations, and intermediate answers can be retrieved when-

ever you need them. In addition, even the numberin the displayed X-registeris saved, along

with the display format!

Continuous Memory also helps save battery life in many situations. If your calculatoris left

off, Continuous Memory can store your programs for 1 month or longer. When you do use

your calculator, keying in fewer programs means less time that the display is on—hence, less

battery drain.

Using this Handbook
New to Hewlett-Packard calculators? Part One of this handbook has been designed to teach

you to use your HP-19C/HP-29C as a powerful scientific calculator. By working through

these sections of the handbook, you’ll learn every function that you can use to calculate

answers manually, and you’ll come to appreciate the calculating efficiency of the Hewlett-

Packard logic system with RPN. And since the programmability of the calculator stems from

its ability to remember a series of manual keystrokes, Part One, Using Your HP-19C/HP-29C

Calculator, is invaluable in laying the groundwork for Part Two, Programming The

HP-19C/HP-29C.

Previous HP user? 1f you’ve already used Hewlett-Packard pocket or desktop calculators

with RPN, you may wantto familiarize yourself with the unique printer options of the HP-19C

by reading page 22, and then turn directly to Part Two, Programming The HP-19C/HP-29C.

Later, though, you will undoubtedly wish to peruse Part One at your leisure in order to dis-
cover the many calculating advantages of your calculator.

Whether an old hand or a novice, you’ll find the Function and Programming Key Index

beginning on page 6 invaluable as a quick reference guide, a programming guide, or even

to illustrate the features of your calculator to your friends.

Please note that all references to the calculator printer are applicable only to the HP-19C. All

other operations are identical.

Note: References to printer functions are printed in brown and are applicable only
to the HP-19C.
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Using Your HP-19C/HP-29C
Calculator

  



Section 1

Getting Started

Your HP-19C/HP-29C is shipped fully equipped, including a battery pack. Although the

calculator is completely portable, if you want to use it on battery power alone, you should

connect the ac adapter/recharger and charge the battery for 6 hours first. Whether you operate

from battery power or from the ac adapter/recharger, the battery pack must always be in the
calculator. The battery pack is never in danger of being overcharged.

To begin:

HP-19C:  Slide the OFF-PRGM-RUN switch orrJlif[[l]run to RUN.
PRGM

Slide the Print Mode switch MaN[[[[JllNorRmM t0 MAN,
TRACE

HP-29C:  Slide the PRGM-RUN switch prem [Jl[[Jrun to RUN.

Display

Numbers that you key into the calculator and intermediate and final answers are always seen

in the bright red display. Should you see the display Error the first time you turn the calculator

on, do not worry—it means that powerto the calculator has been interrupted at some time.

Merely press any key on the keyboard to clear the display, then continue.

The displays illustrating most examples in this handbook are shown to two decimal places,

like this: 0.00 . As you will see, numbers can be seen in a wide variety of formats with your

calculator, but if you want the display on your calculator to look like the ones shown on

the next few pages, press 2 now.

Keyboard

Each key on the keyboard can perform as many as three different functions. One function is

indicated on the flat plane of the key face, while the second and third functions may be

indicated by printed symbols in gold and blue, respectively: gold above the key, and blue on

the lower face of the key.

There are two prefix keys, U and £}. By pressing one of these prefix keys before
pressing a function key, you select the function printed in gold or blue.

To select the function printed on the face of the key, press the key.

To select the function printed in gold above the key, first press the gold prefix key [,

then press the function key.

To select the function printed in blue on the lower face of the key, first press the blue prefix

key EJ, then press the function key.

In this handbook, the key functions appear in the appropriate color outlined by a box, like

this: (], , 7). Digit keys (0 through 9) appear like this: 1, 2, 3... .

20
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Keying In Numbers

Key in numbers by pressing the number keys in sequence, just as though you were writing on

a piece of paper. The decimal point must be keyed in if it is part of the number (unlessit is to be

right of the last digit). Remember, if you want your display to be the same as those shown
here, press I3 (£1] 2.

For example to key in 148.84:

Press Display

148.84 148.84

The number, 148.84 is seen in the display.

Negative Numbers

To key in a negative number, press the keys for the number, then press (change sign).

The number, preceded by a minus (-) sign, will appearin the display. For example, to change

the sign of the number now in the display:

Press Display

CHS -148.84

You can change the sign of either a negative or a positive nonzero number in the display.

For example, to change the sign of the —148.84 now in the display back to positive:

Press Display

CHS 148.84

Notice that only negative numbers are given a sign in the display.

Clearing

You can clear any numbers that are in the display by pressing (clear X). This key erases

the number in the display and replaces it with 0.00.

Press Display

CLX 0.00

If you make a mistake while keying in a number, clear the entire number string by pressing

(C®3 . Then key in the correct number.
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Printer (HP-19C)

The printer has three modes of operation, which you control using the Print Mode switch

mAN[TlNORM :
TRACE

s With the Print Mode switch man[[[[JliNorm set to MAN (manual), the printeris idle and
TRACE

does not print unless you press the key or one of the other PRINT functions.

This mode gives greatest economy of paper and battery power.

m With the Print Mode switch maN[Jl[[[Jnorm set to NORM (normal), the calculator
TRACE

records a history of the calculation sequence so that you can reconstruct your problem.

In this mode you see digit entries and functions, but intermediate and final answers are

not printed unless you press the key.

m With the Print Mode switch maAN[I[[lNorRm set to TRACE, the calculator prints
TRACE

numbers, functions, and intermediate and final answers, just as they are seen in the

display. The results of functions are printed with the symbol *** to the right of the

number. In addition, when in PRGM (program) mode, the printer will record

mnemonics of your keystrokes as you enter your program into program memory.

To advance the printer paper, press [E) E°c) and simply hold the Epc) key down until the

paper has advanced the desired amount. To replace the paper roll, refer to Your HP-19C
Printer in appendix A of this handbook.

No matter what print mode you choose, you seldom have to worry about ‘‘overrunning’’ the

printer when you are calculating. Your HP-19C contains a key buffer that ‘‘remembers’” up to

seven keystrokes—no matter how fast you press the keys.

Functions

In spite of the dozens of functions available on the keyboard, you will find the calculator

functions simple to operate by using a single, all-encompassing rule: When you press a

function key, the calculator immediately executes the function written on the key.

Pressing a function key causes the calculator to immediately perform that function,

and display the result.

The best way to see how simple functions operate on your HP-19C is with the Print Mode

switch set to TRACE to give you a complete record of inputs, functions, and answers.

Slide the HP-19C Print Mode switch man [J[[[[Iinorm to TRACE now and make sure there is
TRACE

a roll of paperin the printer. If there is no paper, refer to Your HP-19C Printer in appendix A

(page 186).

For example, to calculate the square root of 148.84 merely:

Press Display
142.84 IX

148.84 148.84 12,28 kxx
o 12.20 '
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Let’s look briefly at the printed copy of that problem to see the simple way that the HP-19C

printer duplicates your calculations.

The papertapes are printed just as you read, from left to right and top to bottom. The number,

148.84,is printed exactly as you keyed it in. A symbol for the function performed, is

printed next to it. The answer, 12.20, is printed with a three-asterisk labelto its right, in-

dicating that the HP-19C performed some operation in order to obtain the number as it is

printed.

Number keyed in—no asterisks.

§/<———— Function performed.
E  %x¥

Asterisks indicate this number as

printed is the result of some operation.

Now let’s continue: To square the result of the previous calculation:

Press Display

B 148.84 v
148.84  sxx

(=], and are examples of one-number fucntion keys; that is, keys that execute upon a

single number. All function keys in the calculator operate upon either one number or two

numbers at a time (except for statistics keys like and (5]—more about these later).

Function keys operate upon either one number or two numbers.

One-Number Functions

To use any one-number function key:

1. Key in the number.

2. Press the prefix key, then the function key.

For example, to use the function , you first key in the number represented by x, press

the prefix key [, then press the function key. To calculate %, key in 4 (the x-number), press

[}, and then press (/.

Press Display

4 4. 4.88 1.
B (4 0.25 8.25 ik
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Now try these other one-number function problems. Remember,first key in the number, press

the appropriate prefix key, then press the function:

1 = 0.04
25

V2500 = 50.00

10° = 100000.00 (Use the key.)

V3204100 = 1790.00

log 12.58925411 = 1.10

712 = 5041.00

Two-Number Functions

Two-number functions are functions that must have two numbers present in order for the

operation to be performed. (¥, (=], (xJ, and (5] are examples of two-number function keys.

You cannot add, subtract, multiply, or divide unless there are two numbers present in the
calculator. Two-number functions work the same way as one-number functions—thatis, the

operation occurs when the function key is pressed. Therefore, both numbers must be in the

calculator before the function key is pressed.

When more than one number must be keyed into the calculator before performing an operation,

the key is used to separate the two numbers.

Use the key whenever more than one number must be keyed into the
calculator before pressing a function.

If you key in only one number, you never need to press ERER . To place two numbers into

the calculator and perform an operation:

1. Key in the first number.

2. Press to separate the first number from the second.

3. Key in the second number.

4. Press the function key to perform the operation.

For example, to add 12 and 3:

Press Display

12 12. The first number.

12.00 Separates the first tih

number from the ke -t: £

second. 2. 8E +

3 3 The second number. 15,86 ¥i%

15.00 The function, and
answer.
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Other arithmetic functions are performed the same way:

To perform Press Display

12 -3 12 3 9.00 12.88 ENT?

J.08 -~

2.88 ixx

12 X 3 12 3 36.00 12.8¢ EhTt
3.68 x

J€6.88  kxx

12 =3 12 303 4.00 12.88 ELTY

3.08 ¢

4,88 kxx

The key is also a two-number operation. It is used to raise numbers to powers, and you

can use it in the same simple way that you use every other two-number function key:

1. Key in the first number.

Press to separate the first number from the second.

Key in the second number (power).

Perform the operation (press [ ).e

When working with any function key (including ), you should rememberthat the displayed

number is always designated by x on the function key symbols.

The numberdisplayed is always x.

. 1
So means square root of the displayed number, means——— etc.

displayed number

Thus, to calculate 35;

Press Display

3 3.
,

EID 3.00
3.88 EN:':

6 6. x, the displayed num- . c.ee Y

ber, is now six. 729.86 xxix

0 729.00 The answer.
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Now try the following problems using the key, keeping in mind the simple rules for two-

number functions:

16* (16 to the 4" power) = 65536.00

812 (81 squared) = 6561.00 (You could also have done this as a one-
number function using 2

225 (Square root of 225) = 15.00 (You could also have done this as a
one-number function using (5].)

216 (2 to the 16" power) = 65536.00

162 (4™ root of 16) = 2.00

Chain Calculations

The speed and simplicity of operation of the Hewlett-Packard logic system become most

apparent during chain calculations. Even during the longest of calculations, you still perform

only one operation at a time, and you see the results as you calculate—the Hewlett-Packard

automatic memory stack stores up to four intermediate results inside the calculator until you

need them, then inserts them into the calculation. This system makes the process of working

through a problem as natural as it would be if you were working it out with pencil and paper
but the calculator takes care of the hard part.

For example, solve (12 + 3) X 7.

If you were working the problem with a pencil and paper, you would first calculate the inter-

mediate result of (12 + 3)...

B+xX 7 =

/15

...and then you would multiply the intermediate result by 7.

H2=+3-x 17 =

/5x 7 =105

You work through the problem exactly the same way with the calculator, one operation at a

time. You solve for the intermediate result first...

(12 + 3)

Press Display

12 12. -

12.00 12.88 ENTt
3 3 J.00 +

' 15.08 xxx
15.00 Intermediate result.
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... and then solve for the final answer. You don’t need to press to store the inter-
mediate result—the calculator automatically stores it when you key in the next number.

To continue...

Press Display

7 7. The intermediate re-
sult from the preced-
ing operation is auto-
matically stored inside
the calculator when
you key in this > 88 x

number 105,86 ¥xx
) 105.00 Pressing the function

key multiplies the new
number and the inter-
mediate result, giving
you the final answer.

Because the calculator stores intermediate results automatically, you don’t need to print or

remember them. You can slide the Print Mode switch to NORM to preserve a record of your

calculations, and then press to print the final answer. The final answer will be in the

displayed X-register on both the HP-19C and HP-29C.

For example, when you solved the above problem in TRACE mode, you preserved all inter-

mediate and final results. To solve the same problem and preserve only a history of the

calculations:

Slide the HP-19C Print Mode switch MAN%@NORM to NORM.

Press Display

12 12.

12.00

3 3. 12.68 ENT?
15.00 .00 ¢

7 7. 7.08 X

) 105.00 185.88 ¥kx

(HP-19C) 105.00 Preserves the final

answer in your printed
record.
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Now try these problems. Notice that for each problem you only have to press to insert
a pair of numbers into the calculator—each subsequent operation is performed using a new

number and an automatically stored intermediate result.

To solve Press Display

2 +3)
2T 20 2.

2.00 2.86 ENT

3 3. 3.08 +
5.00 10.86 =

10 10. 8.56 ¥xx
® 0.50

(HP-19C) 0.50

3 (16 — 4) 16 16.

16.00
4 4 1€.86 ENT?
= 12.00 4.00 -
3 3 3.88 x

(HP-19C) 36.00

fi%z 14 14.

14.00

7 7. 14.88 ENT?
21.00 288 +

3 3. 308 +
24.00 288 .

2 2. 4.68 =
B 22.00 .56 KKK
4 4.

= 5.50
(HP-19C) 5.50

Problems that are even more complicated can be solved in the same simple manner, using

the automatic storage of intermediate results. For example,to solve (2 + 3) X (4 + 5) witha

pencil and paper, you would:

2 +3) X @4+5)

First solve for the contents l L

of these parentheses... ...and then for these parentheses...

...and then you would multiply the

two intermediate answers together.
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You work through the problem the same way with your HP-19C/HP-29C. First you solve

for the intermediate result of (2 + 3)...

Press Display

2 2.

2.00 2.88 ENT?

3 3. 3.86 +

5.00 Intermediate result.

Then add 4 and S:

(Since you must now key in another pair of numbers before you can perform a function, you

use the key again to separate the first number of the pair from the second.)

Procedure Press Display

Qx4+ 4EEDSE® 900 e
’ J.08 +

S5 9

Then multiply the intermediate answers together for the final answer:

Procedure Press Display

QA3X([@4+3 © 45.00 X

5Xx9= 45 (HP-19C) 45.00 45.08 ¥ix

Notice that you didn’t need to write down or key in the intermediate answers from inside the

parentheses before you multiplied—the calculator automatically stacked up the intermediate

results for you and brought them out on a last-in, first-out basis when it was time to multiply.

No matter how complicated a problem may look, it can always be reduced to a series of

one- and two-number operations. Just work through the problem in the same logical order

you would use if you were working it with a pencil and paper.

For example, to solve:

9 +8 xX((7+2)

@4 X5)

Press Display

9 8 17.00 Intermediate result of 3.8 ENTT
9 + 8). g.686 +

7 2 9.00 Intermediate result of 7.88 CNT?
(7 +2). 2.0 ¢

J 153.00 (9 + 8) multiplied by
(7 +2). 4.86 ENT?

4 5 20.00 Intermediate result of J.08 x
4 X 5). =

= 7.65 The final answer. 7.65 kix

(HP-19C) 7.65
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Now try these problems. Remember to work through them as you would with a pencil and

paper, but don’t worry about intermediate answers—they’re handled automatically by the
calculator.

2 X3)+ (4 X5) =26.00

(14 + 12) X (18 = 12)
®-7

V16.38 X 5

.05

= 78.00

= 181.00

4 x (17 = 12) + (10 — 5) =4.00

V2+3)X@+5+VE6+T) X@+9) =21.57

A Word about the HP-19C/HP-29C

Now that you’ve learned how to use the calculator, you can begin to fully appreciate the

benefits of the Hewlett-Packard logic system. With this system, you enter numbers using a

parenthesis-free, unambiguous method called RPN.

It is this unique system that gives you all these calculating advantages whether you’re writing

keystrokes for a program or using the calculator under manual control:

= You never have to work with more than one function at a time. The calculator cuts

problems down to size instead of making them more complex.

» Pressing a function key immediately executes the function. You work naturally through

complicated problems, with fewer keystrokes and less time spent.

= Intermediate results appear as they are calculated. There are no ‘‘hidden’’ calculations,

and you can check each step as you go.

= Intermediate results are automatically handled. Using the HP-19C, you don’t even have

to print out long intermediate answers when you work a problem. (Of course, if you

want intermediate answers, the HP-19C printer will record them in TRACE mode.)

= Intermediate answers are automatically inserted into the problem on a last-in, first-out

basis. You don’t have to remember where they are and then summon them.

= You can calculate in the same order that you do with pencil and paper. You don’t have

to think the problem through ahead of time.

The HP system takes a few minutes to learn. But you’ll be amply rewarded by the ease with

which your calculator solves the longest most complex equations. With HP, the investment of

a few moments of learning yields a lifetime of mathematical dividends.





Section 2

Printer and Display Control

In the HP-19C/HP-29C, you can select many different options for display and printing of

numbers. But regardless of the display options in effect, the calculator always operates in-
ternally using each number as a 10-digit mantissa and a two-digit exponent of 10. Thus,

when the calculator is set to display only two digits past the decimal point, the fixed constant

pi, which is represented internally as 3.141592654 X 10%, will appearin the display as 3.14.

For example, when you compute 2 X 77, you might see the answer to only two decimalplaces:

Press Display
2. 06 Fi

200X 6.28 e
S

However,inside the calculator all numbers have 10-digit mantissas and two-digit exponents of

10. So the calculator actually calculates using full 10-digit numbers:

2.000000000 x 10° £F (1) 3.141592654 X 10(x]

yields an answerthat is actually carried to full 10 digits internally:

6.283185308 x 10"
Tc—

You see only these digits...J L...but these digits are also present.

The Continuous Memory ofthe calculator maintains values that are in the displayed X-register.
Any number that was in the display before you turn the calculator off will return to the

display when you turn the calculator back on.

Display Control Keys
There are three functions, , ,and (Eng), that allow you to control the manner in which

numbers appear in the calculator display.

displays and prints numbers in fixed decimal point format, while permits you to

view numbers in a scientific notation format. (EnG) displays numbers in engineering notation,

with exponents of 10 shown in multiples of three (e.g., 103, 107%, 10'*). By pressing a digit

key (0 through 9) after any of these display control functions, you specify the number of

digits displayed.

No matter which format or how many displayed digits you choose, display control alters

only the manner in which a numberis displayed and printed. The actual numberitself is not

altered by any of the print options or the display control keys.

Display modeis one of the items that is maintained by the Continuous Memory of the HP-19C/
HP-29C, so even though you may turn the calculator off, when you turn it back on again

32
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you will see numbers displayed in the manner you selected earlier. Most of the examples in

this handbook use two digits past the decimal point, but as you will soon see, you can work

problems with the display set to any mode you desire.

Fixed Point Display

10-digit number
 —

Decimal point

 

Using fixed point display, you can specify the number of places to be shown after the decimal

point. It is selected by pressing followed by a number key to specify the number of

decimal places (O through 9) to which the display is to be rounded. The displayed number

begins at the left side of the display (or the right side of the printed tape on the HP-19C)and

includes trailing zeros within the setting selected. Note that when you turn your calculator

OFF, then back ON (RUN on the HP-19C), the calculator remains in the same display number

mode and the previous value in the displayed X-register is retained.

For example:

Slide the HP-19C Print Mode switch man [[[TIlliNnorm to MAN now so that you can concentrate

on the display changes. TRACE

Press Display

g 2 6.28 2 display mode
used in this handbook.

Result remains from

previous example.

123.4567 123.4567

H& 0 123. Display is rounded off
to 0 decimal places.
Internally, however,

the number maintains

its original value of
123.4567 000 x 10,

o 4 123.4567

(Turn the calculator off and back on)

123.4567 Calculator remains in

the same display
mode; number in X-

register is retained.

i 5 123.45670
0 1 123.5 Noticethat the display

rounds if the first hid-
den digit is 5 or great-
er.

1 2 123.46 Normal 2 display.
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Scientific Notation Display

Sign of exponent of 10

¥

——
 

8-digit mantissa

Exponent of 10

In scientific notation each number is displayed with a single digit to the left of the decimal

point followed by a specified number of digits (up to seven) to the right of the decimal point

and multiplied by a power of 10. Scientific notation is particularly useful when working

with very large or small numbers.

Scientific notation is selected by pressing [ (5] followed by a digit key to specify the

number of decimal places to which the number is rounded. The display is left-justified and

includestrailing zeros within the selected setting. The HP-19C printed copy is right-justified,

with a sign to identify the exponent of 10.

Press Display

123.4567 123.4567

@ (sc) 2 1.23 02 Indicates 1.23 X 102

1 4 1.2346 02 Indicates 1.2346 X 102.
Notice that the display
roundsif the first hid-
den mantissa digit is 5
or greater.

0BG 7 1.2345670 02 Indicates 1.2345670
X 102

Note: You can easily key in numbers in scientific notation formatby using the
(enter exponent) key —more about this later.

Engineering Notation Display

Specified significant
digits after the first one
e~

Exponent of 10
-«—always a multiple

of three

One significant
digit always present
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Engineering notation allows all numbers to be shown with exponents of 10 that are multiples of

three (e.g., 103, 107%, 10'?).

Thisis particularly useful in scientific and engineering calculations, where units of measure are

often specified in multiples of three. Refer to the prefix chart below.

 

 

 

 

Multiplier Prefix Symbol

102 tera T

10° giga G

108 mega M

103 kilo k

1073 milli | m .

10-¢ micro | M

10-° nano 1 n

10712 pico | p

1015 femto f

10718 atto J a   
Engineering notation is selected by pressing [ (C.c) followed by a number key. The first

significant digit is always present in the display, and the number key specifies the number

of additional significant digits to which the display is rounded. The decimal point always

appears in the display. For example:

Press Display

.0123456 0.0123456

0 1 12. -03 Engineering notation
display. Number
appears in the display
rounded off to one
significant digit after
the omnipresent first
one. Power of 10 is
proper multiple of
three.

0 3 12.35 -03 Display is rounded off
to third significant
digit afterthe first one.

B Eng 7 12.345600 -03

0 0 10. -03 Display rounded off to
first significant digit.

Notice that rounding can occur to the left of the decimal point, as in the case of 0

specified above.
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When engineering notation has been selected, the decimal point shifts to show the mantissa

as units, tens, or hundreds in order to maintain the exponent of 10 as a multiple ofthree.

For example, multiplying the number now in the calculator by 10 causes the decimal point

to shift to the right without altering the exponent of 10:

Press Display

0 Exg) 2 12.3 -03
10 (x) 123. -03

However, multiplying again by 10 causes the exponent to shift to another multiple ofthree.

Since you specified [Eng) 2 earlier, the calculator maintains two significant digits after the first
one when you multiply by 10.

Press Display

10 (x) 1.23 00 Decimal point shifts.
Power of 10 shifts to
10°. Display main-
tains two significant
digits after the first
one.

Format of Printed Numbers (HP-19C)

When using the printer, whether you are in MAN or NORM mode (where you must press

to see answers) or in TRACE (where the HP-19C automatically prints answers as

they are calculated), printed numbers can be shown in any display format—fixed point,

scientific notation, or engineering notation. By selecting the display format, you also select
the print format.

Results from your HP-19C are always displayed and printed in the format that you have

chosen. The three-asterisk label that you see printed next to a result is a guarantee that it is in

the chosen display format. Although numbersin the display are left-justified, printed numbers
are right-justified.

Numbers that you key in—this is, numbers that are nor the results of operations—are also

printed by the HP-19C. When you key in a number with the Print Mode switch set to NORM or

TRACE, the HP-19C does not print it until you change display formator press a function key.

Then the numberis printed exactly as you keyed it in. (One case is an exception to this rule—

more about that later.) A numberthat you keyed in is not the result of an operation, and no

asterisks are printed to its right. Subsequent results, of course, are printed in the selected

format with a three-asterisk label. For example:
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Slide the Print Mode switch MAN [l[[[INorRM to NORM.
TRACE

Press Display

.0012345 0.0012345

3 1.235 -03 When you press any
function, the number

is first printed just as
you keyed it in. B.8812345 5013

1.235 -03 Results of functions, 1.235-83  ¥x¥
including display for-
matting, are printed in
the selected format. 123456789, 8 ENGE

123456789 123456789. 123.4568+85  ¥ix

@ Eng) 6 123.4568 06 The number is printed
as you keyed it in.

123.4568 06 The three-asterisk
label guarantees that
the number is now in

the selected format.

Notice that the HP-19Cprints a + (plus) sign to show you positive exponents of 10.

Thus, whenever you key in a number, the HP-19C prints it just as you keyed it in; then the

format is changed. It is easy for you to reconstruct your calculation because your exact

inputs are identifiable from your printed copy.

When you have keyed in a number, there is one time that the HP-19C will change its format

before printing. If you have specified fixed point notation the HP-19C will attempt to align the
decimal points for easy readability on your printed copy. It will do this in fixed point notation

by printing the numberthat you keyed in in the specified format(if the number can be printed

without truncating), adding trailing zeros and exponent if necessary.

This feature permits you to key in numbers in fixed point notation and line up the decimal

points in the printed record of your calculations.

 Example: You begin the month with a balance of

$735.43 in your checking account. During the

month, you write checks for $235, $79.95, $5,

$1.44, $17.83, $50, and $12.43. Calculate the

closing balance for the account and preserve a printed
record of your calculations.

First, ensure that the HP-19C Print Mode switch

maN[lnorm is set to NORM.
TRACE  
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Press Display

0 2 123.45

735.43 735.43
235 (5 500.43

79.95 (5 420.48

503 415.48

1.44 (3 414.04

17.83 (8 396.21

50 (9 346.21

12.43 (9 333.78

333.78

Sets 2 display
mode. (Result remains
from previous
problem.)

Two extra zeros
printed so that decimal
points will line up.

The numberis printed
exactly as you keyed
it in.

Two extra zeros
printed.

Two extra zeros

printed.

Closing balance. .

FIX2
735.43 ENT?
239.08 ~
0.5 -
J.08 -
1.4 ~

16,80 =~
o58.86 -
12.43 =~
33378 kkk

You need not worry about ‘‘losing’’ digits on the printed copy. The HP-19C printer will

never truncate digits (not even extra zeros) that you have keyed in. For example, if you
wanted to set aside 5/10000 of the closing balance of your account for a present for your

sister-in-law:

Press Display

.0005 0.0005

= 0.17

0.17

Entire number is

printed—not rounded
to 2.

Amount set aside for

sister-in-law’s gift.
Result of function is

rounded to 2.

Automatic Display Switching

8.6eas
8.17 #kx

The HP-19C/HP-29C switches the display from fixed point notation to scientific notation
with the same number of decimal places as previously set by whenever the number

is too large or too small to be seen with a fixed decimal point. This feature keeps you from

missing unexpectedly large or small answers. For example, if you try to solve (.05)? in

normal 2 display, the answer is automatically shown in scientific notation.



Press Display

cLX 0.00 Normal 2

display.

CLY
.05 0.05 8.85 EKNT?
308 1.25 -04 Display automatically 7.00 Y~

switched to to 1.95.8¢ sis
show answer. - -

1.25 -04

After automatically switching from fixed point to scientific display, when a new numberis

keyed in or is pressed, the display automatically reverts back to the fixed point display

originally selected.

The calculator also switchesto scientific notation if the answeris too large (= 10'?) for fixed

point display. For example, the display will not switch from fixed point if you solve
1582000 X 1842:

Press Display

1582000 1582000.
582806, 68 ZHT1582000.00 1‘8@3‘1 gi T

1842 (x) 2914044000. Fixed point format. i4@“53‘: =

2914044000. g e

However, if you multiply the result by 10, the answeris too large for fixed point notation,

and the calculator display switches automatically to scientific notation:

Press Display

10 (¢ 2.91 10 Scientific notation 1o

format. . . *; q -

2.91 10 cLB14IE k¥R

Notice that automatic switching is between fixed and scientific notation display modes

only—engineering notation display must be selected from the keyboard.

Keying in Exponents of Ten

You can key in numbers multiplied by powers of 10 by pressing B2 (enter exponent of

10) followed by number keys to specify the exponent of 10. For example, to key in 15.6

trillion (15.6 X 10'%), and multiply it by 25:

Press Display

15.6 15.6

EEX 15.6 00

12 15.6 12 This means 15.6

X 102
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Now Press Display

1.56 13 15.6+412 ENT?
25 () 3.90 14 25,68

3.90 14 3.980+14  xxx

You can save time when keying in exact powers of 10 by merely pressing and then

pressing the desired power of 10. For example, key in 1 million (10%) and divide by 52.

Press Display

G 1. 00 You do not have to key
in the number 1 before
pressing when the
number is an exact
power of 10.

6 I 06 1.+6€ ENTH
1000000.00 Since you have not s3pg =

specified scientific 19236.77 sk
notation, the display o

reverts to fixed point
notation when you
press ENED .

52 (3 19230.77

19230.77

To see your answer in scientific notation with six decimal places:

Press Display

0 6 1.923077 04 SCis

1.923077 04 1.923677+6<  #%k

To key in negative exponents of 10, key in the number, press B3, press to make the

exponent negative, then key in the power of 10. For example, key in Planck’s constant

(h)—roughly, 6.625 X 10727 erg sec.—and multiply it by 50.

Press Display

0.000000 00
0 Ex 2 0.00 ~
6.625 B3 6.625 00 Frus

St 6.625 B 6.625-27 ENT?
27 6.625 -27 8

6.63 -27 3 q1.0%  sag
50 3.31 -25 Erg sec.

3.31 -25
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Calculator Overflow and Underflow

When the numberin the calculator would be greater than 9.999999999 X 10%, the calculator

displays all 9’s to indicate that the problem has exceeded the calculator’s range. For example,

if you solve (1 X 10*%) X (1 X 10%), the calculator will display the answer:

Press Display

0.00 LY

49 1.00 49 1.+49 ENT?

50 1.00 99 1.456 X
1.00 99 1.88+535  xix

But if you attempt to multiply the above result by 100, the calculator display indicates overflow

by showing you all 9’s:

Press Display

100 9.9999999 99 Overflow indication. 1e@.68 =

9.9999999 99 9,3999999+38%  jiy

Numbers 1071%° and smallerare too small for the calculator to display or hold internally. When

a number 1071% or smaller is calculated the HP-19C/HP-29C substitutes a zero for the result.

Error Display

If you happen to key in an improper operation the word Error will appear in the display.

In addition, if the HP-19C Print Mode switch mANIl[[INnoRm is set to NORM or TRACE,

the printer will print EFROF TRACE

For example, if you attempt to calculate the square root of -4, the calculator will recognize

it as an improper operation:

Ensure that the HP-19C Print Mode switch man [l[[[Inorm is set to NORM.
TRACE

Press Display

4 -4, -4.88 JA

0 Error ERRCR

Pressinganykeyclears the error and is not executed. The number that was in the display before

the error-causing function is returned to the display so that you can see it. Sliding the HP-19C

OFF-PRGM-RUN switch or the HP-29C PRGM-RUN switch to PRGM also clears the error.
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When the switchis then returned to the RUN position, the number that was in the display before

the error-causing function is again returned there. The rest of the calculator remains un-

changed. To clear the error:

Press Display

o -4.00

All those operations that cause an error condition are listed in appendix B.

Low Power Display
When you are operating from battery power in RUN mode, the decimal point blinks on and

off to warn you that you have a minimum of one minute of operating time left.

 

  6.02 23| Low Power Indicator
 

\—Blinks on and off

In PRGM mode, a blinking decimal point will appear between the step number and the

keycode. You must then either operate the calculator from the battery charger/ac adapter as

described under AC Line Operation, or you can substitute a fully charged battery pack for the

one in the calculator.





Section 3

The Automatic Memory Stack

The Stack

Automatic storage of intermediate results is the reason that the HP-19C/HP-29C slides so

easily through the most complex equations. And automatic storage is made possible by the

Hewlett-Packard automatic memory stack.

Display

The display format used in this section is obtained by pressing &8 (FX] 2. You can work

through this section with the HP-19C Print Mode switch at any setting you desire. However,

the printed tapes that illustrate the examples in this section were created with the HP-19C

Print Mode switch maN [Jl[[[Inorm set to NORM.
TRACE

When you see decimal digits like 0.00 in the display, the number represents the contents of

the ‘‘X-register’’ in the calculator.

Basically, numbers are stored and manipulated in the machine ‘‘registers.’”” Each number,

no matter how few digits (e.g., 0, 1, or 5) or how many (e.g., 3.14159265, -23.28362, or

2.8714890 X 10%7), occupies one entire register.

The displayed X-register, which is the only visible register, is one of four registers inside the

calculator that are positioned to form the automatic memory stack. We label these registers

X,Y,Z,and T. They are ‘‘stacked’’ one on top ofthe other with the displayed X-register on

the bottom. When the calculatoris switched on, the Y, Z, and T registersare cleared to 0.00.

The X-register is maintained by the Continuous Memory.

Switch the calculator OFF, then ON (RUN on the HP-19C).

Press Display

4 0.00 rLy

Name Register

T 0.00

Z 0.00

Y 0.00

X 0.00 Always displayed.

You can view the contents of the entire stack at any time on the HP-19C by printing them using

the (print stack) key.

Press Display
PRET

a.8c T

0 0.00 g.68 <
g.66 7
a- B(‘? u".":

44
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Notice that B FRTSTH, like and the other print functions, operates regardless of the

position of the Print Mode switch.

Manipulating Stack Contents
The @ (roll down) and (x exchange y) keys allow you to review the stack contents

or to shift data within the stack for computation at any time.

Reviewing the Stack

To see how the @ key works, first load the stack with numbers1 through 4 by pressing:

4 3 2 I
The numbers that you keyed in are now loaded into the stack, and its contents look like this:

T 4.00 -

Z 3.00 o0 et
Y 2.00 f'@? e
X 1. Display £.88 ENTY

To print the contents of the stack now:

P Stack Contents . oress 1.88 FRST

T 4.00 -
Z 3.00 s g‘ .

0 Y 200 s
X 1.00 o

1.6¢ &

When you press the @ key, the stack contents shift downward one register. So the last

number that you have keyed in will be rotated around to the T-register when you press @

When you press G again, the stack contents again roll downward one register.

To see how the @ key operates, press £ on the HP-19C to list the stack contents

after each press of the G key:

Press Stack Contents a
¥

PR3]
T 1.00

@ Z 4.00 188 7
0 Y 3.00 4.88 7

X 2.00 Display. .00 ¢



Press Stack Contents

R4

T 2.00 PRST

Z 1.00 H .

D Y 4.00 :..@-z T

0 FrisTd X 3.00 Display. ;gg -

.80 X

R

G T 3.00 FRST

0 brisK Z 2.00

Y 1.00 3.0 1
X 4.00 Display. 2.8 2

P 1.88 Y

4.88 X

Fi

D T 4.00 PRST

0 risy Z 3.00 :

Y 2.00 4,88 ’

X 1.00 Display. 3.686 z

2.88 }

1.88 X

Once again the number 1.00 is in the displayed X-register. Four presses of the G key roll

the stack down four times, returning the contents of the stack to their original registers.

Exchanging x and y

The (x exchange y) key exchanges the contents of the X- and the Y-registers without

affecting the Z- and T-registers. If you press with data intact from the previous example,

the numbers in the X- and Y-registers will be changed...

... from this... ... to this.

T 4.00 T 4.00

Z 3.00 Z 3.00

Y 2.00 Y 1.00

X 1.00 Display X 2.00 Display.



You can verify this on the HP-19C by first listing the stack contents and then prsssing .To

see the results, list the stack contents again:

Press Stack Contents

0 T 4.00 PRST
Z 3.00

Y 2.00 4,88 T

X 1.00 Display. 3.00 ¢
2. 68 T

1 s &E; :'i

PN ae

FRST

0 T 4.00 400 1
Z 3.00 3.0 4

Y 1.00 1.86 i

X 2.00 Display. 2.086 X

Notice that whenever you move numbers in the stack using one of the data manipulation keys,

the actual stack registers maintain their positions. Only the contents ofthe registersare shifted.

The contents of the X-register are always displayed.

Clearing the X-Register
When you press (clear x), the displayed X-registeris cleared to zero. No other register

is affected when you press (%3 .

Press now, and the stack contents are changed...

... from this... ... to this.

T 4.00 T 4.00
Z 3.00 Z 3.00 o

L-l_l’i

Y 1.00 Y 1.00

X 2.00 Display. X 0.00

Although it may be comforting, it is never necessary to clear the displayed X-register when

starting a new calculation. This will become obvious when you see how old results in the

stack are automatically lifted by new entries.

The Key
When you key a number into the calculator, its contents are written into the displayed X-

register. For example, if you key in the number 314.32 now, you can see that the display

contents are altered.
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When you key in 314.32 with the stack contents intact from previous examples the contents of

the stack registers are changed...

... from this ... ... to this.

T 4.00 T 4.00

Z 3.00 Z 3.00

Y 1.00 Y 1.00

X 0.00 Display. X 314.32 Display.

In order to key in another number at this point, you mustfirst terminate digit entry—i.e.,

you must indicate to the calculator that you have completed keying in the first number and

that any new digits you key in are part of a new number.

Use the key to separate the digits of the first number from the digits of the second.

When you press the key, the contents of the stack registers are changed...

... from this ... ... to this.

T 4.00 T 3.00

Z 3.00 Z 1.00

Y 1.00 Y 314.32

X 314.32 Display. X 314.32 Display.

As you can see, the number in the displayed X-register is copied into Y. The numbers in Y and

Z have also been transferred to Z and T, respectively, and the number in T has been lost off

the top of the stack.

Immediately after pressing , the X-register is prepared for a new number, and that new
number writes over the number in X. For example, key in the number 543.28 and the contents

of the stack registers change...

... from this... ... to this.

T 3.00 T 3.00

Z 1.00 Z 1.00

Y 314.32 Y 314.32

X 314.32  Display. X 543.28 Display.

replaces any numberin the display with zero. Any new number then writes over the
zero in X.
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For example, if you had meant to key in 689.4 instead of 543.28, you would press now

to change the stack...

... from this...

3.00

1.00

314.32

543.28 Display.X
<
N
-
H

and then key in 689.4 to change the stack...

... from this...

3.00

1.00

314.32

0.00  Display.X
<
N
-

.. to this.

X
<
N
-
H 3.00

1.00

314.32

0.00  Display.

.. to this.

X
<
N
- 3.00

1.00

314.32

689.4  Display.

Notice that numbers in the stack do not move when a new number is keyed in immediately

after you press , , or B§. However, numbers in the stack do lift upward when

a new numberis keyed in immediately after you press most otherfunctions, including &8 and

EDD . See appendix C, Stack Lift and LAST X, for a complete list of the operations that

cause the stack to lift.

One-Number Functions and the Stack

One-number functions execute upon the numberin the X-register only, and the contents of the

Y-, Z-, and T-registers are unaffected when a one-number function key is pressed.

For example, with numbers positioned in the stack as in the previous example, pressing

0 changes the stack contents...

... from this...

3.00

1.00

314.32

689.4  Display.X
<
N

-

.. to this.

X
<
N

- 3.00

1.00

314.32

26.26  Display.

The one-number function executes upon only the numberin the displayed X-register, and the

answer writes over the number that was in the X-register. No other stack register is affected

by a one-number function.
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Two-Number Functions and the Stack

Hewlett-Packard calculators do arithmetic by positioning the numbers in the stack the same

way you would on paper. For instance, if you wanted to add 34 and 21 you would write 34

on a piece of paper and then write 21 underneathit, like this:

34

21

and then you would add, like this:

34
+21

55
 

Numbers are positioned the same way in the calculator. Here’s how it is done. (As you

know,it is not necessary to remove earlier results from the stack before beginning a new

calculation, but for clarity, the following example is shown with the stack cleared to all
zeros initially. If you want the contents of your stack registers to match the ones here, first

clear the stack by using the and keys to fill the stack with zeros.)

Press Display

0.00
0.00
0.00 LA

0.00 Stack cleared to zeros ZNTt
initially. chit

34 34. 34 is keyed into X. chit

34.00 34 is copied into Y. 34,8EHTT
21 21. 21 writes over the 34

in X.

Now 34 and 21 are sitting vertically in the stack so we can add.

To see this on the HP-19C,

Press Display

B 21.00 21.88 FRET

g.eg 7

g.6e 2

J4.08 |

21.086 X



Now add:

55.00

0 55.00

-
" =

o
y
T

o
m
m
o
w

=
D

o
D

[4

The simple old-fashioned math notation helps explain how to use your calculator. Both

numbers are always positioned in the stack in the natural order first, then the operation is

executed when the function key is pressed. There are no exceptions to this rule. Subtraction,

multiplication, and division work the same way. In each case, the data must be in the proper

position before the operation can be performed.

Chain Arithmetic

You’ve already learned how to key numbers into the calculator and perform calculations with

them. In each case you first needed to position the numbers in the stack manually using the

key. However, the stack also performs many movements automatically. These auto-

matic movements add to its computing efficiency and ease of use, and it is these movements

that automatically store intermediate results. The stack automatically *‘lifts’’ every calculated

number in the stack when a new numberis keyed in because it knows that after it completes
a calculation, any new digits you key in are a part of a new number. Also, the stack auto-

matically ‘‘drops’” when you perform a two-number operation.

To see how it works, let’s solve 16 + 30 + 11 + 17 = ?

If you want the contents of your stack registers to match those shown here, first clear the
stack by using the and keysto fill the stack with zeros.

Remember, too, that you can always monitor the contents of the stack at any time by using

the [ function on the HP-19C, or G on both the HP-19C or HP-29C. However,

using G or EZED to monitor the contents of the stack immediately following the or

keys may cause an erroneous result.

Press Stack Contents

0.00

0.00 16 is keyed into the
0.00 displayed X-register.

16.X
<
N

-

0.00 16.8@ ENT?

0.00 16 is copied into Y.

16.00

16.00X
<
N
=
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30 T 0.00

Z 0.00

Y 16.00

X 30.

0.00

0.00

0.00

46.00X
<
N
-

11 0.00

0.00

46.00

11.X
<
N

-

0.00

0.00

0.00

57.00X
<
N
=

17 0.00

0.00

57.00

17.X
<
N
-

0.00

0.00

0.00

74.00X
<
N
-
H

30 writes over the 16

in X.

16 and 30 are added 38. 66

together.

The answer, 46, is

displayed.

11 is keyed into the

displayed X-register.

The 46 in the stack is

automatically raised.

46 and 11 are added 11.88

together.

The answer, 57, is

displayed.

17 is keyed into the X-

register, 57 is auto-

matically enteredinto Y.

57 and 17 are added to-

gether for the final

answer.

74. 68 Xy

After any calculation or number manipulation, the stack automatically lifts when a new

number is keyed in. Because operations are performed when the operations are pressed, the

length of such chain problems is unlimited unless a number in one of the stack registers exceeds

the range ofthe calculator (up to 9.999999999 X 10%).
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In addition to the automatic stack lift after a calculation, the stack automatically drops during

calculations involving both the X- and Y-registers. It happened in the above example, butlet’s
do the problem differently to see this feature more clearly. Forclarity, first press to clear

the X-register. Now, again solve 16 + 30 + 11 + 17 =?

Press Stack Contents

16 0.00

0.00 16 is keyed into the

0.00 displayed X-register.

16.X
<
N
-

CiX

0.00 16,00 ENTT

0.00 16 is copied into Y.

16.00

16.00X
<
N
=

30 0.00

0.00 30 is written over

16.00 the 16 in X.

30.X
<
N

-

0.00
16.00 30 is entered into Y.

30.00 16 is lifted up to Z.

30.00

€ o S m = -4 i,

X
<
N
-
H

0.00

16.00 11 is keyed into the

30.00 displayed X-register.

11.X
<
N
—

16.00 i1.0C ENT?

30.00 11 is copied into Y.

11.00 16 and 30 are lifted up

11.00 to T and Z respectively.X
<
N
4

16.00

30.00 17 is written over the

11.00 11 in X.

17.X
<
N
=
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17 and 11 are added

T 16.00 together and the rest of 17.00 +

Z 16.00 the stack drops. 16

Y 30.00 drops to Z and is also

X 23.00 duplicated in T. 30 and
28 are ready to be

added.

T 16.00 30 and 28 are added +

Z 16.00 together and the stack

Y 16.00 drops again. Now 16

X 58.00 and 58 are ready to be

added.

T 16.00 16 and 58 are added 3

Z 16.00 together for the final

Y 16.00 answer and the stack

X 74.00 continues to drop.

74.00 wux

The same dropping action also occurs with (=), (X) and (5). The number in T is duplicated
in T and drops to Z, the number in Z drops to Y, and the numbers in Y and X combine to

give the answer, which is visible in the X-register.

This automatic lift and drop of the stack give you tremedous computing power, since you can

retain and position intermediate results in long calculations without the necessity of reentering

the numbers.

Order of Execution
When you see a problem like this one:

5x[B+4)-(5+2+@x3)] +@3x.213)

you must decide where to begin before you ever press a key.

Experienced HP calculator users have determined that by starting every problem atits inner-

most number or parentheses and working outward, just as you would with paper and pencil,

you maximize the efficiency and power of your HP calculator. Of course, with the HP-19C/

HP-29C you have tremendous versatility in the order of execution.

For example, you could work the problem above by beginning at the left side of the equation

and simply working through it in left-to-right order. All problems cannot be solved using

left-to-right order, however, and the best order for solving any problem is to begin with the

innermost parentheses and work outward. So, to solve the problem above:



Press Display

3 3.
3.00

4 4.
B 0.75

5 5.
5.00

2 2.
@ 2.50

B -1.75

4 4.
4.00

3 3.
® 12.00

10.25

3 3.
3.00

213 213
® 0.64

® 16.04
5 5.

® 80.20
80.20

LAST X

Intermediate answer

for (3 + 4).

Intermediate answer

for (5 + 2).

Intermediate answer

for(3+4) — (5 +2).

Intermediate answer

for (4 X 3).

Intermediate answer

for(3+4) — (5 +2)

+ (4 X 3).

Intermediate answer

for (3 X .213).

The first number 1is

keyed in.

The final answer.

J.6a
4.86

3. 68

2.60

&4.8

3.é )

3.88
8.212

3. 86
80.28

N N

In addition to the four stack registers that automatically store intermediate results, the cal-

culator also contains a separate automatic register, the LAST X register. This register pre-

serves the value that was last displayed in the X-register before the performance of a function.

To place the contents of the LAST X register into the display again, press = (.o .
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Recovering from Mistakes

makes it easy to recover from keystroke mistakes, such as pressing the wrong func-

tion key or keying in the wrong number.

Example: Divide 12 by 2.157 after you have mistakenly divided by 3.157.

Press Display

12 12.

12.00 .

3.157 (& 3.80 Oops! You made a 12.8€ ERTY
mistake. J.197 =

0 3.16 Retrieves that last LETX

entry (3.157).

() 12.00 You're back at the 2.197 *

beginning. 5,56 aat
2.157 (5] 5.56 The correct answer.

5.56

In the above example, when the first (5] is pressed, followed by [ , the contents of the

stack and LAST X registers are changed...

... from this... ... tothis... ... to this.

T 0.00 T 0.00 T 0.00

Z 0.00 Z 0.00 Z 0.00

Y 12.00 Y 0.00 0 CasTx) Y 3.80

X 3-’57_—\’8_:- /" e
LAST X 3.157

This makes possible the correction illustrated in the example above.

Recovering a Number for Calculation

The LAST X register is useful in calculations where a number occurs more than once. By

recovering a number using (L2=7 7], you do not have to key that number into the calculator

again.

Example: Calculate

7.32 + 3.6501123

3.6501123
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Press Display

7.32 7.32

7.32
3.6501123 3.6501123 Intermediate answer. 5o

10.97 Recalls 3.6501123 s8¢ B/ 1
to X-register. 3.6561123 A

LoT

0 3.65
i

The answer.

= 3.01

3.01

Constant Arithmetic

You may have noticed that wheneverthe stack drops because of a two-number operation (not

because of @), the numberin the T-register is reproduced there. This stack operation can be

used to insert a constant into a problem.

Example: A bacteriologist tests a certain strain

whose population typically increases by 15% each

day. If he starts a sample culture of 1000, what will be

the bacteria population at the end of each day for six

consecutive days?

Method: Put the growth factor (1.15) in the Y-, Z-,

and T-registers and put the original population (1000)

in the X-register. Thereafter, you get the new popula-

tion whenever you press (xJ. Try working this prob-

lem with the HP-19C Print Mode switch set to

TRACE so that you'll have arecord of all the answers

without pressing each time.

Slide the HP-19C Print Mode switch man [J[[[Jlinorm to TRACE.
TRACE

Press Display

1.15 1.15 Growth factor.

1.15
1.15
1.15 Growth factor now

inT.

 

 

 
 

1.15 ENT
ENT?
ENT?
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For example, to recall the number of persons carried daily by the Japanese National Railway:

1000 1000. Starting population. 18@8.66 x

) 1150.00 Population after 1% 1158.66 xix
day. %

: ndx 1322.50 dP:}ll)ulatlon after 2 1322.56 xix

1520.88 Population after 3& I 1520.88 *xi
) 1749.01 Population after 4 .

day. 1749.81 ¥xx

2011.36 Population after 5t s
day. 2811.36  xix

X 2313.06 Population after 6™ X
day. 2313.86 kxx

When you press (X] the first time, you calculate 1.15 X 1000. The result (1150.00)is displayed

in the X-register and a new copy of the growth factor drops into the Y-register. Since a new

copy of the growth factor is duplicated from the T-register each time the stack drops, you

never have to reenter it.

Notice that performing a two-number operation such as (X] causes the number in the T-register

to be duplicated there each time the stack is dropped. However, the (R+] key, sinceit rotates

the contents of the stack registers, does not rewrite any number, but merely shifts the numbers

that are already in the stack.





Section 4

Storing and Recalling Numbers

You have learned about the calculating powerthat exists in the four-register automatic memory

stack and the LAST X register of your HP-19C/HP-29C calculator. In addition to the automatic

storage of intermediate results that is provided by the stack, however, the calculator also con-
tains 30 addressable data storage registers that are unaffected by operations within the stack.

These registers allow you to manually store and recall constants orto set aside numbers for use

in later calculations. Like all functions, you can use these storage registers either from the key-

board or as part of a program. The primary registers are part of the Continuous Memory

of the calculator and maintain their contents even though the calculator is turned OFF.

The diagram below showsall storage registers. The addresses of the primary storage registers

are indicated by the numbers O through 9 and by .0 through .5. The address ofthe indirect

storage registers are indicated by the numbers (16) through (29).

Storing and recalling numbers in the 14 indirect storage registers is explained in section 12

(page 164).

Automatic Memory Stack Primary Storage Registers Indirect Storage Registers

T R, Rie)

Z R, Ri)

Y R, R

X R, Rae)

LAST X R, R0,

R, R

Rs Riz22)

R, Rz

Rs R4

R, Rizs)

R.o Rzs)

R., R

R.. Rzs)

R.; Rizg)

R.,

R.s
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Primary Storage Registers

Storing Numbers

To store a displayed number in any of storage registers R, through Ry.

1. Press (store).

2. Press the number key of the applicable register address (O through 9).

For example, to store Avogadro’s number (approximately 6.02 X 10?3) in register R,:

TRACE
Slide the HP-19C Print Mode switch to NORM man ll[[MINorm if you want your printed tape

to match the ones shown here.

Press Display

6.02 G 23 6.02 23 6.02423 ©TO2

2 6.02 23

Avogadro’s number is now stored in register R,. Notice that when a number is stored, it is

merely copied into the storage register, so 6.02 X 10?* also remains in the displayed X-register.

To store a displayed number in any of storage registers R., through R.;.

1. Press &Y.

2. Press the decimal point key (].

3. Press the number key of the applicable register address (0 through 5).

For example, to store 16,495,000 (the number of persons carried daily by the Japanese

National Railway) in register R.:

Press Display

16495000 16495000. _
16495068, 66 7.4

()4 16495000.00

The number has been copied into storage register R., and also remains in the displayed

X-register.

Recalling Numbers

Numbers are recalled from storage registers back into the displayed X-register in much the

same way as they are stored. To recall a number from any of storage registers R, through Ry:

1. Press (recall).

2. Press the number key of the applicable register address (O through 9).

For example, to recall Avogadro’s number from register R,:

Press Display

2 6.02 23 RCL2
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To recall a number from any of registers R., through R.5:

1. Press 9.

2. Press the decimal point key (-].

3. Press the number key of the applicable register address ((0) through (5)).

For example,to recall the numberof persons carried daily by the Japanese National Railway:

Press Display

(J4 16495000.00 KC.4

Recalling a numbercausesthe stack to lift unless the preceding keystroke was , ,
or (more about later).

Printing the Storage Registers (HP-19C)

You can see the contents of all storage registers at any time with the key. Simply press

0 to print a listing of the contents of all the numbered storage registers. For example,

if you have worked through the examples as shown above, printing the contents ofthe storage

registers should give you a listing like the one shown below.

Press Display FREC

@ 16495000.00 8.e6 @&

e.e¢ |

6.02¢23 2

g.g¢ =

a.ee ¢

6.8 =&

6.86 ¢

6.66 7

a.e6 &

e.ee¢ ¢S

8.8 .¢

e.ag .i

6.86 .2

a.6¢ .2

16495808.86 .4

e.gg .5

g.86 1¢

a.ea I7

e.ee¢ 15

e.eé :5

e.88 2¢

a.ee Zi

e.e8¢ 22

a.e6 23

8.8 24

8.e6 23

8.88 26

a.eé¢ =7

a.eé6 28

8.8 25
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If you want only a partial listing of storage registers, you can stop the printing of them at any

time by pressing any key. The contents of the X-register prior to pressing are returned

to the displayed X-register.

Clearing Storage Registers
Even though you have recalled the contents of a storage registerinto the displayed X-register,

the number also remains in the storage register. You can clear storage registers in either of

two ways:

= Toreplace a numberin a single storage register, merely store another numberthere. To

clear a storage register, replace the numberin it with zero. For example, to clear storage

register R,, press0 2.

= To clear all storage registers back to zero at one time, press [ CLEAR [EES).

This clears all storage registers, while leaving the automatic memory stack unchanged.

Remember that because of the Continuous Memory of the calculator the primary storage

registers retain their contents even though the calculator is turned OFF. When you turn the

calculator back on again, you can summon and use the contents of the primary storage
registers.

You can also clear storage registers R., through R.; while leaving the remaining storage

registers and the stack intact by using the ¢|I/10 function.

s Press @ CLEAR to clear storage registers R., through R.;5 only.

Storage Register Arithmetic

Arithmetic can be performed upon the contents of storage registers R, through Ry and R.,

through R.; by pressing followed by the arithmetic function key followed in turn by the

register address. For example:

Press Result

1 Number in displayed X-register added to contents of storage register

R,, and sum placed into R;; (r; + x = R,).

=2 Numberin displayed X-register subtracted from contents of storage register

R,, and difference placed into R,; (r, — x = Ry).

0] 3 Number in displayed X-register multiplied by contents of storage register
R;, and the product placed into R.j; [(r.a)x - R.3].

=) 4 Contents of storage register R, divided by numberin displayed X-register,

and quotient placed into register R.y; (r.4 = x = R.y).

When storage register arithmetic operations are performed, the answer is written into the

selected storage register, while the contents of the displayed X-register and the rest of the

stack remain unchanged.
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 Here is an example of storage register arithmetic.

Example: During harvest, farmer Flem Snopes

trucks tomatoes to the cannery for three days. On

Monday and Tuesday he hauls loads of 25 tons,

27 tons, 19 tons, and 23 tons, for which the cannery

pays him $55 per ton. On Wednesday the pricerises

to $57.50 per ton, and Snopes ships loads of 26 tons

and 28 tons. If the cannery deducts 2% ofthe price on

Monday and Tuesday because of blight on the

tomatoes, and 3% ofthe price on Wednesday, what is

Snopes’ total net income?

o
£
£

b ¥i
f
A

 

 

Method: Keep total amount in a storage register while using the stack to add tonnages and

calculate amounts of loss.

Press Display

25 25.00
27 52.00

19 23 94.00 Total of Monday's and
Tuesday’s tonnage.

55 (x) 5170.00 Gross amount for
Monday and Tuesday. .

5 5170.00 Gross placed in £3.68 ENTY
storage register Rs. 27.88 +

28 103.40 Deductions for 19.60 +
Monday and Tuesday. 23.086 +

G5 103.40 Deductions subtracted 50.00 x
from total in storage 5705
register R;. S8 =

26 26.00 ST-5
28 54.00 Wednesday’s tonnage. 26.88 ENT?

57.50 (4 3105.00 Gross amount for 28.08 +
Wednesday. 57 56 X

5 3105.00 Wednesday’s gross ST+5
amount added to total 7.80 =
in storage register Rj. .

30 93.15 Deduction for ':",—5
Wednesday. RCLS

G5 93.15 Wednesday deduction 8B78.45  hi¥
subtracted from total
in storage register R;.

5 8078.45 Snopes’ total net
income from his
tomatoes.

8078.45

(You could also work this problem using the stack alone, but doing it as shown here illustrates

how storage register arithmetic can be used to maintain and update different running totals.)
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Storage Register Overflow
If you attempt a storage register arithmetic operation that would cause the magnitude of a
number in any of the storage registers to exceed 9.999999999 10, the operation is not

performed and the calculator display immediately indicates Error. In addition, if the HP-19C

Print Mode switch man[J[Inorm is set to NORM or TRACE, the printer will also print
ERROR TRACE

When you then press any key, the error condition is cleared and the last value in the X-register

before the error is again displayed. The storage registers all contain the values they held

before the error-causing operation was attempted.

For example, if you store 7.33 X 10°* in register R, and attempt to use storage register

arithmetic to multiply that value by 10°°, the display will show Error.

Slide the HP-19C Print Mode switch man [Jl[[[Jnorm to NORM.
TRACE

Press Display

7.33 7.33

52 7.33 52 7.33+52 5701
1 7.33 52 1.+58 §Tx1

E3A 50 1. 50 ERRGR

X1 Error

To clear the error and display the contents of the X-register, press any key. The original

contents of storage register R, are still present there.

Press Display

% 1.00 50 Contents of X-register. RCL

1 7.33 52 Contents of storage
register R;.



Section 5

Function Keys

The HP-19C/HP-29C has dozens ofinternal functions that allow you to compute answers to

problems quickly and accurately. Each function operates the same way, regardless of whether

you press the function key manually or the function is executed as part of a program.

In this section, each function key is explained asit is used manually, with the Program Mode

switch set to RUN. To save HP-19C printing time and paper, you might wish to learn how to

use the functions with the Print Mode switch set to MAN. Or you might wish to see every

intermediate and final answer by setting the switch to TRACE. Except where indicated, how-

ever, all examples in this section are illustrated with the Print Mode switch set to NORM.

If you want your displays and printed copy to match the ones shown here, then:

HP-19C: Set the OFF-PRGM-RUN switch orr [i[l[Jrun to RUN.
PRGM

Set the Print Mode switch man [J[[[inorm to NORM.
TRACE

HP-29C: Set the PRGM-RUN switch pram[l rRun to RUN.

Number Alteration Keys
Besides , there are three keys provided for altering numbers in the calculator. These keys

are , , and , and you will find them most useful when performing operations as

part of a program.

Absolute Value

Some calculations require the absolute value, or magnitude, of a number. To obtain the

absolute value of the numberin the displayed X-register, press the [ shift key followed by the

(absolute value) key. For example, to calculate the absolute value of -3:

Press Display

3 EE -3. .
s ? -3.88 #BS
B(3 3.00 | -3] =3.86 ¥sx

3.00

To see the absolute value of +3:

Press Display

a 3.00 | +3| ABS

3.00 3.66 ¥ix

Integer Portion of a Number

To extract and display the integer portion of a number, press the [ prefix key followed by

66
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the (integer) key. For example,to display only the integer portion of the number 123.456:

Press Display

123.456 123.456 123.45¢ INT
0 123.00 Only the integer 123.86 ¥xx

portion of the number
remains.

123.00

When [0 is pressed, the fractional portion of the numberis lost. The entire number, of
course, is preserved in the LAST X register.

Fractional Portion of a Number

To extract and display only the fractional portion of a number, press the 1 prefix key followed

by the (fraction) key. For example, to see the fractional portion of the 123.456 used

above:

Press Display

0 123.46 Summons the original
number back to the L37}
X-register. FRLC

B 0.46 Only the fractional 8.45 ¥¥x
portion of the number
is displayed, rounded
here to FIX 2 display.

0.46

When [ (FF20) is pressed, the integer portion of the number is lost. The entire number, of

course, is preserved in the LAST X register.

Reciprocals

To calculate the reciprocal of a number in the displayed X-register, key in the number, then

press ! (7J. For example, to calculate the reciprocal of 25:

Press Display

0.04 .85 wix

You can also calculate the reciprocal of a value in a previous calculation without reentering

the number.

Example: In an electrical circuit, four resistors are connected in parallel. Their values are

220 ohms, 560 ohms, 1.2 kilohms, and 5 kilohms. What is the total resistance of the circuit?

1 1

1 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 1 4 1

R, R, R; R, 220 560 1200 5000
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Press Display

220 £ 4.55 -03

560 1 1.79 -03 .

0.01 228.88 1%
8 %

1200 8 8.33 -04 368, 8¢ ;;

0.01 .

5000 £3( 200 -04 1208. e 1;¥

0.01 Sum of.reciprocals. S06A.08 1%

B 135.79 The reciprocal of the .
sum of the reciprocals .
yields the answer in X

ohms. 135.79  ¥xx

135.79

Square Roots

To calculate the square root of a number in the displayed X-register, press = (5]. For

example, to find the square root of 16:

Press Display

16 4.00 le.88 X

4.00 4.86 ¥ix

To find the square root of the result:

Press Display

0 2.00 X

2.00 2,60 kkx

Squaring

To square a number in the displayed X-register, press £ . For example,to find the square

of 45:

Press Display

45 [I 2025.00 5.0 »
2025.00 2025.608 s¥x

To find the square of the result:

Press Display

ek 4100625.00 4180625, 6@
4100625.00 =
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Using Pi

The value 7 accurate to 10 places (3.141592654) is provided as a fixed constant in the cal-

culator. Merely press [ whenever you need it in a calculation. For example,to calculate
3m:

Press Display

3 DEE 942 3. 88 5 i

9.42 9.42  kix

Example: In the schematic diagram below, X,is 12 kilohms, R is 7 kilohms, E is 120 volts,

and f is 60 hertz. Find the inductance of the coil L in henries according to the formula:

 

 

  

 

 

27t

L - X, _ 12,000

C2nf 2 X a7 X 60

Press Display

12 3 12. 03 12.+83 ENT

12000.00 288 s

2 (3 6000.00 Fi

0HE 1909.86
:

60 (3 31.83 Henries. 6@.668 =

31.83 31.83 rx»

Percentages

The key is a two-number function that allows you to compute percentages. To find

the percentage of a number:

Key in the base number.

Press EED.

Key in the number representing percent rate.

Press the [} prefix key.

Press (4.D
o
k
W
~
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For example, to calculate a sales tax of 6.5% on a purchase of $1500:

Press Display

1500 1500.00 Base number. .

6.5 6.5 Percent rate. 15@2’ gg Chzf

8 97.50 The answer. 97' .
97.50 et **‘

6.5% of $1500 is $97.50.

In the above example, when the key is pressed, the calculated answer writes over the

percentage rate in the X-register, and the base number is preserved in the Y-register.

When you pressed (1, the stack contents were changed...

... from this... ... to this.

T 0.00 T 0.00

Z 0.00 Z 0.00

Y 1500.00 Y 1500.00

X 6.5 X 97.50

Since the purchase price is now in the Y-register and the amount of tax is in the X-register,

the total amount can be obtained by simply adding:

Press Display

1597.50 Total of price and sales
tax combined. +

1597.50 1587.58 ¥

Trigonometric Functions

Your calculator provides you with six trigonometric functions, which operate in decimal

degrees, radians, or grads. You can convert angles between decimal degrees and degrees

minutes, seconds, and you can add and subtract angles in any of these forms without converting

them.

Trigonometric Modes

For trigonometric functions, angles can be assumed by the calculator to be in decimal degrees,

radians, or grads. To select decimal degrees mode, press [ (degrees) before using a
trigonometric function. To select radians mode, press [ (520 (radians). Grads mode is
selected with 1 (GED (grads).

Note: 360 degrees = 400 grads = 27 radians.
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Functions

The six trigonometric functions provided by the calculator are:

10 &) (sine)
8 (arc sine)

(cosine)

B (arc cosine)

08 (tangent)

B (arc tangent)

Each trigonometric function assumes that angles are in decimal degrees, radians, or grads,

depending upon the trigonometric mode selected.

All trigonometric functions are one-number functions, so to use them, you key in the number,

then press the function key(s).

Example 1: Find the cosine of 35°.

Press Display

a 0.00 Degrees mode selected.
(Display assumes no
results remain from
previous examples.) DEG

35 35. 35.ee Cos
€3 (cos) 0.82 8.82 xxix

0.82

Example 2: Find the arc sine in radians of .964.

Press Display

8 0.82 Selects radians mode.
(Result remains from

previous example.) RAD

0.964 0.964 8.364 SINY

a 1.30 Radians 1.38  kix
1.30

Example 3: Find the tangent of 43.66 grads.

Press Display

a8 1.30 Selects grads mode.
(Result remains from

previous example.) eRAD

43.66 43.66 43.6¢6 TAN

& 0.82 Grads. 8.82 ¥xx

0.82

Hours, Minutes, Seconds/Decimal Hours Conversions

Using the HP-19C/HP-29C, you can change time specified in decimal hours to hours, minutes,

seconds format by using the (hours to hours, minutes, seconds) function; you can also
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change from hours, minutes, seconds to decimal hours by using the (hours, minutes,

seconds to hours) function. When a time is displayed or printed in hours, minutes, seconds

format, the digits specifying hours occur to the left of the decimal point, while the digits

specifying minutes, seconds, andfractions ofseconds occur to the right of the decimal point.

T N—— ——

Hours Tenths of a Second

Minutes  Seconds

To convert from decimal hours to hours, minutes, seconds, simply key in the value for

decimal hours and press 7 . For example, to change 21.57 hours to hours, minutes,

seconds:

Press Display

21.57 21.57 Key in the decimal
time. ?1 c“- vr‘:“

0 4 21.5700 Reset display format. +HES

8 (=unms) 21.3412 This is 21 hours, 34 21,3412  ¥kx
minutes, 12 seconds.

B 21.3412

Notice that the display is not automatically switched to show you more than the normal two

digits after the decimal point (LX) 2), so to see the digits for seconds, you had to reset

the display format to 4.

To convert from hours, minutes, seconds to decimal hours, simply key in the value for hours,

minutes, seconds in that format and press £3 E9). For example, to convert 132 hours, 43

minutes, and 29.33 seconds to its decimal degree equivalent:

Press Display

132.432933 132.432933 This is 132 hours,

43 minutes, 29.33

seconds. 132.432832 H

8 132.7248 This is 132.7248 132.7248 ¥kx
hours.

132.7248

Using the and operations, you can also convert angles specified in decimal

degrees to degrees, minutes, seconds, and vice versa. The format for degrees, minutes,

seconds is the same as for hours, minutes, seconds.
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Example: Convert 42.57 decimal degrees to degrees, minutes, seconds.

Press

42.57

o

Display

42.57

42.3412

42.3412

Key in the angle.

This means 42°34’
12", (Display
assumes 4
notation remains

specified from
previous example.)

Example: Convert 38°8'56.7" to its decimal equivalent.

Press

38.08567
e

0@ 2

Display

38.08567

38.1491

38.1491

38.15

Key in the angle.

Answer in decimal

degrees. ([ 4
display specified
from previous
example.)

Display mode reset.

42.5766 +HNS
42.3412 ¥xx

38.88567 *H
38.1451 xxx

FIX2

In the HP-19C/HP-29C, trigonometric functions assume angles in decimal degrees, decimal

radians, or decimal grads, so if you want to compute any trigonometric functions of an angle

given indegrees, minutes, and seconds, you mustfirst convert the angle to decimal degrees.

Example: Lovesick sailor Oscar Odysseus dwells

on the island of Tristan da Cunha (37°03'S,

12°18’W), and his sweetheart, Penelope, lives on

the nearest island. Unfortunately for the course of true

love, however, Tristan da Cunha is the most isolated

inhabited spot in the world. If Penelope lives on the

island of St. Helena (15°55'S, 5°43'W), use the

following formula to calculate the great circle dis-

tance that Odysseus must sail in order to court her.

 

 

cos (LNGy — LNGy)] x 60

 
Distance = cos™! [sin (LAT,)sin (LATy4) + cos (LAT;) cos (LAT,)
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Where:

LAT, and LNG, = latitude and longitude of the source (Tristan da Cunha).

LAT, and LNG, = latitude and longitude of the destination.

Solution: Convert all degrees, minutes, seconds entries into decimal degrees as you key them

in. The equation for the great circle distance from Tristan da Cunha to the nearest inhabited

land is:

Distance = cos™! [sin (37°03")sin (15°55") + cos (37°03") cos (15°55")

cos (5°43'W — 12°18'W)] x 60

Press Display

B 0.00 (Display assumes no

results remain from

previous examples.)
OEG

5.43 5.43 9. 42 -oH

(9] 5.72 12.18 +

12.18 12.18 fl:

06 -6.58 o b:;H

0 (cos > " srol
15.55 15.55 cas

© 15.92 ,x

1 15.92 7.82
0 (o3 0.96 5708
(x] 0.96 £as

37.03 2 37.05 -

0 37.05 RCL

03 (cos) 0.80 2IN

x] 0.76 RCLI

0 MGn 060 SIN
1 @Gn) 027

(x] 0.17 +

0.93 £os*

B 21.92 66.06 x

60 (¥ 1315.41 Distance in nautical 1315.41 xkx

1315.41 miles that Odysseus
must sail to visit
Penelope.
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Polar/Rectangular Coordinate Conversions
Two functions, £-) and , are provided for polar/rectangular coordinate conversions. Polar

angle 6 is assumed in decimal degrees, radians, or grads, depending upon the trigonometric

mode first selected by , E20), or [GED).

In the HP-19C/HP-29C, polar angle 6 is represented in the following manner:

 

 

 

  
To convert from rectangular x, y coordinates to polar r, 6 coordinates (magnitude and angle,

respectively):

1.

2.

3.

Key in the y-coordinate.

Press to raise the y-coordinate value to the Y-register of the stack.

Key in the x-coordinate.

Press [} (to polar). Magnitude r then appears in the X-register and angleis placed

in the Y-register. (To display the value for 6, you press J)

The following diagram shows how the stack contents change when you press .

t t

z z

T T

z z

Y y-coordinate ——» B angle 6 Y

X x-coordinate — — magnituder X
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To convert from polar r, 8, coordinates to rectangular x, y, coordinates:

1. Key in the value for the angle 6.

2. Press to raise the value for 6 to the Y-register of the stack.

3. Key in the value for magnitude r.

4 . Press [0 (to rectangular). The x-coordinate then appearsin the displayed X-register

and the y-coordinate is placed in the Y-register. (To display the value for the y-

coordinate, you can press .)

The following diagram shows how the stack contents change when you press ().

T t t T
Z z z Z

Y angle § —— ——— y-coordinate Y

X magnitude r —— —— x-coordinate X

After you press (7] or [, you can use the key to bring the calculated angle 6 or the
calculated y-coordinate into the X-register for viewing or further calculation.

Example 1: Convert rectangular coordinates (4, 3) to polar form with the angle expressed
in radians.

 

    



Press

3 EIED

H

3

N

PRX

Display

0.00

3.00

5.00

5.00

0.64

0.64

Radians mode select-
ed. (Display assumes
no results remain from
previous examples.)

y-coordinate entered
into the Y-register.

x-coordinate keyed
into the X-register.

Magnitude r.

Angle 0 in radians.
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Example 2: Convert polar coordinates (8, 120 grads) to rectangular coordinates.

Press

0

120

o
o

 

 

 

 
 

Display

0.64

120.00

-2.47

7.61

Grads mode selected.
(Note that results can

remain from previous
examples.)

Angle 6 entered into
the Y-register.

Magnitude r placed in
displayed X-register.

x-coordinate.

y-coordinate brought
into displayed
X-register for use,

if desired.

RAG

3.86 ENT?

4.86 3P
5.80 xxx

i§

B8.64 xxx

oRARD

128. 86 ENT?

8.86 R

et
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Example 3: Engineer Trigo Slothrop has determined that in the RC circuit shown above,

the total impedance is 77.8 ohms and voltage lags current by 36.5°. What are the values of

resistance R and capacitive reactance X, in the circuit?

 

 

 

  
Method: Draw a vector diagram using total impedance 77.8 ohms for polar magnitude r

and -36.5° for angle 6. When the values are converted to rectangular coordinates, the

x-coordinate value yields resistance R in ohms, and the y-coordinate value yields reactance

X, in ohms.
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Solution:

Press Display

o 7.61 Degrees mode select-
ed. (Note that results

can remain from

previous examples.)

36.5 -36.5 DEC

-36.50 -3€.58 ENTt

77.8 77.8 77.58 .

0 62.54 Resistance R in ohms. X2y

-46.28 Reactance X., 46.28
ohms, available in dis-

played X-register.

Logarithmic and Exponential Functions

Logarithms

The HP-19C/HP-29C computes both natural and common logarithms as well as their inverse

functions (antilogarithms):

[0 [@ isloge (natural log). It takes the log ofthe value in the X-register to base e (2.718...).

£1(E) is antilog, (natural antilog). It raises e (2.718...) to the power of the value in the

X-register. (To display the value of e, press 1 EI(2].)

0 is log;, (common log). It computes the log of the value in the X-register to base 10.

EIG) s antilog,, (common antilog). It raises 10 to the powerof the valuein the X-register.

Example 1: The 1906 San Francisco earthquake, with a magnitude of 8.25 on the Richter

scale, is estimated to be 105 times greater than the Nicaragua quake of 1972. What would be

the magnitude of the latter on the Richter scale? The equation is:

 M, 105
R, =R, —1 =8.25 — log ——

Solution:

Press Display

8.25 8.25 8.25 ENT?t
105 0[ 2.02 185.8¢ LO6
& 6.23 Rating on Richter -

scale. 6.27 XXX

6.23
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Example 2: Having lost most of his equipment in a

blinding snowstorm, ace explorer Jason Quarmorte is

using an ordinary barometer as an altimeter. After

measuring the sea level pressure (30 inches of mer-

cury) he climbs until the barometer indicates 9.4

inches of mercury. Although the exact relationship of

pressure and altitude is a function of many factors,

Quarmorte knows that an approximation is given by

the formula:

 

 Altitude (feet) = 25,000 In20
Pressure

30
= 25,000 In—

"94

Where is Jason Quarmorte?

Solution:

Press Display

30 30.00 38.88 ENTt
9.4 3 3.19 9.4¢ =
() 1.16 LN
25000 25000. 20888.86

x 29012.19 Altitude in feet. 29012.1% xxx

29012.19

Quarmorte is probably near the summit of Mount Everest (29,028 feet).

Raising Numbers to Powers

The key is used to raise numbers to powers. Using permits you to raise a positive

real numberto any real power—that is, the power may be positive or negative, and it may

be an integer, a fraction, or a mixed number. also permits you to raise any negative

real number to the power of any integer (within the calculating range of the calculator, of
course).

For example, to calculate 2° (thatis, 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 X2 X2 X 2 X 2):

Press Display

2 9 9. 2.88 ENT?
om 512.00 2.0 *

512.00 512.86 Xk
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To calculate 8~1-2567:

Press Display

8 8.00
1.2567 -1.2567 s gsgg EN;:

o 0.07 : .Bs

0.07 .

To calculate (-2.5)

Press Display

2.5 -2.5

-2.50 ’g- gg EN;:

580 -97.66 _q?-o

-97.66 Fhe

In conjunction with , provides a simple way to extract roots. For example, find the
cube root of 5. (This is equivalent to 5'3.)

Press Display

5 5.00 5.8@ ENT?

308 0.33 Reciprocal of 3. 3.e8 1-X
G 1.71 Cube root of 5. rx

1.71 1.71 %8

 Example: In a rather overoptimistic effort to break

the speed of sound, highflying pilot Ike Daedalus

cranks open the throttle on his surplus Hawker

Siddeley Harrier aircraft. From his instruments he
reads a pressure altitude (PALT) of 25,500 feet with

a calibrated airspeed (CAS) of 350 knots. Whatis the

flight mach number

__ speed ofaircraft

speed of sound  

 

if the following formula is applicable?

 

 
2. 3.5 —5.2656 0.286

M= |5 ({[(1 +0.2[6365105] ) —fl E— (6.875 X 10-) 25,50({' }+1) -
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Method: The most efficient place to begin work on this problem is at the innermost set of

 
2

brackets. So begin by solving for the quantity [ 611 5 ] and proceed outward from there.

Press Display

350 350.00

661.5 (3 0.53 358.6€ ENT?

o 0.28 Square of bracketed 661.58 =
quantity. xe

201 1.06 g.2e X

3.5 10 1 & o021 Contents of left-hand 1.08 ¢+
set of brackets are in 3.5 Y«
the stack. 1.0 =«

1 1.00 1.88 ENTt
6.875 6.875 00 6.870-85 ENTY

6 6.88 06 25588.80 X
25500 X)) 0.82 Contents ofright-hand -

set of brackets are in
the stack.

5.2656 -5.2656 D006 T

0 2.76 X

1 1.58 .08 ¢

286 [0 1.14 8.286 Y*
1 (& 0.14 .08 -

5 x)00 0.84 Mach number of J.08 X
Daedalus’ Harrier. ¥

0.84 8.84 xxx

In working through complex equations like the one containing six levels of parentheses above,

you really appreciate the value of the Hewlett-Packard logic system. Because you calculate

one step at a time, you don’t get ‘‘lost’’ within the problem. You see every intermediate

result, and you emerge from the calculation confident of your final answer.

Statistical Functions

Accumulations

Pressing the key automatically gives you several different sums and products of the values

in the X- and Y-registers at once. In order to make these values accessible for sophisticated

statistics problems, they are automatically placed by the calculator into storage registers

R., through R.5. The only time that information is automatically accumulated in the storage

registers is when the (or ) key is used. Before you begin any calculations using the I3

key, you should first clear the storage registers used in accumulations by pressing 7 ¢[FAR

.
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When you key a number into the display and press the key, each of the following

operations is performed:

1. The number that you keyed into the X-register is added to the contents of storage

register R.;. (2x = R.))

2. The square of the number that you keyed into the X-register is added to the contents of

storage register R.,. (2x2 = R.,)

3. The number in the Y-register of the stack is added to the contents of storage register

R.;. 3y = R.y)

4. The square of the number in the Y-register of the stack is added to the contents

of storage register R.; (2y? = R.,)

5. The number that you keyed into the X-register is multiplied by the contents of the

Y-register, and the product added to storage register R.5. (2xy —> R.;)

6. The number 1 is added to storage register R.,, and the total number in R., then writes
over the number in the displayed X-register of the stack. The stack does not lift.

n/ R'O

\X

The number that you keyed into the X-register is preserved in the register, while the

number in the stack Y-register remains in the Y-register.

Thus, when you press B3, the stack and storage register contents are changed...

...from this... ...to this.

  Y I~ '

1 [Jr
LAST X LAST X

Before you begin accumulating results in primary storage registers R., through R.; using the

key, you should first ensure that the contents of these registers have been cleared to

zero by pressing 1 CLEAR (3.

Note: Unlike storage register arithmetic, the function allows overflows (i.e.,
numbers whose magnitudes are greater than 9.999999999 X 10%) in storage

register R., through R.; without registering Error in the display (or on the HP-19C

printed copy).
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To use only the 2x and 2y that you have accumualted in the storage registers, you can press

followed by . This brings 2x into the displayed X-register and 2y into the Y-register,

overwriting the contents of those two stack registers. The stack does not lift. (This feature is

particularly useful when performing vector arithmetic, like that illustrated on pages 90-91.)

To use any of the summations individually at any time, you can recall the contents of the

desired storage register into the displayed X-register by pressing (s] followed by the

number key of the storage register address. After you have pressed B8, recalling storage

register contents or keying in another number writes over the number of entries (n) that is

displayed. The stack does not lift.

Example: Find 2x, 3x2, 2y, 3y?, and 2xy for the paired values of x and y listed below.

 
y ! 7 5 9

X ‘ 5 3 8

Press Display

@ CLEAR 0.00 Ensures that storage
registers R., through
R.; are cleared to
zero initially. Display
assumes no results
remain from previous
example.

7 XD 7.00

5 1.00 First pair is accumu- CL3

e 7.80 ENT?
5 EE 5.00 5 8@ T4

3 2.00 Second pair is 5. a@ EHTf

accumulated; n = 2. 3.06 I+

9 9.00 9.68 ENTH
8 3.00 Third pair is 8.8 I+

accumulated; n = 3. RC. 1

@1 16.00 Sum of x values from "C. .
register R.;. Nk

()2 98.00 Sum of squares of x ,R_:E' 3
values from register E‘E‘;
R.,. v

)3 21.00 Sum of y values from RC.8
register R.;.

() 4 155.00 Sum of squares of y
values from register
R.,.

(JsS 122.00 Sum of products of x
and y values from
register R.;.

(Jo 3.00 Number of entries
(n = 3) from register
R.o.
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Printing Accumulations (HP-19C)

You can see all of the values accumulated by the key at any time. Simply press ,

and the printer will print out the contents of the storage registers used for summations

along with a description for each summation.

For example,to list all of the accumulations that are now in the storage registers from the

previous example:

Press Display PRTI

3.86 N

16.88 ZIX(PrRTZ) 3.00
“ 9g8.8@ ZX®

21.eeé ZY

155.868 Zve

122.88 ZXY

Mean

The (mean) key is the key you use to calculate the mean (arithmetic average) of x and y

accumulated in registers R.; and R.3, respectively.

When you press I (3):

1. The mean (X) of x is calculated using the data accumulated in register R.; (2x) and R., (n)

according to the formula:

n

X =szi Thatis, R.s =X
n =1 R.()'

The resultant value for X is seen in the displayed X-register.

 

2. The mean () of y is calculated using the data accumulated in register R.; (2y) and

register R., (n) according to the formula:

_ 1 . R _
= — i That 1s, - =R R .

The resultant value for y is available in the Y-register of the stack.

 

The easiest way to accumulate the required data in the applicable registersis through the use

of the key as described above.

     
Example: Below is a chart of daily high and low Q .—__—

temperatures for a winter week in Fairbanks, Alaska. o = 5 & ,,

What are the average high and low temperatures for 7—0 =

the week selected? Ui —=

60

0

E 1
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Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs  Fri Sat

Mgh|6|1[|12 5 | 2] -9]
Low —22  -17 | -15 -9 -24 29 | -35

) CLEAR 0.00 Accumulation
registers cleared.
(Display assumes no
results remain from
previous calculations.)

6 22 CLI
1.00 Number of data pairs .88 ENT?

(n) is now 1. -22.88 I+

11 17 11.88 ENT?
2.00 Number of data pairs ~17.88 D

(n) is now 2. 14.6@ ENT?
14 15 -15.08 3¢

3.00 12.88 ENT?

12 9 -9.88 2+

4.00 9.88 £NT?

5 24 -24.68 I+

5.00 -2.8€ ERT?

2 -2.00 -29.00 24
29 6.00 -9.86 ENT?

9 -9.00 «35.00

35 7.00 Number of data pairs X
(n) is now 7. ~21.57 xx%

0 -21.57 Average low he
temperature. BE.2C ¥y

-21.57

5.29 Average high
temperature.

5.29

The illustration below represent what happens in the stack when you press &8 (3]. Press I3

and the contents of the stack registers are changed...

...from this... ...to this.

T t —_ T t

Z z —_ 7 z

Y y — lost Y y

X X X X

\
LAST X
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Standard Deviation

The (5] (standard deviation) key is the key you use to calculate the sample standard deviation

(a measure of dispersion around the mean) of data accumulated in storage registers R.,

through R.;.

When you press £ (5):

1. Sample x standard deviation (sy) is calculated using the data accumulated in storage

register R., (2x?), R.; (2x), and R., (n) according to the formula:

 

The resultant value for standard deviation of x (sy) is seen in the displayed X-register.

2. Sample y standard deviation (sy) is calculated using the data accumulated in storage

registers R.; (2y?), R.3 (2y), and R., (n) according to the formula:

 

The resultant value for standard deviation of y (s,) is available in the Y-register of

the stack.

Thus, with data accumulated in registers R.,, through R.;, when you press & (5], the contents

of the stack registers are changed...

 

... from this... ... to this.

Y ¢ T t

Z z Z z

Y y > Y Sy

X x X Sx
\ASTX

X

To use the value for standard deviation of y (s,) simply use the key to bring that value

into the displayed X-register of the stack.

Example: In a recent survey to determine the age

and net worth (in millions of dollars) of six of the

50 wealthiest persons in the United States, the

following data were obtained (sampled). Calculate

the average age and net worth of the sample, and

calculate the standard deviations for these two sets

of data.  
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Age | 62 s | 62 | 73 | 8 | 68

NetWorth | 1200 | 1500 | 1450 | 1950 | 1000 | 1750
 

Press Display

@ CLEAR 0.00 Clears storage
registers used for
(Display assumes no
results remain from
previous examples.)

62 62.00 o3
1200 1.00 Number of data pairs 62.88 ENT?

(n) is 1. 1200.66 I+
58 58.00 58.68 ENTt

62 62.00 62.88 ENT?
1450 3.00 1458.86 I+

73 73.00 73.80 ENTt
1950 4.00 1958.88 I+

84 84.00 84.8¢ ENT?

1000 5.00 1666.868 I+

68 68.00 68.88 ENTt
1750 6.00 Number of data pairs 17568.68 I+

(n) is 6. 5

0 1475.00 Average value of net X2y
worth. g

i 67.83 Average age of the X2y

sample.

83 347.49 Standard deviation
(sy) of net worth of
sample.

kM 9.52 Standard deviation
(sy) of age of sample.

If the six persons used in the sample were actually the six wealthiest persons, the data
would have to be considered as a population rather than as a sample. The relationship

between sample standard deviation (s) and the population standard deviation (o) is illustrated

by the following equation.

 

Since n is automatically accumulated in register R., when data is accumulated, it is a

simple matter to convert the sample standard deviations that have already been calculated to
population standard deviations.
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If the accumulations are still intact from the previous example in registers R., through R.;,

you can calculate the population standard deviations this way:

Press Display

83 347.49 Calculate s, and s,.

Jo 6.00 Recall n. g

1 & 5.00 Calculate n — 1. RC.8

N0 E 0.83 Divide n — 1 by n. 1.6 ~

0 x 317.21 Population standard RC.8
deviation o. z

317.21 vX
9.52 Brings s, to the

X-register. J17.21 ¥ix
0 0.91 Recall conversion X2y

factor. LETX

8.69 Population standard
deviation oy. 8.69 kit

8.69

Deleting and Correcting Data

If you key in an incorrect value and have not pressed , press and key in the correct

value.

If one of the valuesis changed, or if you discover that one of the valuesis in error after you have

pressed the key, you can correct the summations by using the (summation minus)
key as follows:

1. Key in the incorrect data pair into the X- and Y-registers. (You can use to

return a single incorrect data value to the displayed X-register.)

2. Press [ to delete the incorrect data.

3. Key in the correct values for x and y. (If one value of an x, y data pair is incorrect,

both values must be deleted and reentered.)

4. Press B33.

The correct values for mean and standard deviation are now obtainable by pressing 7 and

0 s

For example, suppose the 58-year old member of the sample as given above were to lose

his position as one of the wealthiest persons because of a series of ill-advised investments

in cocoa futures. To account for the change in data if he were replaced in the sample by
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a 21-year old rock musician who is worth 1300 million dollars:

Press Display

58 58.00
1500 1500. Data to be replaced. =8 68 ENT?

1 5.00 Number of entries (n) el i

is now five. 1568, @E' "i'-'

21 21.00 .31-@4{ ENE

1300 1300. 13@8.668 I+

6.00 Number of entries (n)
is now six again.

The new data has been calculated into each of the summations presentin the storage registers.

To see the new mean and standard deviation:

Press Display

[+ 53] 1441.67 The new average
(mean) worth.

kM 61.67 The new average g
(mean) age available i
. . Sed
in X-register for use. -

805 354.14 The new standard .
deviation for worth. A

i 21.55 The new standard

deviation for age
available in X-register
for use.

Vector Arithmetic

You can use your HP-19C/HP-29C to add or subtract vectors by combining the polar/
rectangular conversion functions (the and keys) with the summation functions (the

and keys).

Example: Grizzled bush pilot Apeneck Sweeney’s converted Swordfish aircraft has a true

air speed of 150 knots and an estimated heading of 45°. The Swordfish is also being buffeted
by a headwind of 40 knots from a bearing of 25°. What is the actual ground speed and course

of the Swordfish?

Method: The course and ground speed are equal to the difference of the vectors. (North
becomes the x-coordinate so that the problem corresponds with navigational convention.)



Press

@ CLEAR

B(=g
45

150

25 EIED

40

0 c)

 

  

 

 

Display

0.00 Clears summation
registers R., through
R.;5. (Display assumes

no results remain from

previous examples.)

0.00 Sets degrees mode.

45.00 0 for 15t vectoris
entered to Y-register.

150. r for 1%t vectoris keyed
in.

106.07 Converted to rectan-
gular coordinates.

1.00 15t vector coordinates

accumulated in stor-

age registers R.; and
R'3-

25.00 0 for 2™ vector
is entered to

Y-register.

40. r for 2™ vector
is keyed in.

36.25 2" yector is con-
verted to rectangular
coordinates.

0.00 2n4 vector rectangular
coordinates subtracted

from those of 1
vector.
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ci

DEE
45.88 ENT?

158.66 <R
I+

25.88 ENTt
48.88 R

2"
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69.81

8 113.24

113.24

£ 51.94

iibs 51.94

Recalls both R.; and

R.;.

Actual ground speed in
knots of the Swordfish.

Course in degrees of
the Swordfish.

RCI+

+P

113.24 xx%

oY

51.94 xxz



 

 

PART TWO
Programming the HP-19C/HP-29C

  



Section 6

Simple Programming

If you read Meet the HP-19C and HP-29C (pages 13-17), you have already seen that by using

the programming capability of your calculator, you can increase the flexibility of the calculator

a hundredfold or more, and you save hours of time in long computation. The Continuous

Memory permits you to key in programs and save them permanently, even though the HP-19C/

HP-29C is turned OFF.

With your HP-19C/HP-29C Scientific Calculator, Hewlett-Packard has provided you with the

HP-19C/HP-29C Applications Book, containing dozens of programs. You can begin using the

programming powerof the calculator immediately by keying any of these programs into your

HP-19C/HP-29C and then running it as often as you like.

However, in order to get the most from your calculator, you’ll want to learn to program

yourself, to solve your own problems. This part of the HP-19C/HP-29C Owner’s Handbook

and Programming Guide teaches you step by step to create simple programs that will solve

complex problems, then introduces you to the many editing features of the calculator, and
finally gives you a glimpse of just how sophisticated your programming can become.

Programming your calculator is an extension of its use as a manual problem-solving machine,

so if you haven’t read Part One, Using Your HP-19C/HP-29C Calculator, you should go back

and do so before you begin programming.

After most of the explanations and examples in this part, you will find problems to work using

your HP-19C/HP-29C. These problems are not essential to your basic understanding of the

calculator, and they can be skipped if you like. But we urge that you work them. They are rarely

difficult, and they have been designed to increase your proficiency, both in the actual use of the
features on your calculator and in creating programs to solve your own problems. If you have

trouble with one ofthe problems, go back and review the explanationsin the text, then tackle it

again.

So that you can apply your own creative flair to the problems, no solutions are given for them.

In programming, any solution that gives the correct outputsis the right one—there is no one

correct program for any problem. In fact, when you have finished working through this part,

and learned all the capabilities of the calculator, you may be able to create programs that will

solve many of the problems faster, or in fewersteps, than we have shown in ourillustrations.

Now let’s start programming!

Set the HP-19C Print Mode Switch MAN%NORM to MAN so you can concentrate on
programming.

What is a Program?
A program is nothing more than a series of calculator keystrokes that you would press to

solve a problem manually. The calculator remembers these keystrokes when you key them in,
then executes them in order whenever you wish.

94
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Looking at Program Memory

If you worked through Meet the HP-19C and HP-29C (pages 13-17), you learned how to write,

load and run a simple program to solve for the area of a sphere. If you haven’t disturbed

program memory, this program is still in program memory (maintained by Continuous

Memory). However,if you have cleared or changed the contents of program memory, return
now to page 15 and reenter the program so that you can analyze it further.

As you may remember from this program, a program is nothing more than a series of key-

strokes you would press to solve a problem manually. These keystrokes are stored in a part

of the calculator known as program memory. When you set the calculator to PRGM mode,

you can examine the contents of program memory, one step at a time.

 

00 l -<«— Top-of-Memory Marker

01

02

 

 

03
 

Program Memory w—

 

96
 

97

98

     
First set the calculator to PRGM mode. Then press (:J 00 (go to step number 00) to

return the calculator to the beginning of program memory. The number that you see on the

left side of the display indicates the step number of program memory to which the calculator

is set. You should be set at step 00, indicated by a display of 00. Now we’ll use the

(single-step) key to examine the next step of program memory. lets you step through
program memeory, one step at a time.

Press HP-19C Display HP-29C Display

SR 01 25 14 00 01 15 13 00

The calculator is now set to step 01 of program memory, as indicated by the number 01 that

you see on the left side of the display. The other numbers in the display are two-digit keycodes

for the keystrokes that have been loaded into that step of program memory (more about

keycodes later).

Each step of program memory can ‘‘remember’’ a single operation, whether that operation

consists of one, two, three, or four keystrokes. Thus, one step of program memory might

contain a single-keystroke operation like , while another step of program memory could

contain a two-keystroke operation, like 6. Step 01 of program memory currently contains
an operation that requires three keystrokes, [(2] 0.
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Program Memory
In the HP-19C/HP-29C, keystrokes that make up programs are loaded and stored in a portion of

the calculator called program memory. Program memory consists of 98 steps and is separate
from the stack and storage registers.

When you loaded the program to calculate the area of a sphere into your calculator, the

function keys you pressed were ‘‘remembered’’ in program memory after the (L]0 program

marker, so the contents of program memory now look like this:

 

 

 

00 -<«——— Top-of-memory marker

o1 @@
02 [ 

5 steps of program 03
memory used. o 

 

 

 

 

 

04

05 [IEW

06

07

08

93 steps remaining. { 09
 

 

98    
Since you used five steps of program memory for the program with the 0 label, there are still

93 unused steps of program memory for other programs. You can allocate the 93 remaining

steps of program memory any way you choose. For example, you could have a 5-step

program labeled by 0, a 53-step program labeled 9, and a 5-step program in each of the

eight remaining labels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Or you could have fewer programs utilizing

only a portion of memory. Or you could use all 98 steps of program memory for one program

if you wished. Each label can even be used more than once!

Keycodes

You can tell from the display what keystrokes are loaded into each step of a program by

means of the keycodes for those keys. Let’s look at some keycodes now.

1. First press (+JOO to ensure that the calculatoris set to the top of program memory.

2. HP-19C: Slide the OFF-PRGM-RUN switch orr[[[[[[llrun to PRGM.
PRGM

HP-29C: Slide the PRGM-RUN switch pram [[[[JJilij Run to PRGM.
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3. Now press the (single-step) key. This moves the calculator down one step of

program memory, and your display should look like the one below. The step numberis

on the left, and the keycode is on the right of the display.

HP-19C Display HP-29C Display

N T v N\ T v
Step Step

Number Keycodes Number Keycodes

Each key on the calculator has a keycode. For each keycode, the first digit denotes the row of

the key on the keyboard and the second digit identifies the number of the key in that row.

Always count from the top down, and from left to right. Each key, no matter how large,

counts as one.

HP-19C Display HP-29C Display

|
|
|
|
|

 

   1st ROW i
5t Key

     
 

% -

Eaonoa. iSRS
PRGM REG 3

Soa' Gho s -

q R

 

 

2nd ROW E oT - &

PREFL PRGM  REG 3

snKey =iim & & &
 

      

 

(@JHewLeETT-PACKARD 19C
 

Now use the key again to examine the keycode in the next step of the program:

Press HP-19C Display HP-29C Display

S 02 25 53 02 15 63

For convenience, digit keys are identified by two digit keycodes of 00 through 09, except

when prefixed by 7 or £I. When prefixed by [ or £ the digit keys are identified by the

row-column keycode. Since the 7 key is preceded by the [ key, the complete operation

contained in step 02 is £ (7.
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Using this handy matrix system, you can easily identify any key by its keycode. Each step

of program memory can contain either a single digit or a complete opetation, no matter

how many keystrokes the operation requires.

Problems

1. What would be the keycodes for the following operations: , B , 58 )

1?

2. What operations are identified by the following keycodes:

HP-19C: 16 64, 11, 45 01, 45 41 O1.

HP-29C: 14 74, 21, 23 01, 23 51 Ol.

3. How many steps of program memory would be required to load the following sections

of programs?

a. 2 3
b. 10 6 6 (¥

c. 100 @250 ERE 2 M2 0 OX

4. What keystroke(s) would you load into a program to perform anx exchange y? (Thatis,

to exchange the contents of the X-register with those of the Y-register.)

Clearing a Program
The Continuous Memory of your calculator preserves any programs loaded into program

memory even though the calculator is turned OFF.

To clear the complete program memory, all 98 steps, press [ 1.1AR while in PRGM

mode. The calculator is automatically set to step 00.

To clear a selected program from the calculator:

1. HP-19C: Set the OFF-PRGM-RUN switch OFF%RUN to PRGM.

HP-29C: Set the PRGM-RUN switch pram [[[[Jll Run to PRGM.

2. Locate the program you wish to clear by pressing and the label number.

3. Using the key, step through the program until you come to the last step of the
program. If you count the number of steps in the program, deletion may be easier.

(Refer to Program Editing, page 112, for more information).

4. Press [ for each step you wish to delete. If you counted the number ofsteps in
the program, you can do that number of deletions. Be careful not to delete beyond the

beginning of your program; watch for the label keycode. As you delete each step the

program memory automatically moves all subsequent steps up one step and displays the
previous step. (Refer to Program Editing, page 112, for more information.)

All steps of program memory formerly used by the cleared program are again available for

storing program instructions for any program.

If power has been interrupted to the calculator (that is, battery failure) all instructions in

program memory are lost and the calculator resets to step 00.
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Creating a Program

In Meet the HP-19C and HP-29C, at the beginning ofthis handbook, you created, loaded, and

ran a program that solved for the surface area of a sphere, given the diameter ofthat sphere.

Now let’s create, load, and run another program to show you how to use some of the other

features of the calculator.

If you wanted to use the HP-19C/HP-29C to manually calculate the area of a circle using the

formula A = 7 1% you could first key in the radius r, then squareit by pressing £} . Next

you would summon the quantity pi into the display by pressing [ (7. Finally you would

multiply the squared radius and the quantity pi together by pressing ().

Remember that a program to solve a problem is nothing more than the keystrokes you would

press to solve the problem manually. Thus, in order to create a program that will solve for

the area of any circle, you use the same keys you pressed to solve the problem manually.

The keys that you used to solvefor the area of a circle according to the formula A =1% are:

a.
8-
®

You will load these keystrokes into program memory. In addition, your program will contain

two other operations, n and E14).

The Beginning of a Program

To define the beginning of a program, you should use a [} (label) instruction followed

by one of the program markers O through 9. The use of labels permits you to have several

different programs or parts of programs loaded into the calculator at any time and to run them

in any order you choose.

Ending a Program

To define the end of a program, you should use a £} (return) instruction. When the

calculator is executing a program and encounters a instruction in program memory, it

stops (unless executed as part of a subroutine—more about subroutineslater). For example, if

the calculator were executing a program that had begun with 1 , when it encountered

8 , it would stop. Another instruction that will cause a running program to stop is .

When a running program executes a instruction in program memory,it stops just as it
does when it executes . Good programming practice, however, dictates that you normally

use £ rather than to define the end of your program.

The Complete Program

The complete program to solve for the area of any circle given its radius is now:

B (eJ1 Assigns name to and defines beginning of program.

B8 Squares the radius.

8 Summons pi into the display.

x] Multiplies r2 by 7 and displays the answer.

B Defines the end of and stops the program.
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Loading a Program

When the calculator is set to PRGM, the functions and operations that are normally executed

when you press the keys are not executed. Instead, they are stored in program memory for

later execution. All but seven operations on the keyboard can be loaded into program memory

forlater execution. The seven operations that cannot be loaded in as part of a program are:

@3CLEAR (PreFiX), B (PReravM) (HP-19C), EBCLEAR [(Prov), B33, B EsT), @ (U,

G® () nn.

All other functions are loaded into the calculator as program instructions to be executed later

To load a complete program into the calculator:

1. HP-19C: Slide the OFF-PRGM-RUN switch orf [l[[[[llruN to PRGM.

HP-29C: Slide the PRGM-RUN switch pram [:[_pm:rm to PRGM.

2. Press [RCLEAR to clear program memory of any previous programs and to

reset the calculator to the top of program memory.

You can tell that the calculator is at the top of program memory because the digits 00 appear

at the left of the display. The digits appearing at the left of the display when the calculator

is in PRGM mode indicate the program memory step number being shown at any time.

The keys that you must press to key in a program for the area of a circle are:

B (a1
8x
8-
()
BN

Press the first key, [, of the program.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

B8 00 00

You can see that the display of program memory has not changed. Now press the second and

third keys of the program.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

LBL 00 00

1 01 25 14 01 01 15 1301

When the step number (01) of program memory appears on the left of the display, it indicates

that a complete operation has been loaded into that step. Nothing is loaded into program

memory until a complete operation (whether 1, 2, 3, or 4 keystrokes) has been specified.

Now load the remainder of the program by pressing the keys. Observe the program memory

step numbers and keycodes.
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Press HP-19C HP-29C

80X 02 25 53 02 15 63

8™ 03 25 63 03 15 73

x) 04 51 04 61

BN 05 25 13 05 15 12

The program for solving the area of a circle is now loaded into program memory. Notice

that nothing could be loaded into the top-of-memory marker, step 00.

Running a Program

To run a program you have only to set the calculator to RUN mode. Then key in any needed

data, and press and the number key (0 through 9) that labels your program.

For example, to use the program now in the calculatorto solve forcircles with radii of 3 inches,

6 meters, and 9 miles:

First, set the calculator to RUN.

Press Display

3 1 28.27 Square inches.

6 1 113.10 Square meters.

9 1 254.47 Square miles.

Now let’s see how the calculator executed this program.

Searching for a Label

When you switched to RUN mode in the previous example, the calculator was set at step 05,

the last step you had filled with an instruction when you were loading the program. When

you pressed 1, the calculator began searching sequentially downward through

program memory, beginning with the current step, for a [ ((20) 1 instruction. When the

calculator searches, it does not execute instructions.

Each of the memory label markers (O through 9) can be used as many times as you wish. In

fact, you can label each of several programs and subroutines with the same number.

In executing the program you recorded, the calculator reached the last step of program

memory, step 98, without encountering a [} 1 instruction. It then passed step 00 again

and continued searching sequentially. Only when the calculator found a [} 1 instruction

in step 01 did it begin executing instructions. If the label is not found, the calculator will

execute no instruction, Error will be displayed and program memory will be set back to the

step at which the search began. Pressing or any key clears the error.
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For example: Ensure that the calculator is in RUN mode and key in the following:

Press Display

5 Error

No 2 5 instruction exists in program memory. Now press or any key to clear
the error from the display, or you can set the calculator to PRGM mode. The calculatoris set
to the step at which the search began.

Executing Instructions

When the calculator found the £} 1 instruction in step 01, it ceased searching and

began executing instructions. The calculator executes instructions in exactly the order you
keyed them in, performing the £} operation in step 02 first, then [} as in step 03,

etc., until it executes a £} EH) instruction or a (run/stop) instruction. Since a

8 instruction is executed in step 05, the calculator stops there and displays the con-

tents of the X-register. (To see the next step number of program memory after the one at

which the calculator has stopped, you can briefly switch to PRGM mode.)

If you key in a new value for the radius of a circle in RUN mode and press 1, the

calculator repeats this procedure. It searches sequentially downward through program memory
until it encounters a £} 1 instruction, then sequentially executes the instructions con-

tained in the next steps of program memory until it executes a [} ora instruction.

You can see that it is possible to have many different programs or parts of a program loaded

in the calculator at any time. You can run any one of these programs by pressing
followed by the number key (1 through 9) that corresponds with its label.

It is also possible to have several different programs or routines defined by the same label.

For example, suppose you had three programs that were defined by £} 1 as illustrated on

page 103.

In this example when you press 1, the calculator searches sequentially through program
memory from whereverit was located until it encounteres the first £} 1 instruction. The

calculator then executes instructions until it executes a £ ET1) or a instruction and

stops.

If you had then pressed 1 rather than 1, the calculator would resume searching

sequentially from the £} or through program memory until it encountered the

second [} 1, whereupon it would stop. Note that when you search for a label manually

from the keyboard using [, the calculator will begin execution after it locates the

label. But if you search for a label manually from the keyboard using , the calculator

will find the label and wait for you to press to begin execution. Refer to Subroutines
(page 146) for more information about and 3.

When you press , the calculator executes all subsequent instructions until it executes

a B or a and stops. When you press again, the calculator searches down-
ward to the third £} 1 instruction and begins execution there.
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The labels (0 through 9) in your programs act as addresses—they tell the calculator where to

begin or resume execution. When a label is encountered as part of a program, execution

merely ‘‘falls through’’ the label and continues onward. For example, in the program segment

shown below, if you press 0, execution would begin at EN(CE] O and continue

downward through program memory, on through the 2 (CE03 instruction, and continue until

the was encountered and execution was stopped.

 
When you press 0..

Bgo ... execution begins here.
 

 

No [ here...
 

 

 

 

 

    
Bey 3 so execution falls through

the £2(5] 3 instruction...

/—%

\ .
o ' ..and continues to the 

Execution falls through step 00, too. You can load instructions into steps 01 through 98 of

program memory, but you cannot load an instruction into step 00. In fact, step 00 merely acts



as a kind oflabel in program memory, a beginning point for the loading of a program. When

step 00 is encountered by a running program, execution continues without a halt from step 98

to step 01, just as if step 00 were not there.

Flowcharts

At this point, we digress for a moment from our discussion of the calculator itself to familiarize
ourselves with a fundamental and extremely useful tool in programming—the flowchart.

A flowchart is an outline of the way a program solves a problem. With 98 possible instructions,

it is quite easy to get ‘‘lost’’ while creating a long program, especially if you try to simply

load the complete program from beginning to end with no breaks. A flowchart is a shorthand

that can help you design your program by breaking it down into smaller groups of instructions.

It is also very useful as documentation—a road map that summarizes the operation of a

program.

A flowchart can be as simple or as detailed as you like. Here is a flowchart that shows the
operations you executed to calculate the area of a circle according to the formula A = 7rr2.

Compare the flowchart to the actual instructions for the program:

 

Flowchart Instructions

Key

in radius. 8 6

Start

Square radius. 683

Summon pi. Bm

Multiply. a8

i
Stop a    
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You can see the similarities. At times, a flowchart may duplicate the set of instructions

exactly, as shown above. At other times, it may be more useful to have an entire group of

instructions represented by a single block in the flowchart. For example, here is another flow-
chart for the program to calculate the area of a circle:

 

Calculate mr2.

   
 

Here an entire group of instructions was replaced by one block in the flowchart. This is a

common practice, and one that makes a flowchart extremely useful in visualizing a complete

program.

You can see how a flowchart is drawn linearly, from the top of the page to the bottom. This

represents the general flow of the program, from beginning to end. Although flowcharting

symbols sometimes vary, throughout this handbook we have held to the convention of circles

for the beginning and end of a program or routine, and rectangles to represent groups of

functions that take an input, process it, and yield a single output. We have used a diamond

to represent a decision, where a single input can yield either of two outputs.
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For example, if you had two numbers and wished to write a program that would display only

the larger, you might design your program by first drawing a flowchart that looked like this:

 

Input # 1.

Input # 2.

Is
# 2 larger than

#1?

Display #2. Display #1.

After drawing the flowchart, you would go back and substitute groups of instructions for each

element of the flowchart. When the program was loaded into the calculator and run, if #2
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was larger than #1, the answer to the question ‘‘Is #2 larger than #1?"’ would be YES,
and the program would take the left-hand path, display #2, and stop. If the answer to the

question was NO, the program would execute the right-hand path, and #1 would be displayed.

(You will see later the many decision-making instructions available on your calculator.)

As you work through this handbook, you will become more familiar with flowcharts. Use

the flowcharts that illustrate the examples and problems to help you understand the many

features of the calculator, and draw your own flowcharts to help you create, edit, eliminate

errors in, and document your programs.

Problems

1. You have seen how to write, load, and run a program to calculate the area of a circle

from its radius. Now write and load a program that will calculate the radius r of a

circle given its area A using the formula r = VA/m. Be sure to set the calculator to

PRGM mode and press 7 CLEAR first to clear program memory unless you
wish to save the program already in program memory. Define the program with

EI(E] 2 and EN(ETY. After you have loaded the program, run it to calculate the
radii of circles with areas of 28.27 square inches, 113.10 square meters, and 254.47

square miles. (If you wish, on the HP-19C, include instructions to print the
answer.)

(Answers: 3.00 inches, 6.00 meters, 9.00 miles.)

2. Write and load a program that will convert temperature in Celsius degrees to Fahrenheit,
according to the formula F = (1.8 X C) + 32. Define the program with £} (5] 3 and

EIET and run it to convert Celsius temperatures of —40°, 0°, and +72°.

(Answers: -40.00 °F, 32.00 °F, 161.60 °F.)

3.  Immediately after running the program in problem 2, create a program that will convert

temperature in degrees Fahrenheit back to Celsius according to the formula C =

(F-32)5/9, defining it using £} (CE] 4 and EB(EY, and load it into program memory
immediately after the program you loaded in problem 2. Run this new program to con-

vert the temperatures in °F you obtained back to °C.

If you wrote and loaded the programs as called for in problems 2 and 3, you should
now be able to convert any temperature in Celsius to Fahrenheit by pressing €33,

and any temperature in Fahrenheit to Celsius by pressing 4. You can see how

you can have many different programs loaded into the calculator and select any one of

them for running at any time.

The Printer and the Program (HP-19C)
All print functions on the HP-19C (except (ERTPRGM] ) can be recordedas instructions in program
memory and later executed as part of a program. In addition, you can use the three modes

of the HP-19C printer to aid you in programming.

Printer Operation during a Running Program

Like the other keys on your HP-19C, the printer operates in the same natural, normal manner

during a running program as it does when you are using the calculator manually. In addition, if

you have the Print Mode switch set to TRACE during a running program, the printer will

print a mnemonic symbol for each operation as well as printing intermediate and final results

calculated during the program.
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In most cases, you will probably want the HP-19C to run a program as quickly as possible, and

you will not want the running program to have to ‘‘slow down’’ to engage the printer,asit does

in the TRACE mode of the Print Mode switch. To ensure the fastest program execution (and

greatest battery power conservation), place the Print Mode switch man[[[[JJilinorm in the
TRACE

MAN or NORM position. If you want the HP-19C to print some results during or at the end

of a running program, simply place instructions in the program wherever printed results

are required.

Using the Printer for Creating Programs

The printer on your HP-19C is a valuable and time-saving tool that you can use not only to

record answers and program listings, but also to aid you in creating and editing programs.

For example, when creating a program you can use the printer to generate thelist of keystrokes

that will later form the bulk of your program. With the Print Mode switch MAN%]E]]IEDNORM

set to NORM,the printer records a history of the calculations necessary to solve a problem.
Then you can simply go back and follow the listing produced by the printer when loading

instructions into program memory.

 

Example: The formula to calculate the total resis-

tance of two parallel resistances in an electrical

circuit is:

R1 X R2R ==
R1 + R2

Write a program that will permit you to key in any
two parallel resistances and calculate the total

resistance.

 

  
Solution: Begin by selecting a pair of sample resistances; say, 1500 ohms and 2200 ohms.

Then solve for the total resistance using the formula above with the Print Mode switch set to

NORM. To solve for parallel resistances of 1500 ohms and 2200 ohms:

Set the OFF-PRGM-RUN switch off [JllMIRuN to RUN.
PRGM

Slide the Print Mode switch man[Jl[[Jnorm to NORM.
TRACE

Press Display

1500 1500

1 1500.00 15€6.86 ST01

2200 2200. 2280.66 x

83 3300000.00 LeTx

0 2200.00 RCLI

N1 1500.00 +

3700.00 z

® 891.89 691.89 xxx

891.89
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As you can see, you have generated a list of keystrokes that solves the problem. Your list

should look like this:

15¢e.e6 ST01
22g8.66  «x

LSTX
RCL1

+

£91.89 ¥k

Now all you have to do is to add to this list slightly so that it will work for all values of R1 and

R2. With the Print Mode switch still set to NORM,solve the problem again so that the value for

R2 will be stored in register R, and the value for R1 will be placed in the LAST X register when

the multiplication operation is performed:

1566.856 ENTT
2288.0¢ STO!

Ry
x

LETX
RCL1

+
-

B31.89 xx»

Enter 1500.

Store 2200 in R,.

Exchange X and Y.

Multiply 1500 X 2200.

Retreive 1500 from LAST X register.

Recall 2200 from R;.

Add 2200 and 1500.

Divide 3300000.00 by 3700.
Print value in display.

Now assume that the values for R1 and R2 have been input to the Y- and X-registers,

respectively. If the program were defined by EJ 5, it would look like this:

@1 »LBLS

g2 S701
83 Xy
G4 X

85 LSTX

@6 RCLI
87 +
ag =

63 PRTX
16 KRTN

Now load the program. The printer is a great aid here, too, as you will see.
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Program Load Verification

In PRGM mode, with the Print Mode switch MANI]R}!]](.:!NORM set to TRACE, the printer
TR

records the keystrokes you press as you load a program. This gives a printed record of the
program as you key it in, verifying that you are loading it correctly.

Switch to PRGM and TRACE modes now, and monitor the loading ofthe program as you press

the keystrokes:

First, slide the Print Mode switch man [J[[[[IliNorm to TRACE. Slide the PRGM-RUN switch

to PRGM. TRACE

Then clear program memory by pressing:

@ CLEAR

Now follow the list of keystrokes to key in the rest of the program.

Press Disp]ay

B(eds 01 25 14 05 81 xLBLS

881 02 45 01 g2 ST01

03 11 9 5y

) 04 51 04 X

0 (CasTx) 05 16 63 G5 LSTX

1 06 55 01 @6 RCLI

07 41 @7 +

®= 08 61 a8 %

09 65 49 PRTX

e 10 2513 18 RTN

Now switch back to RUN mode and run the program to see thatit yields the same answer for

your test case:

Slide the OFF-PRGM-RUN switch OFF%@]RUN to RUN.

Slide the Print Mode switch MAN%]!]I]E]NORM back to NORM (unless you want the printer to

trace the operation of the program, too).

Press Display

1500 1500.00 1568.08 ENTt
2200 2200. 2280,88 E5B3

835 891.89 §31.85 xxx

As you can see, the printer is a great aid in the creation of programs.
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Program Listing

Whether the calculator is set to PRGM or RUN, you can list your program.

When you press £} , the printerlists the step number and operation for each step ofthe

program, beginning with the current step and continuing until two instructions or step 98

is encountered.

You can stop the printing of a program at any time by simply pressing any key on the keyboard.

To list the program you currently have in (LBL)S5:

Press Display

(GTO 891.89 Sets calculatorto top ETOS
o of program ([EL]S. 81 xLBLS 25 14 @3

g2 STO1 45 ot
63 XY 11

a4 X 3l
a5 LSTX 16 63
66 RCLI1 35 a1
%w ¢ 41
¢ ¢ 61
89 PRTX €5
18 RN 2513
11 RS 64

Note that you positioned the calculator to the beginning of the program (LBL)5 using the

@R 5 keys before printing. You can also position the calculator to any step (0 through 98)

in program memory using the () nn keys.

Printing a Space

If you wish to insert a space between portions of your print-out or between answers, you can

use the EJ GPc) (space) function. This function advances the paper one space without

printing. Digit entry is not terminated by the £} function.

For example:

Press Display

123 123.

8 123. Paper advances one
space.

456 123456. Digit entry was not
terminated by printing
a space.

From a program the use of £} instructions allows you to place as many spaces as you

desire in your printed results.
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Program Editing

Often you may want to alter or add to a program that is loaded in the calculator. On your

HP-19C/HP-29C keyboard, you will find several editing functions that permit you to easily
change any steps of a loaded program without reloading the entire program.

As you may recall, there are six functions plus, on the HP-19C, the function that

cannot be recorded in program memory. All functions and operations can be recorded as

instructions in program memory except these seven. These functions are program editing and

manipulation functions, and they can aid you in altering and correcting your programs.

Nonrecordable Operations

CLEAR (PAGM) is one keyboard operation that cannot be recorded in program memory.

When you press EICLEAR in PRGM mode, program memory is cleared to

instructions and the calculator is reset to the top of memory (step 00) so that the first instruc-

tion will be stored in step 01 of program memory. With the calculator set to RUN mode,

@ CLEAR merely cancels the £ prefix key that you have pressed.

(single step) is another nonrecordable operation. When you press in PRGM mode,

the calculator moves to and displays the next step of program memory. When you press E38§ in

RUN mode,the calculator displays the next step of program memory—when you release the

key, the calculator executes the instruction loaded in thatstep. permits you to single

step through a program, executing the program one step at a time or merely viewing each step

without execution, as you choose.

(back step) is a nonrecordable operation that displays the previous step of program

memory. When you press £ in PRGM mode, the calculator moves to and displays the

previous step of program memory. When you press and release [ and then press down
in RUN mode, the calculator moves to and displays the contents of the previous step of

program memory. When you then release , the original contents of the X-register are dis-

played. No instructions are executed.

CLEAR is a nonrecordable operation used for canceling the £8 , (1, , @,

3. 30, (P06BAE (FEE®), G0, GAE, and keys.
If you press [ and wish to cancelthat prefix key, simply press CLLEAR [PREFX]. If you press

{7 and wish to cancel that prefix key, simply press £ CLEAR (FRerx). All other listed

functions can be cleared by pressing ) CLEAR [PREFI],

is an HP-19C printing function used for printing the contents of program memory.

When you press EJ the printer records the step number, a mnemonic and keycode

for each step of the program, beginning with the current step and continuing until two

instructions or step 98 is printed.

112
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(go to) (+] n n is another keyboard operation that cannot be loaded as an instruction.

( followed by any number, however, can be loaded as a program instruction. More about

the use of this instruction later.) Whether the calculator is in PRGM or RUN, when you press

(] followed by a two digit step number, the program memory is set to that step number.

No instructions are executed. If the calculator is in RUN mode, you can verify that the

calculatoris set to the specified step by briefly switching to PRGM mode. The (Jnn
operation is especially useful in PRGM mode because it permits you to jump to any location

in program memory for editing of or additions or corrections to your programs.

The (delete) key is a nonrecordable operation that you can use to delete instructions

from program memory. When the calculator is in PRGM mode and you press [ (0£]),

the instruction at the current step of program memory is erased, and all subsequentinstructions
in program memory move upward one step. For example, the section of program memory

shown below illustrates what would happen when you press [} with the calculator set

to step 04.

With the calculator set to step 04 when you press [! (0], program memory is changed...

...from this... ...to this.

o1 (0S5 o1 [I[Eds
02 1 02 1

03 Displayed—> 03

Displayed——>04 (< /_______.—-r 04 G

05 05 1
06 CIWI /—-—-""__’:__._—-—r/' 06
07 /07 3
08 =) /.-—»08 B

09 [ 09 [

10  (rrs)

Notice that when a program step is deleted, all keycodes below the deleted step move up one

step. The keycodes before the deleted step are moved into the display.

Now let’s load a program from the keyboard and use these editing tools to check and modify it.

Pythagorean Theorem Program

The following program computes the hypotenuse of

any right triangle, given the other two sides. The

formula used is ¢ = Va? + b2,

Mwflmmmwwnmj
o i .

  
Below are instructions for the program (basically,
the same keys you would press to solve for ¢

manually), assuming that values for sides a and b

have been input to the X- and Y-registers ofthe stack.

So that you can concentrate on program displays,

set the HP-19C Print Mode switch man [[TIlINorm
to MAN TRACE   
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To load the program:

First set the calculator to PRGM mode. Then press [ CLEAR to clear program

memory of any previous programs and reset the calculator to step 00 of program memory.

Finally, load the program by pressing the keys shown below.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

B (19 01 25 14 09 01 15 13 09

a 02 25 53 02 15 63
03 11 03 21

(9] 04 2553 04 15 63
05 41 05 51

& 06 16 53 06 14 63
BN 07 25 13 07 15 12

With the program loaded into the calculator, you can run the program. For example, calculate

the hypotenuse of a right triangle with side a of 22 meters and side b of 9 meters.

Before you can run the program, you mustinitialize it.

Initializing a Program
Initialization of a program means nothing more than setting up the program (providing inputs,
setting display mode, etc.) prior to the actual running of it. Some programs contain initializa-

tion routines that set up the data to run the program. In other programs, you may have to

initialize manually from the keyboard before running. In the case of the program for calcu-

lating the hypotenuse of a triangle, to initialize the program you must place the values for

sides a and b in stack registers X and Y. (Notice that the order does not matter in this case.)

Thus,to initialize this program:

First, set the calculator to RUN mode.

Press Display

22 22.00

9 9.

The program for hypotenuse of a right triangle using the Pythagorean Theorem is now

initialized for sides of 22 and 9 meters.

Running the Program

To run the program you have only to press and the number key that selects this

program.

Press Display

9 23.77 Length of side ¢ in
meters.
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To compute the hypotenuse ofa right triangle with a side a of 73 miles and a side b of 99 miles:

Press Display

73 73.00

99 99. Program initialized for
new set of data before
running.

&9 123.00 Length ofside ¢ in miles.

Now let’s see how we can use the nonrecordable editing features of the calculator to examine

and alter this program.

Resetting to Step 00
As you know, when you press [ CLEAR with the calculator set to PRGM mode,

the calculator is reset to step 00 and all instructions in program memory are erased and

replaced with instructions. However, you can reset the calculator to step 00 of program

memory while preserving existing programs in program memory by pressing () 00
in PRGM or RUN mode, or B} in RUN mode.

To set the calculator to step 00 with the Pythagorean Theorem program loaded into program

memory:

Press Display

(:Joo 123.00 Length ofside ¢ remains
indisplay from previous
running of program.

You could also have pressed EJ[E in RUN mode to set the calculator to step 00.

Set the calculator to PRGM mode to verify that the calculator is now setat step 00 of program

memory.

Display

00

Single-Step Execution of a Program
With the Program Mode switch set to RUN, you can execute a recorded program one step at

a time by pressing the (single-step) key.

To single-step through the Pythagorean Theorem program using a triangle with side a of 73

miles and side b of 99 miles:

First set the calculator to RUN mode.

Press Display

73 73.00
99 99. Program initialized for

this set of data before

running.
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Now, press and hold it down to see the keycode for the next instruction. When you release

the key, that next instruction is executed.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

3 01 25 14 09 01 15 13 09 Keycode for £ ((ED9

seen when you hold
down.

99.00 99.00 1 (CE0)9 is executed

when you release .

The first instruction of the program is executed when you press and release E3§. (Notice

that you didn’t have to press E339—when you are executing a program one step at a time,

pressing the key begins the program from the current step of program memory without

the need to press [39.)

Continue executing the program by pressing again. When you hold down, you see
the keycode for the next instruction. When you release B33, that instruction is executed.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

SST 05 2553 02 15 63 Keycode for £ (],

9801.00 9801.00 Executed.

When you press a third time in RUN mode, step 03 of program memory is displayed.

When you release the key, the instruction in that step, ESEJ, is executed, and the

calculator halts.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

35 03 11 03 21 Keycode for E33.
73.00 73.00 Executed.

Continue executing the program by means of the key. When you have executed the £}

instruction in step 07, you have completed executing the program and the answeris displayed,
just asif the calculator had executed the program automatically, instead of via the key.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

SST 04 25 53 04 15 63

5329.00 5329.00

ER 05 41 05 51

15130.00 15130.00

Sl 06 16 53 06 14 63

123.00 123.00

SST 07 25 13 07 15 12

123.00 123.00

You have seen how the key can be used in RUN mode to single-step through a program.

Using the key in this manner can help you create and correct programs. Now let’s see how

you can use B8, , and (J nn in PRGM mode to help you modify a program.
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Modifying a Program

Since you have completed execution of the above program, the calculatoris set at step 08.

You can verify that the calculator is set at this step by setting the calculator to PRGM mode

and observing the step number and keycode in the display.

Now let’s modify this Pythagorean Theorem program so that the X-register contents will

automatically be displayed at certain points in the program. We will do this by inserting the
8 instruction to halt the program and display the contents of the X-register for about

1 second, then resume execution. (More about later.)

HP-19C HP-29C

B &9 01 25 14 09 01 15 13 09
2 02 2553 - 02 15 63

03 11 We will ms;rt an . 03 21

8 04 25 53 ©" (5] instruction o e

after each of these

P 05 41 instructions. 05 51

06 16 53 06 14 63
B&N 07 25 13 07 15 12

To begin modification of the loaded program, again reset the calculator to step 00 of program

memory without erasing the program:

Ensure that the calculator is set to RUN mode.

Press Display

2 123.00 Calculator reset to step
00 of program memory.

Single-Step Viewing without Execution
You can use the key in PRGM mode to single-step to the desired step of program memory

without executing the program. When you set the calculator to PRGM mode, you should see

that the calculatoris reset to step 00 of program memory. When you press once, the calcu-

lator moves to step 01 and displays the contents of that step of program memory. No instruc-

tions are executed.

Set the calculator to PRGM mode.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

00 00 Step 00 of program
memory.

SST 01 25 14 09 01 15 13 09

You can see that the calculator is now set at step 01 of program memory. If you press a

recordable operation now, it will be loaded in the next step, step 02, of program memory, and

all subsequent instructions will be ‘‘bumped’’ down one step in program memory.
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Thus, to load the £} instruction so that the calculator will review the contents of the

X-register:

Press HP-19C HP-29C

€8 (Pause] 02 16 64 02 14 74

Now let’s see what happened in program memory when you loaded that instruction. With

the calculator set at step 01, when you pressed £ program memory was altered...

...from this... ...to this.

01 EI(E09 01 £ (=09 0 instruction

02 aE (FAsE)<inserted here.

03 —03 a8 )
04 B 04 B

08 (755 s: 08 0 All subsequent
09 (Rr/S \09 instructions are

+10 [R/s 10 [R/s “bumped” down one

11 [R/s 11 (R/S step of program

—_— —_— memory.

97 (Rr/s 97 (Rr/s  
R/S One instruction lost

here.

You can see that when you insert an instruction in a program, all instructions after the one

inserted are moved down one step of program memory, and the instruction formerly loaded

in step 98 is lost and cannot be recovered. In this case, the last instruction was a instruc-

tion and was not used in the program. Note, however, that if you inserted an instruction

into program memory when step 98 contained an instruction used in a program, the instruc-

tion would be lost from step 98. You should always view the contents of the last few

steps of program memory before adding instructions to a program to ensure that no vital

instructions will be lost from there.

Going to a Step Number
It is easy to see that if you wanted to single-step from step 00 to some remote step number

in program memory, it would take a great deal of time and a number of presses of the

key. So the calculator gives you another nonrecordable operation, (2) nn, that permits you to

go to any step number of program memory.
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Whether the calculator is set to PRGM mode or to RUN mode, when you press (Jnn,

the calculator immediately jumps to the program memory step number specified by the two-

digit number n n. No instructions are executed. In RUN mode, you can momentarily set

the calculator to PRGM mode to view this program information, while if the calculator is

already in PRGM mode, the step number and keycode for the instruction contained in that

step are displayed. Program searching or execution then will begin with that step of program

memory. Loading will begin with the next step of program memory.

For example, to add an [ (PAUSE] instruction to review the X-register contents after the

hypotenuse has been calculated by the instruction in step 07, you can first press (go to)
followed by a decimal point and the appropriate two digit step number of program memory.

Then press {8 to place that instruction in the following step of program memory.
Remember that when you add an instruction in this manner, each subsequent instruction is

moved down one step in program memory, and the last instruction is lost from step 98. To

add the instruction after the £} instruction that is now loaded into step 07:

Press HP-19C HP-29C

&R (207 07 1653 07 14 63

€3 (Pause] 08 16 64 08 14 74

As you load the [ instruction into step 08, the instruction that wasformerly in step

08 is moved to step 09, and the instructions in subsequent steps are similarly moved down

one step. The instruction in step 98 is lost from program memory.

When you added the (7 instruction after step 07, program memory was altered...

...from this... ...to this.

01 (=09 01 (=09
02 1 02
03 [ 03 0
04 04
05 0 05 )
06 06

07 % 07
08 ) \08 [0 -—_ instruction

09 ([R/s 09 [1 inserted here.

10 (R/s <:10 R/S

11 [R/s

All subsequent

instructions are moved

down one step of

97 (r/s 97 (Rr/s program memory.

98 @3 ™98 (s

(R/S)&= One instruction lost

here.
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Stepping Backwards through a Program

The (back step) key allows you to back step through a loaded program for editing

whetherthe calculator is in RUN or PRGM mode. When you press £ , the calculator

backs up one step in program memory. If the calculator is in RUN mode, the previous step
is displayed as long as you hold down the key. When you release it, the original

contents of the X-register are again displayed. In PRGM mode, of course, you can see the

step number and keycode of the instruction in the display at all times. No instructions are

executed, whether you are in RUN or PRGM mode.

You now have one more [ instruction to add to the Pythagorean Theorem program.

The [ instruction should be added after the instruction, that is now loaded in
step 04 of program memory. If you have just completed loading an [} (FAUSE] instruction in
step 08 as described above, the calculator is set at step 08 of program memory. You can use

to back the calculator up to step 04, then insert the 7 instruction in step 05.

To begin:

Ensure that the calculator is set to PRGM mode.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

08 16 64 08 14 74 Calculatorinitially set to
step 08.

B Es7) 07 16 53 07 14 63 Pressing once moves
the calculator back one
step in program memory.

When you press [ , the calculator backs up one step in program memory. No instruc-

tions are executed when you use the key. Continue using the key to move backward

through program memory until the calculator displays step 04.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

8 06 41 06 51

8 05 25 53 05 15 63
B8 04 11 04 21

Since you wish to insert the [ instruction after the instruction now loaded

in step 04, you movethe calculator to step 04 first. As always, when you key in an instruction,

itis loaded into the next step afterthe step being displayed. Thus, if you press [ now,

that instruction will be loaded into step 05 of program memory, and all subsequent instruc-
tions will be moved down, or ‘‘bumped,’’ one step.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

3 (Pause 05 16 64 05 14 74
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You have now finished modifying the Pythagorean Theorem program so that you can review

the contents of the X-register at several points during the running of it. The altered program

is shown below:

01 (=09

02 [()
03

04

05 ()
06 )

07

08 [

09 ()
10 [ED
11 (m/s

If you wish, you can use the key in PRGM mode to verify that the program in your

calculator matches the one shown above. (Refer to Looking at Program Memory, page 95,

and The Printer and the Program (HP-19C), page 107.)

Running the Modified Program

To run the Pythagorean Theorem program, you have only to set the calculator to RUN mode,

key in the values for sides a and b and press 9. The calculator will now display the

X-register contents, then square side b, exchange the contents of the X- and Y-registers, and

review the X-register contents again. Finally, the value for the hypotenuse will be calculated,

the X-register contents will be reviewed a third time, and the calculated value for the hypote-
nuse will appear in the X-register when the program stops running.

For example, to compute the hypotenuse of a right triangle with sides a and b of 22 meters

and 9 meters:

Set the calculator to RUN mode.

Press Display

22 22.00
9 9. Program initialized.

o 9.00 After reviewing the X-

22.00 register contents three
23.77 times during the running

program, the answer in
meters is displayed.

Now run the program for a right triangle with sides a and b of 73 miles and 99 miles.

(Answer: 123 miles)

Deleting Instructions
Often in the modification of a program you may wish to delete an instruction from program

memory. To delete the instruction to which the calculator is set, merely press the non-
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recordable operation [E} (delete) with the calculator set to PRGM mode. (When the

calculator is set to RUN mode, pressing does nothing except cancel a pressed prefix

key EB.) When you delete an instruction from program memory using the key, all
subsequent instructions in program memory are moved up one step, and a instruction

is loaded into step 98. The calculator moves to the step before the deleted step and displaysit.

For example, if you wanted to modify the Pythagorean Theorem program that is now loaded

into the calculator so that the X-register was only reviewed once, at the end of the program,

you would have to delete the instructions that are presently loaded in steps 02 and

05 of program memory. To delete these instructions, you must first set the calculator at

these steps using , B or (-] n n, then press £J [0el]). To delete the &
instruction now loaded in step 02:

First, set the calculator to PRGM mode.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

G(02 02 16 64 02 14 74 Step 02 is displayed.
B (el 01 25 14 09 01 15 13 09 The instruction in step 02

is deleted and the calcu-
lator moves to step O1.

You can use the key to verify that the ¥8 (PAUSE] instruction has been deleted and

subsequent instructions have been moved up one step.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

SST 02 25 53 02 15 63 The instruction formerly

in step 03 was moved up
to step 02, and all sub-

sequent instructions were
moved up one step when
you pressed [} (o£d).

When you set the calculator to step 02 of program memory and pressed £}

memory was altered...

o1 Bl (ce]9 07 [E(ede,— Oneinstruction

02 o . ) deleted here.
03 0B ~—___»03
04 =

g
o

E
B

 

05 (PaUSE) 05
06 g —06
07 —Lo o
08 /;08
09 10 i 09 BIE) [ These instructions all

10 B)EY) > 10 (R/S move upward one step.

2 >
12 (R/s

95 > 95
96 (r/s) 6 [R/S)

o7 —T )
98 (RIS 98 -« Ore instruction

A added here.

D < »
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To delete the [ instruction now loaded in step 04 you can use the key to single-

step down to that step number and then delete the instruction with the £} operation.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

03 11 03 21
04 1664 04 14 74

9] 03 11 03 21 The 7 (Z255) instruc-
tion is deleted from step
04 and the calculator
displays step 03. Sub-
sequent instructions
move up one step of
program memory.

If you have modified the program as described above, the calculator should now review the

contents of the X-register only once, just before the program stops. The calculated value of

the hypotenuse is then displayed.

Set the calculator to RUN mode and run the program for right triangles with:

Sides a and b of 17 and 34 meters. (After reviewing the X-register calculator displays answer

for side ¢, 38.01 meters.)

Sides a and b of 5500 rods and 7395 rods. (After reviewing the X-register calculator displays

answer for side ¢, 9216.07 rods.)

To replace any instruction with another, simply set the calculator to the desired step of

program memory, press £} to delete the first instruction, then press the keystrokes for

the new instruction.

The editing features of the calculator have been designed to provide you with quick and easy

access to any part of your program, whether for editing, debugging, or documentation. If a

program stops running because of an error or because of an overflow, you can simply set

the calculator to PRGM modeto see the step number and keycode of the operation that caused

the error or overflow. If you suspect a portion of your program is faulty, you can use the

() n n operation from the keyboard to go to the suspect section, then use the

operation in RUN mode to monitor every change in calculator status as you execute the

program one step at a time.

Using the Printer for Editing (HP-19C)

With the HP-19C Print Mode switch set to TRACE, the printer preserves a record of every

instruction executed in a running program, as well as all intermediate and final answers.

This feature is a valuable aid in debugging and editing programs. To see how the printer

reproduces the action of a program, slide the Print Mode switch to TRACE and run the

Pythagorean Theorem program to solve for a triangle with sides a and b of 11282 kilometers

and 65482.448 kilometers:
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Slide the Print Mode switch man [J[[[linorm to TRACE.
TRACE

Press Display

11282 ERED 11282.00 11282.66 ENTt
65482.448 65482.448 65482.448 GSBS

9 66447.23 Kilometers. Bl *LBLS

82 xe

4287958996, ikx
B3 XY

11282.66 ¥xx
84 Xz
127283524.8 xxx
BS +

4415234528, xkx

86 X
66447.23 xix

87 PSE
88 RIN

The printer shows every step number, a mnemonic symbol for every instruction executed,

and, where calculated, every intermediate and final result.

When a program halts in the middle of execution because of an error or because of an over-

flow, you can slide the OFF-PRGM-RUN switch to PRGM to see the step number and keycode

of the instruction that caused the error or overflow. It may be more helpful, however, to run

the program with the Print Mode switch set to TRACE so that you chart the events, step-by-

step, thatled to the error. With the printer set to the TRACE mode, you can print the opera-
tion of the entire program, or, by first addressing the desired beginning step of the program

with or you can print only a portion of the operation of the program if you desire.

You can use the printer in the TRACE mode in conjunction with to slow down execution

even more. With the Print Mode switch set to TRACE, each time you press the key, one

instruction is executed and a mnemonic symbol for the instruction and any results are also

printed. With this feature, you can examine your programs step-by-step with a fine-toothed
comb!

You can also use the printer to verify changes you have made. To print the modified

Pythagorean Theorem program now loaded in your calculator:

Press Display

a9 66447.23 l;:osl;llgrflrom previous e ET09

9| 66447.23 Prints contents of 8z {2
program 9. B3 =y

B4 Ne
a5 +
BE %
7 PSE
B8 RTN
B¢ R/S
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Problems

1. You may have noticed that thereis a single keyboard operation, [ (-7, that calculates

the hypotenuse, side ¢, of a right triangle with sides @ and b input to the X- and Y-

registers. Replace the , B9, , (4], and instructions in the Pythagorean

Theorem program with the single £ instruction as follows:

a. Usethe (Jnnand keys to verify that the Pythagorean Theorem program

contains the instructions shown below.

01 [F[E]9
02 [

B Repl Il of th instructi04 eplace all of these instructions
05 with a [

(3

instruction.

06 [

07 [
08 [IED

b. Use the () nn keyboard operation to go to step 06, the last instruction to be
deleted in the program.

c. Usethe [ keyboard operation in PRGM mode to delete the instructions in
steps 06, 05, 04, 03, and 02.

Note: When modifying a program, you should always delete instructions before

you add others, to ensure that no vital instructions are “bumped” from the bottom

of program memory and lost.

d. Load the [ instruction into step 02.

e. Verify that the modified program looks like the one below.

01 [I[J9
02 [
03 ()
04 FIED

f.  Switch to RUN mode and run the program for a right triangle with sides a and b

of 73 feet and 112 feet.

(Answer: 133.69 feet)

The following program is used by the manager of a savings and loan company to com-

pute the future amounts of savings accounts according to the formulaFV = PV(1 + i),

where FV is future value or amount, PV is present value, i is the periodic interest rate
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expressed as a decimal, and n is the number of periods. With PV entered into the
Y-register, n keyed into the X-register, and an annual standard interest rate of 7.5%, the

program is:

01 [ (6

02 1

03
04 ()

05 0

06 7

07 5

08
09 X%y

10 @
11 (¥

12 [

a. Load the program into the calculator. On the HP-19C, insert an instruction to

print the FV.

b. Run the program to find the future amount of $1,000 invested for 5 years.

(Answer: $1,435.63)

Of $2,300 invested for 4 years.

(Answer: $3,071.58)

c. Alter the program to account for a change of the annualinterest rate from 7.5% to

8%.

d. Run the program for the new interest rate to find the future value of $500 invested

for 4 years; of $2,000 invested for 10 years.

(Answer: $680.24; $4,317.85)

3.  The following program calculates the timeit takes for an objectto fall to the earth when

dropped from a given height. (Friction from the air is not taken into account.) When the

program is initialized by keying the height 4 in meters into the displayed X-register

and [0 is pressed, the time ¢ in secondsthe object takesto fall to earth is computed
according to the formula:

 

2h

9.8 meters/second?
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a. Clear all previously recorded programs from the calculator and load the program

below. On the HP-19C insert instructions to print the height and time.

o1 (=00
02 2
03 ¥
04 9
05 (J

06 8
07 3

08 W
09 EIED

b. Run the program to compute the time taken by a stone to fall from the top ofthe

Eiffel Tower, 300.51 meters high; from a blimp stationed 1000 meters in the air.

(Answers: 7.83 seconds; 14.29 seconds)

c. Alter the program to compute the time of descent when the height infeet is known,

according to the formula:

  

 

  2h

32.1740 feet/second?

—

I

d. Run the altered program to compute the time taken by a stone to fall from the top

of the Grand Coulee Dam, 550 feet high; from the 1350-foot height of the World

Trade Center buildings in New York City.

(Answers: 5.85 seconds; 9.16 seconds)
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Branching

Unconditional Branching and Looping
You have seen how the nonrecordable operation (:J n n can be used from the keyboard.

to transfer execution to any step number of program memory. You can also use the go to

instruction as part of a program, but in order for to be recorded as an instruction, it

must be followed by a label designator (0 through 9). (It can also be followed by the (] key—

more about this later.)

When the calculatoris executing a program and encounters a 1 instruction, for example,

it immediately halts execution and begins searching sequentially downward through program

memory for that label. When the first £} ((E0)1 instruction is then encountered, execution

begins again.

By using a instruction followed by a label designator in a program, you can transfer

execution to any part of the program that you choose.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Execution

£ (=Jo

e GD
|
|

Execution branches to next |

(o JICTHRN |
|
I
- (s Jocmp
 

    
A instruction used this way is known as an unconditional branch. It always branches

execution from the instruction to the specified label. (Later, you will see how a con-

ditionalinstruction can be used in conjunction with a instruction to create a conditional

branch—a branch that depends on the outcome of a test.)

A common use of a branch is to create a ‘‘loop’’ in a program. For example, the following

program calculates and displays the square roots of consecutive whole numbers beginning

with the number 1. The calculator continues to compute the square root of the next consecutive

whole number until you press to stop program execution (or until the calculator
overflows).

128
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To key in the program:

First, set the calculator to PRGM mode.

Press @ CLEAR to clear program memory and reset the calculator to step 00.

Set the HP-19C Print Mode switch man[[[[Iilinorm to MAN.
TRACE

Press HP-19C HP-29C

£ (ED1 01 25 14 01 01 15 13 01

0 02 00 02 00

8n81 03 45 01 03 23 01

94 04 25 14 04 04 15 13 04

1 05 01 05 01

1 06 45 41 01 06 23 51 01 Adds 1 to current number in
R,.

N1 07 55 01 07 24 01 Recalls current number from
R,.

0 08 16 64 08 14 74 Displays current number.

o 09 16 53 09 14 63
RBE 10 16 64 10 14 74 Displays square root of

current number.

a4 11 14 04 11 13 04 Transfers execution to

£ ((E04 again.
BFY 12 2513 12 15 12

To run the program, set the calculator to RUN mode and press 1. The program will

begin displaying a table of integers and their square roots and will continue until you press

and hold from the keyboard or until the calculator overflows.

How it works: When you press 31, the calculator searches through program memory
until it encounters the £} 1 instruction that begins the program. It executes that instruction

and each subsequent instruction in order until it reaches step 11, the (G4 instruction.

The (@4 instruction causes the calculator to search once again, this time for a B (ED4

instruction in the program. When it encounters the £} (CE04 instruction loaded in step 04,

execution begins again from that [} ((E0)4. (Notice that the address after a instruction

in a program is a label, not a step number.)

01 I (EDM
02 0

03 BI1
04 [I(E04
05 1
06 B H1
07 1

08 ()
09 = (]
10 OO
11 ER4

12 BIED
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Since execution is transferred to the £} (CE0J4 instruction in step 04 each time the calculator

executes the (@94 instruction in step 11, the calculator will remain in this ‘‘loop,’’ con-

tinually adding one to the number in storage register R, and displaying the new number and

its square root.

Looping techniques like the one illustrated here are common and extraordinarily useful in

programming. By using loops, you take advantage of one of the most powerful features of

the calculator—the ability to update data and perform calculations automatically, quickly,

and, if you so desire, endlessly.

You can use unconditional branches to create a loop, as shown above, or in any part of a

program where you wish to transfer execution to another label. When the calculator executes a

instruction, it searches sequentially downward through program memory and begins

execution again at the first specified label it encounters.

Problems

1. The following program calculates and pauses to display the square of the number 1 each

time it is run. Key the program in with the calculator set to PRGM mode, then switch

to RUN and run the program a few times to see how it works. Finally, modify the

program byinserting an £ (CED) 7 instruction after the 1 instruction in step 03, and

a [ 7 instruction after the second [ instruction. This should create a loop

that will continually display a new number and display its square, then increment the

number by 1, display the new number and compute and display its square, etc. To

load the original program, before modification, set the calculator switch to PRGM

mode. Then:

Press HP-19C HP-29C

{7 CLEAR 00 00
B (=04 01 25 14 04 01 15 13 04

0 02 45 01 02 00

8R! 03 o1 03 23 01
1 04 01 04 01

@1 05 45 41 01 05 23 51 01

N1 06 55 01 06 24 01
€3 (Pause) 07 16 64 07 14 74

0 08 25 53 08 15 63
€3 (Fause 09 16 64 04 14 74
BFN 10 25 13 10 15 12

Note that on the HP-19C you can enter a instruction rather than the &8
to print the table of squares. Set the Print Mode switch MAN [ll[[[INo~RM toc NORM or
MAN. TRACE

Run the program to generate a table of squares.
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Use the flowchart on the following page to create

a program that computes and pauses to display

(or print on the HP-19C) the future value (FV)
of a compound interest savings account in incre-

ments of one year according to the formula:

 

FV = PV(1 + i)

  

 

where FV = future value of the savings account.

PV present value (or principal) of the account.

1 interest rate (expressed as a decimal fraction; e.g., 6% is expressed as

0.06).

n = number of compounding periods (usually, years).

Assume that program execution will begin with i entered into the Y-register of the stack

and with PV keyed into the displayed X-register.

After you have written and loaded the program, run it for an initial interest rate i of

6% (keyed in as .06) and an initial deposit (or present value, PV') of $1000.

(Answer: 1% year, $1060; 2™ year, $1123.60; 3year, $1191.02; etc.)

The program will continue running until you press (or any key), or until the

calculator overflows. You can see how your savings would grow from year to year.

Try the program for different interest rates i and values of PV.



 

 

Define
beginning of
program with

LBL 1.

1
Store PV

in primary storage

register R,.

Bring i into

display by rolling

down stack.

¥
Store quantity 1

in storage

register R,.

/

Add 1 toi.

¥
Store (i + 1)

in primary storage

register R..  

  

  
Define beginning

of routine with

LBL 4.

v
Recall

(i + 1) fromR,.

v
Recall n from R,.

V
Display (Pause) or

Print (HP-19C) n

v

Compute (1 + i)

V
Recall

PV from R,.

V
Multiply PV

by (i+1)"

Display (Pause) or

Print (HP-19C)FV.

Add1tonin

register R,.

v — Go to LBL 4.

RTN

  



Conditionals and Conditional Branches

Often there are times when you want a program to make a decision. For example, suppose an

accountant wishes to write a program that will calculate and display the amount of tax to

be paid by a number of persons. For those with incomes of $10,000 per year or under, the

amount of tax is 17.5%. For those with incomes of over $10,000, the tax is 20%. A flowchart

for the program might look like this:

 

Start

v
Key in amount

 

of income.

Yes _ Is No
income over

; $10,0007? }

Compute Compute

20%of income. 17.5%of income.

Display
(or Print) tax.

Stop  
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The conditional operations on your HP-19C/HP-29C keyboard are useful as program instruc-

tions to allow your calculator to make decisions like the one shown above. The eight con-

ditionals that are available on your calculator are:

0 tests to see if the value in the X-register is equal to the value in the Y-register.

0 tests to see if the value in the X-register is unequal to the value in the Y-register.

[ =2) tests to see if the value in the X-register is less than or equal to the value in the

Y-register.

0 tests to see if the value in the X-register is greater than the value in the Y-register.

(1 (x=0) tests to see if the value in the X-register is equal to zero.

[0 (x=9) tests to see if the value in the X-register is unequal to zero.

E1(=9 tests to see if the value in the X-register is less than zero.

[1[=9 tests to see if the value in the X-register is greater than zero.

Each conditional essentially asks a question when it is encountered as an instruction in a

program. If the answer is YES, program execution continues sequentially downward with the

next instruction in program memory. If the answer is NO, the calculator branches around

the next instruction. For example:

Execution

   

 

Conditional Test |[—— -

:No

-

Yes

You can see that after it has made the conditional test, the calculator will do the next instruction

if the test is true. This is the ‘DO if TRUE’’ rule.

The step immediately following the conditional test can contain any instruction. The most

commonly used instruction, of course, will be a instruction. This will branch program
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execution to another section of program memory if the conditional test is true.

Yes |

-

 

Conditional Test |~
 

(GTOK
 

Instruction 1

 

Instruction
 

Instruction
 

Instruction
 

|
|
I
l
I
|
|
I

B (=03
  Instruction   

Now let’s look at that accountant’s problem again. For persons with incomes of more than

$10,000 he wants to compute a tax of 20%. For persons with incomes of $10,000 or less,

the tax is 17.5%. The following program will test the amount in the X-register and compute

and display the correct percentage of tax.

To key in the program:

Set the calculator to PRGM mode.

Ensure that the HP-19C Print Mode switch is set to MAN.

Press HP-19C

EICLEAR (PRcM) 00

£ =01 01 25 14
333 02

4 03
b 04

B 05 16
(GO ) 06 14

1 07
7 08
®) 09

5 10

(GTO K] 11 14

02 12 25 14
2 13

0 14

£ [E03 15 25 14

8% 16 25

B 17 25

01

23

04

11

41

02

o1

07

63

05

03

02

02

00

03

11

13

HP-29C

00

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

15 13

14

13

13

15 13

15 13

15

15

01

33

04

21

51

02

01

07

73

05

03

02

02

00

03

21

12

Amount of $10,000

placed in Y-register.

If amount of income is
greater than $10,000,
go to portion of program
defined by label 2.

Tax percentage for this

portion of program is

17.5.

Tax percentage for this

portion of program is

20.



To run the program to compute taxes on incomes of $15,000 and $7,500:

Set the calculator to RUN mode.

Press Display

15000 1 3000.00 Dollars of tax.

7500 1 1312.50 Dollars of tax.

Another place where you often want a program to make a decision is within a loop. The

loops that you have seen have to this point been infinite loops—that is, once the calculator

begins executing a loop, it remains locked in that loop, executing the same set of instructions

over and over again, forever (or, more practically, until the calculator overflows or you halt

the running program by pressing or any other key).

You can use the decision-making power of the conditional instructions to shift program
execution out of a loop. A conditional instruction can shift execution out of a loop after a

specified number of iterations or when a certain value has been reached within the loop.

Problems
1. Write a program that will calculate the arc sine (that is, sin™!) of a value that has been

keyed into the displayed X-register. Test the resulting angle with a conditional, and if

it is negative or zero, add 360 degreesto it to make the angle positive. Use the flowchart

below to help you write the program.

 

Start

v
Calculate arc

sine of x.

Is
Yes arc sine

greater than
zero?

Add 360 degrees. 
 

Stop   
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The program below contains a loop that displays consecutive integers and their common

logarithms. You can specify the lowest integer by storing a numberin storage register
Ry, but the program will continue until you press or any other key from the key-

board, or until the calculator’s capacity for display is exceeded.

o1 I (=DM

02 [ ([)9
03 /o

04 ([0
05 (]
06 ([

07 @ (Fus)
08 1
09 BE #Ho
10 @E1
11 @D

Using the additionalinstructions 8, , 2 and 2, you should be able

to modify this program to halt execution when a certain number is reached. As you add
these instructions, assume that the value for the upper limit has been manually stored

in primary storage register Rg.

When the program is running and the value in register R, becomes greater than the limit

you store in register Rg, program execution should be transferred out of the loop to the

instruction to halt the running program.

Modify the program, key it into the calculator, and intialize the calculator by storing a

lower limit of 1 in register R, and an upper limit of S in register Rg. Then run the pro-

gram. Your displays should look like the ones below. Try other upper and lower limits.

(The lower limit must always be greater than zero, and the upper limit should be greater

than the lower limit.)

Display

1.000000000

0.000000000

2.000000000

0.301029996

3.000000000

0.477121255

4.000000000

0.602059991

5.000000000

0.698970004

Use the flowchart on the opposite page to help you write a program that will allow a

salesman to compute his commissions at the rates of 10% for sales of up to $1000,
12.5% for sales of $1000 to $5000, and 15% for sales of over $5000. The program

should display the amount of commission when it stops.

Load the program and run it for sales amounts of $500, $1000, $1500, $5000, and

$6000.

(Answers: $50.00, $125.00, $187.50, $625.00, $900.00)



 

 

Key

 

   

in sales

amount and
start.

Yes $1000 > No
Sales? l

Yes Sales No
g < $50007?

Calculate Calculate Calculate
10% of sales. 12.5% of sales. 15% of sales.

—_—

Y
Display amount

of commission.

Stop
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Program Interruptions

In your programs, there may often be occasions when you want a program to halt during

execution so that you can key in data, or to pause so that you can quickly view results

before the program automatically resumes running. Besides illustrating the two functions,

and , that are used for program interruptions, this section also shows you how the

keyboard can be used to halt program execution, and how an error will halt a running program.

Using
The (run/stop) function can be used either as an instruction in a program or pressed

from the keyboard.

When pressed from the keyboard:

1. If a program is running, stops the program.

2. If a program is stopped or not running, and the calculator is in RUN mode, starts

the program running beginning with the current location in program memory.

When executed as an instruction during a running program, stops program execution

afterits step of program memory. If is then pressed from the keyboard, execution begins
with the current step of program memory. (When is pressed, it displays the step number

and keycode of that current step—when released, execution begins with that step.)

You can use these features of the instruction to stop a running program at points where

you want to key in data. After the data has been keyed in, restart the program using the

key from the keyboard.

Example: The following program lets you key in a percentage discount and calculates the

cumulative cost of various quantities of differently priced items from which the discount has
been subtracted. A instruction is inserted in the program to allow you to key in data.

To key in the program:

Set the calculator to PRGM mode.

Press HP-19C HP-29C

§3CLEAR 00 00

E[EDs 01 25 14 05 01 15 13 05
ECLEAR 02 16 23 02 14 33
8o 03 45 00 03 23 00 Store discount percentage in

R()-

I (ED9 04 25 14 09 04 15 13 09
R/S 05 64 05 74 Stop to key in quantity and

price.

=) 06 51 06 61
o 07 55 00 07 24 00

140
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8% 08 25 11 08 1521
= 09 31 09 41

#H1 10 45 41 01 10 23 51 01 Add to running total in R;.

N1 11 55 01 11 24 01 Recall running total for
display.

B89 12 14 09 12 13 09
Ay 13 25 13 13 15 12

Now run the program to calculate the cumulative total of the following purchasesat a discount

of 15%.
Quantity Price of Each

5 $ 735

7 $12.99
14 $14.95

Then run the program to calculate the cumulative total of the following purchases at a discount

of 25%:

Quantity Price of Each

7 $ 4.99
12 $ 1.88
37 $ 8.50

In order to calculate the cumulative total for each percentage of discount, merely key in the

percentage value and press 5. When the calculator stops executing, key in the quantity

of an item and press ERER. Then key in the price of that item and press to resume

program execution from that point.

To run the program:

Set the calculator to RUN mode.

Press Display

15 15. Key in discount %.

5 15.00

5 5.00
7.35 31.24 Running total.

7 7.00
12.99 108.53 Running total.

14 14.00

14.95 286.43 Cost for all items

at 15% discount.

25 25. Percentage of discount.

5 25.00

7 7.00

4.99 26.20 Running total.

12 12.00

1.88 43.12 Running total.

37 37.00
8.50 278.99 Cost for all items

at 25% discount.
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If you have a number ofhalts for data entries like the ones shown here, it may be helpful to

‘‘identify’’ each step by recording a familiar number into the program immediately before

each instruction. When the calculator then stops execution because of the instruc-

tion, you can look at the displayed X-register to see the ‘‘identification number’’ for the
required data input at that point. For example, if your program contained stops for data

inputs, it might be helpful to have the numbers 1 through 8 appear so that you would know

which input was required each time. (Don’t forget that the ‘‘identification number’’ will be

pushed up into the Y-register of the stack when you key in a new number.)

Pausing to View Output

You now know two instructions that will slow or halt a running program for data output—

(HP-19C) and ) can print (on the HP-19C) the value contained in the X-register
at any point in the program, while stops a running program and allows you to view
results in the display. For HP-19C printer operation, refer to The Printer and the Program
(page 107).

Anotherinstruction that can be used to slow a running program to view outputis the
instruction. An {3 instruction executed in a program momentarily interrupts program
execution. The length of the pause is about one second, although more instructions in
subsequent steps of program memory can be used to lengthen viewing time, if desired.

You canuse 3 in a program to monitor the operation of the program without printing

every result.

Example: Named after a 13'"-century mathemati-

cian, the Fibonacci series is a series of numbers that

expresses many relationships found in mathemat-

ics, architecture, and nature. (For example, in

many plants, the proliferation of branches follows a

series of Fibonacci numbers.) The series is of the

form 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13..., where each elementis

the sum of the two preceding elements.

 

 

 

The following program contains a loop that generates the next Fibonacci element, pauses to

display it, then generates still another Fibonacci element and pauses to display that, etc. The

loop is an infinite one, and the program will run, continually displaying the next Fibonacci

element, until you stop the program by pressing (or any key) from the keyboard, or until

the calculator overflows.
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To key in the program:

Set the calculator to PRGM mode.

 

Press HP-19C HP-29C

@ CLEAR 00 00
B 2 01 25 14 02 01 15 13 02
0 02 00 02 00

0 03 4500 03 2300
1 04 01 04 01

1 05 45 01 05 23 01
@B (Pause] 06 16 64 06 14 74

Qo 07 25 14 00 07 15 13 00 1

0 08 55 00 08 24 00
1 09 5501 09 24 01

10 41 10 51
0B (Pause] 11 16 64 11 1474

0 12 45 00 12 23 00 r Infinite loop.
0 13 55 00 13 24 00

N | 14 55 01 14 24 01

15 41 15 51

3 (Pause ]16 16 64 16 14 74
1 17 45 01 17 23 01
0 18 14 00 18 13 00 )

BN 19 25 13 19 15 12

Now switch to RUN mode and run the program. Press and hold (or any key)to stop the

program after you have seen how quickly the Fibonacci series increases. To run the program:

Set the calculator to RUN mode.

Press Display

2 1.00

1.00

2.00
3.00
5.00
8.00
13.00

21.00

34.00
55.00
89.00

R/S 144.00
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Keyboard Stops

As you know, pressing any key from the keyboard during a running program halts that

program. The program may halt after any step—if you set the calculator to PRGM mode after

a program is halted, you will see the step number and keycode ofthe next step to be executed.

The calculator has been designed so that program execution will not halt in the middle of a

digit entry sequence. If you press any key while a numberis being placed in the X-register

by a running program, the entire number will be *‘written’’ and the following step will be

executed by the program before the program halts.

When a program is halted, you can resume execution by pressing from the keyboard in

RUN mode. When you press , the program resumes execution with the next step as
though it had never stopped at all. For example, you can resume execution of the

Fibonacci series program now:

Press Display

R/S 233.00 The program resumes

execution.

377.00

R/S 610.00 The program halts
again.

Error Stops

If the calculator attempts to execute any error-causing operation during a running program,

execution immediately halts and the calculator displays the word Error. To see the step number

and keycode ofthe error-causing instruction, you can briefly set the calculator to PRGM mode.

Setting the calculator to PRGM mode clears the error, as does pressing any key from the

keyboard. (The key function is not executed.) You can then resume program execution, if you

wish, by pressing from the keyboard in RUN mode.

Problems

1. For several different sizes of cans, the foreman at a canning company knows the radius

r of the base of the can, the height 4 of the can, and n, the number of cans of that
size. Write a program that will permit the foreman to key in the value for the radius

and stop to display the area A of the can. The foreman then keys in the value for the

height h, presses , and the program calculates the volume V' according to the

formula V = A X h, stopping to display the value for V. Finally the foreman keys in

the number of cans n, presses again, and the total volume, V 1, is calculated and

displayed.
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Use the following flowchart to help you write and load the program. Then run the

program for 20,000 cans with heights of 25 centimeters and radii of 10 centimeters;

for 7500 cans with heights of 8 centimeters and base radii of 4.5 centimeters.

(Answers: A = 314.16 cm?, V = 7853.98 cm?®, V1 = 157079632.7 cm?)

(Answers: A = 63.62 cm?, V = 508.94 cm3,
Vo = 3817035.07 cm®)

 

Key in

radius r.

Start

Calculate
A = mr2.

Stop to

key in
height h.

Calculate

V =A Xh.

Stop to
key in
number

of cans n.

Calculate

V: =V Xn.   
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Subroutines

Often, a program contains a certain series of instructions that are executed several times

throughout the program. When the same set of instructions occurs more than once in a

program, it can be executed as a subroutine. A subroutine is selected by the (go to

subroutine) operation, followed by a label address (0 through 9). You can also select a

subroutine with the (IJ function—more about that later.

A instruction transfers execution to the routine specified by the label address, just like

a instruction. However, after a instruction has been executed, when the running

program then executes a (return), execution is transferred back to the next instruction

after the . Execution then continues sequentially downward through program memory.

The illustration below should make the distinction between and more clear.

  

  

  

   

  

  

       

 

  

 

  

Branch Subroutine

£ (edo 0 0 a 2

/
/ \

/ 2
/

2

£ a a

Execution Execution

stops here. stops here.

In the illustration of a branch, on the left, if you pressed 0 from the keyboard, the

program would execute instructions sequentially downward through program memory. If it
encountered a 2 instruction, it would then search for the next [} 2 and continue

execution from there, until in encountered a [} (7). When it executed the [F([ETH) in-

struction, execution would stop.

However, if the running program encounters a 2 (go to subroutine 2) instruction, as

shownin the illustration on the right, it searches downward for the next [} 2 and resumes

execution. When it encounters a [} 511 (return), program execution is once again trans-

ferred, this time back to the point of origin of the subroutine, and execution resumes with the

next instruction after the 2.

146



As you can see, the only difference between a subroutine and a normal branch is the transfer

of execution after the [/ (7). After the , the next ' (F) halts a running program;

after a [, the next /() returns execution back to the main program, where it

continues until another "' (ora ) is encountered. The same routine may be executed

by and any number of times in a program.

Example: A quadratic equation is of the form ax? + bx + ¢ =0. Its two roots may be found by

—-b + Vb? — 4ac _—b — Vb?% — dac . e
——— andr, =—————————— . Notice the similarity

2a 2a

between the solutions for r; and r,. The program below permits you to key in the values for

a, b, and c in storage registers R;, R, and Rj; the resultant roots r, and r, are available

by pressing XS5 and 6.

the formulas r, =

Here is a complete program for calculating the two roots of a quadratic equation:

Input a: 1
Input b: 2
Input c: 3

  

  

  

  

 
 

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

Calculate r1 Calculate r2

or |DS 19

|

B6

02 2 \ (20 2

03 [ 21 CHS

04 2 22 2

o5 & 23 |

06 1 These sections 24 1

08 X identical. 26 ®

09 |4 27 |4

10 & 28 |

11 & 29 &

12 0 ) 30 g

13 31 =

14 1 32 1

15 |2 33 2

16 | 34 )

17 & 35 =

18 |LD 36 BN      
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Since the routine for calculating r, contains a large section of program memory thatis identical

to a large section in the routine for calculating r,, you can simply create a subroutine that

will execute this section of instructions. The subroutine is then called up and executed in both

the solution for r, and the solution for r,:

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

o7 EI([ED 8
, //_ 18 2
s/ 19 L
sy 20 2

. / / 21 8

o1 B (s 5 7 / 22 1

02 8 - — — / 23 3
03 -7 O/ 24 B8]
04 1 ~/ 25 4
05 2 /N 26 X

06 ® / Co 27 B
7

|

& / . s

|

©O
08 0 // 29 BFN

09 B 6 /" 7

10 8 - 7
11 B a
12 1

13 2
14 X
15 =

16 BEN   
With the modified program, when you press 5, execution begins with the &I (LE]) 5
instruction in step 01. When the 8 instruction in step 02 is encountered, execution
transfers to £ 8 in step 17 and computes the quantities —b and Vb? — 4ac, placing

them in the X- and Y-registers of the stack, ready for addition or subtraction. When the

instruction in step 29 is encountered, execution transfers back to the main routine and

continues with the instruction in step 03. Thus the root r, is computed and displayed, and

the routine stops with the in step 08.

When you press 6, execution begins with [} (CED 6, transfers out to execute the

[ (CE0) 8 subroutine, and returns. This time Vb2 — 4ac is subtracted from —b, and root

r, is computed. By using a subroutine, seven steps of program memory are saved!



To key in the program and the subroutine:

Set the calculator to PRGM mode.

Press HP-19C
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25

25

25

14

13

55

25

14

13

55

23

14

55

55

25

55

55

16

25

05

08

41

01

02

51

61

13

06

08

31

01

02

51

61

08

02

22

02

33

01

03

51

04

51

31

53

13

HP-29C

00

01 15 13 05

02 12 08

03 51

04 24 01

05 02

06 61

07 71

08 15 12

09 15 13 06

10 12 08

11 41

12 24 01

13 02

14 61

15 71

16 15 12

17 15 13 08

18 24 02

19 32

20 24 02

21 15 63

22 24 01

23 24 03

24 61

25 04

26 61

27 41

28 14 63

29 15 12  
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Calculates

—b + Vb? — 4ac —

2a -

Calculates

—b — Vb? — 4ac ~

2a 2

Subroutine places —b in
Y-register and Vb? — 4ac
in X-register, ready for
addition or subtraction.

To initialize the program, you key in a and press 1, key in b and press 2, and

key in ¢ and press 3. Then, to find root r ;, press 5. To find root r,, press 6.

Run the program now to find the roots of the equation x> + x — 6 = 0; of 3x> + 2x — 1 = 0.
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To run the program:

Set the calculator to RUN mode.

Press Display

1 1 1.00

1 2 1.00

6 3 -6.00

5 2.00 Calculates the first
root, r;.

6 -3.00 Calculates the second
root, rs.

3 1 3.00
2 2 2.00
1 3 -1.00

5 0.33 Calculates r,.

6 -1.00 Calculates r,.

If the quantity b? — 4ac is a negative number, the calculator will display Error and the running

program will stop.

Subroutine Usage
Subroutines give you extreme versatility in programming. A subroutine can contain a loop,

or it can be executed as part of a loop. Another common and space-saving trick is to use the

same routine both as a subroutine and as part of the main program.

 

Example: The program below simulates the throw-

ing of a pair of dice, pausing to display first the

value of one die (an integer from 1 to 6) and then
pausing to display the value of the second die

(another integer from 1 to 6). Finally the values of the

two dice are added together to give the total value.

 

 

 

The “‘heart’’ of the program is a random number generator (actually a pseudo random number

generator) that is executed first as a subroutine and then as part of the main program. When
you key in a first number, called a ‘‘seed;’” and press 1, the digit for the first die

is generated and displayed using the ' 2 routine as a subroutine. Then the digit for

the second die is generated using the same routine as part of the main program. The program

then uses the generated number as a new seed for successive ‘‘throws’’ of the dice.



To key in the program:

Set the calculator to PRGM mode.

Press

ECLEAR [From)
S ED

[sTo )
@0
0
8R!
(GsB )
Sl aEmp)
o

@fl
@@

*[
"

X
®
E

0@
0@o
0D
6R !
3!
B ED
EB0
8=

HP-19C

00

01 25 14

02 45

03 25 14

04

05 45

06 13

07 25 14

08 55

09

10

11

12

13 25

14 45

15

16

17

18

19 16

20 16 13

21 16

22 45 41

23 55

24 25

25 14

26 25

01

00

00

00

01

02

02

00

09

09

07

51

52

00

06

51

01

41

52

00

64

01

01

00

13

HP-29C

00

01 15 13

02 23

03 15 13

04

05 23

06 12

07 15 13

08 24

09

10

11

12

13 15

14 23

15

16

17

18

19 14

20 14 11

21 14

22 23 51

23 24

24 15

25 13

26 15

01

00

00

00

01

02

02

00

09

09

07

61

62

00

06

61

01

51

62

00

74

01

01

12

00

12

 

(C20) 2 executed first as

a subroutine.

(L2 2 then executed as

a routine.

Now set the calculator to RUN mode and “‘roll”’ the dice. To roll the dice, key in the initial

decimal ‘‘seed’’ (that is, 0 < n < 1). Then press 1. The calculator will display first

the number rolled by the first die, then the number rolled by the second, and finally, when

the program stops, you can see the total number rolled by the dice. To make anotherroll,

press . The program uses the last number as a new seed for the roll.

You can play a game with yourfriends using the **dice.”” If your first “‘roll’” is 7 or 11, you

win. If it is another number, that number becomes your ‘‘point.”” You then keep ‘‘rolling’’

(pressing ) until the dice again total your point (you win) or youroll a 7 or 11 (you lose).

To run the program:
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Press Display

2315478 0.2315478 The seed.

1 10. Your point is 10.

R/S 8. You missed your point.

R/S 5. Missed it again.

R/S 7. Woops! You lose.

Now try it again using the last number as the new seed.

Press Display

R/S 8. Your point is 8.

R/S 8. Congratulations! You
win.

Before you continue, reset the display to two decimal places.

Press Display

€ 2 8.00

Subroutine Limits

A subroutine can call up another subroutine, and that subroutine can call up yet another.

Subroutine branching is limited only by the numberofreturns that can be held pending by the

calculator. Three subroutine returns can be held pending at any one time in the HP-19C/
HP-29C. The diagram below should make this more clear.

Three returns can be pending.

Main Program
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The calculator can return back to the main program from subroutines that are three deep, as

shown. However,if you attempt to call up subroutines that are four deep, the calculator will

execute only three returns:
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Only three returns can be pending...

Main Program
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L_ ...S0 execution will stop here.

Naturally, the calculator can execute the instruction as a stop any number of times. Also,

if you press 0 through B339 from the keyboard, all pending instructions are

forgotten by the calculator.

If you are executing a program one step at a time with the key and encounter a

instruction, the calculator will execute the entire subroutine before continuing to the next step.

However, only one instruction may be executed as the result of a instruction during

single-step execution, so if a program contains a subroutine within a subroutine, execution

will not return to the main program during execution.

Problems

1.  Look closely at the program for finding roots r, and r, of a quadratic equation (page 149).

Can you see otherinstructions that could be replaced by a subroutine? (Hint: look at

steps 04 through 08 and steps 12 through 16.) Modify the program by using another
subroutine and run it to find the roots of x? + x — 6 =0; of 3x2 + 2x — 1 = 0.

(Answers: 2, -3; 0.33, -1)

Did you save any more steps of program memory?

2. The surface area of a sphere can be calculated according to the equation A = 47r?,
3

AT This where r is the radius. The formula for finding the volume of a sphere isV =

r XA may also be expressed asV =

Create and load a program to calculate the area 4 of a sphere given its radius r. Define the

program with £} 0 and and include an initialization routine to store the value

of the radius. Then create and load a second program to calculate the volume V of a

. X . . .
sphere, using the equation V' = ' X4 Define this second program with (1 2 and 

, and include the instruction 1 to use a portion of program 1 as a subroutine
calculating area.



Run the two programsto find the area and volume ofthe planet earth, a sphere with a

radius of about 3963 miles. Of the earth’s moon, a sphere with a radius of about 1080

miles.

Answers: Earth area = 197359487.5 square miles

Earth volume =2.6071188 X 10! cubic miles

Moon area = 14657414.69 square miles

Moon volume = 5276669290 cubic miles

Create, load, and run a program that will display all permutations of any three integers

that you have stored in registers R;, R,, and R3. For example, all permutations of the

integers 1, 2, and 3 might be displayed as:

123

132

213

231

312

321

The following subroutine will cause the digits you recall from R;, R,, and R; to be

displayed as a permutation in the order you have recalled them. Use the subroutine and

the flowchart on the following page to help you create and load the program.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

B(s 5
1

0

0

83
oy This subroutine pauses to

display numbers recalled into

1 the Z-, Y-, and X-registers of

0 the stack as nnn.

&

0

B
 

The program should recall the contents of storage registers R;, R,, and R; into the

Z-, Y-, and X-registers of the stack and then use the ‘‘display nnn’’ subroutine to show

them in the order that they are recalled.



 

 

Recall

R; R, R,.

Display nnn.

Recall
R, R; R..

Display nnn.

Recall

R, R, R..

Display nnn.

Recall

R, R; R..

Display nnn.

Recall

R; R; R..

Display nnn.

Recall

R, R, R,.

Display nnn.  
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Section 11

Controlling the R-Register

The Ry-register is one of the most powerful programming tools available to you on your

HP-19C/HP-29C. In a preceding section, Storing and Recalling Numbers, you learned about
the use of the Ry-register as a simple storage register, just like registers R, through Ry and R.,

through R.5;. And of course, you can always use the R,-register this way, as another storage

register, whether you are using it as an instruction in a program or operating manually from

the keyboard.

Using the Ry-register in conjunction with other instructions, you can specify the storage

register addresses of and , and the label addresses of and . By storing

a negative numberin the Ry-register, you can even transfer execution to any step number of

program memory. The and instructions permit you to increment (add 1 to) or

decrement (subtract 1 from) the current value in R,. These are features that you will find

extremely useful in controlling loops.

Storing a Number in R,
To store a number in the R,-register, you simply use the (o) operation. For example,

to store the number 7 in the R,-register:

Press Display

7 0 7.00

Recalling a Number from R,
To recall a number from the R,-register into the displayed X-register, simply use [X390:

Press Display

0.00
0 7.00 The number stored in

R, is recalled.

Incrementing and Decrementing the R,-Register

You have seen how a number can be stored in the R,-register and then changed by storing

another number there.

Another way of altering the contents of the R,-register, and one that is most useful during a

program, is by means of the [} (i5Z]) (increment R, skip if zero) and [l ([0sZ) (decrement

R, skip if zero) instructions. These instructions either add the number 1 to (increment) or

subtract the number 1 from (decrement) the R,-register each time they are executed. In a

running program, if the number in the R,-register has become zero, program execution skips

the next step after the or instruction and continues execution (just like a false

conditional instruction).

156
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The ©1(=7) and [} instructions always increment or decrement first; then the test for

zero is made. Fortest purposes, numbers between but not including -1 and +1 are the same as

Z€ro.

Example: Here is a program that illustrates how "' (57] works. It contains a loop that pauses

to display the current value in the Ry-register, then uses the '((57] instruction to increment

that value. The program will continue to run, continually adding one to and displaying the

contents of the R,-register, until you press (or any key) from the keyboard.

To key in the program:

Set the calculator to PRGM mode.

Press HP-19C

@ CLEAR 00

SED1 o1
0 02

€ (PausE] 03

B0 04
1 05

1 06

0 07

1 08

BN 09

25 14

55

16

25

14

45

14

25

01

00

55

01

01

00

01

13

HP-29C

00

01 15 13

02 24

03 14

04 15

05 13

06

07 23

08 13

09 15

01

00

74

24

01

01

00

01

12

Recalls Ry-register contents.

Pauses to display contents.

Adds 1 to Ry-register.

If contents of R,-register are
not zero, execution transfers

back to 1.
If contents of R,-register are
zero, 1 is placed in Ry-register.

Now run the program beginning with a value of O in the Ry-register. Stop the program after

five iterations or so by pressing .

Set the calculator to RUN mode.

Press Display

0 0 0.00

1 0.00
1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

R/S 5.00

Zero stored in

R,-register.

Although the and instructions increment and decrement the Ry-register by 1, the

value of the R(-register need not be a whole number.
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For example:

Press Display

5.28 -5.28

0 -5.28

1 -5.28
-4.28

-3.28

-2.28

-1.28

R/S 1.00

In practice, you will find that you will usually use and with numbers that are

integers, since these instructions are most useful as counters—thatis, to control the number

of iterations of a loop—and to select storage registers, or subroutines. (More about using the

R,-register as a selection register later.)

The (decrement R, skip ifzero) instruction operates in the same manneras the increment
instruction, except that it subtracts, rather than adds, one each time it is used. When a running

program executes a instruction, for example, it subtracts 1 from the contents of

the R-register,then tests to see if the R,-register is 0. (A number between +1 and —1 tests as

zero.) If the numberin the Ry-register is greater than zero, execution continues with the next

step of program memory. If the number in the R,-registeris zero, the calculator skips one

step of program memory before resuming execution.

 Example: The island of Manhattan was sold in the

year 1624 for $24.00. The program on the next page

shows how the amount would have grown each year

if the original amount had been placed in a bank

account drawing 5% interest compounded annually.

The number of years for which you want to see the

amount is stored in the Rj-register, then the

instruction is used to keep track of the number of

iterations through the loop.

 



To key in the program:

Set the calculator to PRGM mode.

 

Press HP-19C HP-29C

€3 CLEAR [PraM) 00 00

2o 01 25 14 00 01 15 13 00 )
0 02 45 00 02 23 00

1 03 01 03 01

6 04 06 04 06

2 05 02 05 02

4 06 04 06 04 Initialization routine.

1 07 45 01 07 23 01

2 08 02 08 02

4 09 04 09 04

2 10 45 02 10 23 02
EJ(RTN) 11 25 13 11 15 12

g1 12 25 14 01 12 15 13 01

2 13 55 02 13 24 02

5 14 05 14 05

SN | 15 25 11 15 15 21 Counting loop, controlled by

2 16 45 41 02 16 23 51 02 p  Ryregister and (027 .

1 17 01 17 o1

1 18 45 41 01 18 23 51 01

El(cs7 19 25 45 19 15 23

1 20 14 01 20 13 01 J

1 21 55 01 21 24 01 -« When value in R, becomes

oE3Jo 22 16 13 00 22 14 11 00 zero, execution skips to here,

2 23 16 64 23 14 74 and year and amount are
2 24 55 02 24 24 02 displayed.

mExg2 25 16 13 02 25 14 11 02

@B (Pause 26 16 64 26 14 74
BrN 27 25 13 27 15 12

To run the program, key in the number of years for which you want to see the amount.

Press 0 to store the number of years in the R-register and otherwise initialize the

program. Then press I to run the program.

For example,to run the program to find the amountof the accountafter 5 years; after 15 years:

Set the calculator to RUN mode.

Press Display

5 0 Program initialized.

1
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After five years, in

1629, the account

would have been worth

$30.63.

15 0 Program initialized.
1

After 15 years, in

1639, the account

would have been worth

$49.89.

How it works: When you key in the number of years and initialize the program by pressing

0, the number of years is stored in the Ry-register by the 0 instructions. The

year (1624) is stored in storage register R;, and the amount ($24.00) is stored in storage

register R,.

When you then press 1, calculation begins. Each time through the loop, 5% of the

amount is computed and added to the amount in R,, and one (1) year is added to the year

in R;. The instruction subtracts one from the Ry-register;if the value in R, is not then

zero, execution is transferred back to [} 1 and the loop is executed again.

The loop continues to be executed until the value in the Ry-register becomes zero. Then

execution skips to the 1 instruction in program memory step 21. Execution continues

sequentially downward from step 21, recalling the current year from R, and formatting and

displaying it, then recalling the current amount from R, and formatting and displaying that

following the year.

To see what the amount in the account would be in 1977, you can key in the number of

years from 1624 to 1977 (the number is 353) and initialize and run the program. (This will

take 4-5 minutes to run, plenty of time to go get a cup of coffee.)

Problems

1.  When you press 1 the program below stores in register Ry a number that you

have keyed in, then decrements the value in Ry using storage register arithmetic. Each

time through the loop, the program pauses to show the current value in Rg. When the

value in Ry reaches zero, the program stops. Write, load, and run a program that uses

the Ry-register and "1 (027 instead of Ry and [} (=0) to give the same results.
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Write and load a program using to illustrate how an initial deposit of $1000 would

grow year-by-year at a yearly compound interest rate of 5.5%. The program should

display the current year (and subsequent years), followed by the value of the account for

each year. The program should contain an infinite loop that you can stop by pressing

from the keyboard whenever you wish. Run the program to display the years and

amounts for at least 5 years.

Write, load, and run a program that will count from zero up to a limit using the

instruction, and then count back down to zero using the instruction. The

program can contain two loops, and it can contain a conditional instruction besides the

and instructions. Use the flowchart on page 162 to help you.



 

 

Start

|

Store limit.

Recall R,.

Pause to
display R,.

Increment R,,.

  Yes Is limit No

> Ro- I

Recall R,.

Pause to
display R,.

Decrement R,.

 No Yes
et R, = 0? _—]

Recall R,.

I
Pause to

display R,,.

Stop

  





Section 12

Using the R,-Register for Indirect Control

You have seen how the value in the Ry-register can be altered using the [, and

operations. But the value contained in the Ry-register can also be used to control other

operations. The (] (indirect) function combined with certain other functions allows you to

control those functions using the current number in the Rj-register. (7] uses the numberstored

in the Ry-register as an address.

The indirect operations that can be controlled by the R,-register are:

(1), when the number in the Ry-register is O through 29, stores the value that is in the

display in the primary or indirect storage register addressed by the integer portion of the

absolute value of the current number in the R,-register.

(1, when the number in the Ry-register is O through 29, recalls the contents of the

primary or indirect storage register addressed by the current number in the R,-register.

@, =0, (<[, and (=] (3, when the number in the R,-register is

0 through 29, perform storage register arithmetic upon the contents of the primary or indirect

storage register addressed by the current numberin the R,-register.

(1], when the numberin the Ry-register is O or a positive 1 through 9, transfers execution

of a running program sequentially downward through program memory to the next label
specified by the current number in the R,-register.

(1), when the number in the R,-register is a negative number between -1 and -99,

transfers execution of a running program back in program memory the number of steps

specified by the current negative number in the R,-register.

(1J, when the numberin the R,-register is O through 9, transfers execution of a running

program to the subroutine specified by the current number in the R,-register. Like a normal

subroutine, when a is then encountered, execution transfers and continues with the

step following the .

(1), when the number in the R,-register is a negative number between -1 and -99,

transfers execution of a running program back in program memory the number of steps

specified by the current negative numberin the Ry-register. Execution from that pointis like a

normal subroutine, so if a instruction is then encountered, execution is transferred once

again, this time to the next instruction after the @.

Note that you can use the ((] key with the above functions with or without using the £}

prefix key. That is, pressing (1 is the same as pressing £2a3.

If the number in the R,-register is outside the specified limits when the calculator attempts

to execute one of these operations, the display will show Error. When using (1], the calculator

uses for an address only the integer portion of the number currently stored in the R,-register.
Thus, 25.99998785 stored in the R,-register retains its full value there, but when used as

address (1], it is read as 25 by the calculator.

164
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In all cases using the (1] (indirect) function, the calculator looks at only the integer

portion of the current number stored in the R,-register.

You can already see that using the Ry-register and (] in conjunction with these other functions

gives you a tremendous amount of computing power and exceptional programming control.
Now let’s have a closer look at these operations.

Indirect Store and Recall

You can use the number in the Ry-register to address the 30 storage registers that are in your

calculator. When you press (1, the value thatis in the display is stored in the storage

register addressed by the number in the R,-register. (1) addresses the storage registers

in a like manner, as do the storage register arithmetic operations 3, =04,

()3, and = (3. (If you have forgotten the normal operation of the storage

registers, or of storage register arithmetic, go back and review section 4, Storing and

Recalling Numbers, in this handbook.)

When using (1, (1, or any of the storage register arithmetic operations utilizing the

(1 function, the R,-register can contain numbers positive or negative from O through 29.

The numbers O through 15 address primary storage registers R, through Ry, R., through R.5,
while numbers from 16 through 29 will address indirect storage registers R4 through

R,,. Notice that with the number O in the R,-register, ((] addresses the R, registeritself!

The following diagram should illustrate these addresses more clearly. Notice that the indirect

registers (R4 through R,g) can only be used indirectly. That is, you must use the R,-register in

conjunction with the (] key to use these registers.

Primary Registers Indirect Registers

(1) Address (1) Address

Ro [_____]o Rom 116
R [1 Ran 117
R, ]2 Roo118
R, [13 Roo[19
R, [|4 Reo]20
Rs [5 Ren]2t
Re 16 Rea]22
R, [7 Reo[23
Re [8 Reo124
Re[]9 Res[125
Ro[10 Ruo[26
R,[1 Rer[27
NE— IE—r
Ro[113 Reo]29
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By using the calculator manually, you can easily see how () and (7] are used in

conjunction with the R,-register to address the different storage registers:

Set the calculator to RUN mode.

Press Display

¥ 2
@ CLEAR Clears all storage

registers to zero.

5 0 Stores the number 5 in
the R,-register.

1.23 O Stores the number 1.23
in the storage register
addressed by the
number in R,—thatis,

storage register R;.

24 0 This number stored in
the R,-register.

85083 O This number stored in
the indirect storage
register (R4, addressed
by the current number
(24) in R,,.

12 0 Stores the number 12
in the R,-register.

77 43

O Stores the number 7.7
X 10* in the storage
register addressed by
the number in R—that
is, in storage register
R.;.

To recall numbers that are stored in any primary register, you can use the (recall) key

followed by the number key of the register address. To recall numbers that are stored in the

indirect storage registers, the address of the desired indirect register must be stored in the

R,-register. The contents can then be recalled by simply pressing (. Note that numbers

that are stored in any of the registers (primary or indirect) can be recalled using the indirect

address of the desired register and the (7] key.

For example:

Press Display

12 0 Store the indirect
address (12) of the de-

sired register (R.,) in

the R,-register.
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O Recall the number in

the primary storage
register with the in-
direct address of 12.

(J2 Directly recall the
number in R.,.

By changing the numberin the R(-register, you change the address specified by (Jor

(. For example:

Press Display

24 0 Store the indirect ad-
dress of the desired
register.

O Recall the number in
indirect register Ry).

5 0

(] Recall the number in
primary register Rs.

Storage register arithmetic is performed upon the contents of the register addressed by R,

by using ®H0, =0, ([, and = (. Again, you can access any

storage register, primary or indirect using the R,-register for addressing. For example:

Press Display

1 @ One added to number
in storage register (Rs)
currently addressed by
the O-register.

(reL NIl
288 X0O
80O

G 5

Naturally, the most effective use of the R,-register as an address for and &8 is in a

program.

Example: The following program uses a loop to place the number representing its address in

storage registers R, through Ry, R., through R.5, and Ry, through R,4,. During each iteration

through the loop, program execution pauses to show the current value of R,. When R, reaches

zero, execution is finally transferred out of the loop by the "/ (C-7] instruction and the program

stops.
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To key in the program:

Set the calculator to PRGM mode.

Press

@ CLEAR (")
BED1
€@ CLEAR [
2
9
GO o
B ey 2
o 0
B0
@ (PausE)

063

Gn 2
BN

HP-19C

00

01 25 14 01

02 16 23

03 02

04 09

05 45 00

06 25 14 02

07 55 00

08 45 12

09 16 64

10 25 45

11 14 02

12 25 13

HP-29C

00

01 15 13

02 14

03

04

05 23

06 15 13

07 24

08 23

09 14

10 15

11 13

12 15

01

33

02

09

00

02

00

22

74

23

02

12

Program initialized.

Current value in R, stored in

storage register addressed by

.

Pause to display current value
of R,.

Subtract one from value in
R,-register.

If R,#0, execute loop again.

When the program is run, it begins by clearing the storage registers and placing 29 in the

R,-register. Then execution begins, recalling the current value in the R,-register and storing

that number in the corresponding address—for example, when the R,-register contains the

number 17, that number is recalled and stored in the indirect storage register (R,,,) that is

addressed by the number 17. Each time through the loop, the number in the R,-register is

decremented, and the result is used both as data and as an address by the (1] instruction.
When the numberin the R,-register reaches zero, execution transfers out of the loop and the

program stops.

To run the program:

Set the calculator to RUN mode.

Press

=3 1 29.00

28.00

1.00

Display

Notice that the contents of the R,-register have been decremented to zero.

Press

&0
Display

0.00

Indirect Control of Branches and Subroutines
Like addressing of storage registers using (1) and (1), you can address routines,
subroutines, even entire programs, with the R,-register.

To address a routine using the R-register, use the instruction (). When a running

program encounters a (1) instruction, execution is transferred sequentially downward to
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the (O through 9) that is addressed by the number in the R,-register. Thus, with the

number 7 stored in R, when the instruction (7] is encountered, execution is transferred

downward in program memory to the next 7 instruction before resuming.

 

 

 

8n o

r—- (GTo Nl

 

 

 

 

|
l
!
i
l
- 7
   ..’

Naturally, you can also press (1] from the keyboard to begin execution from the specified
LBL).

 

Subroutines can also be addressed and utilized with the R,-register. When (Jis executed

in a running program (or pressed from the keyboard), execution transfers to the specified

and executes the subroutine. When a is then encountered, execution transfers back

to the next instruction after the () and resumes. For example, with the number 7 stored

in the R-register, (O causes execution of the subroutine defined by 7 and i

  

 
 

  

  

  

€ (eg 7
A

7 ///

0 ///

B0 |
‘\\\

~~— B    

 

    
The simple-to-remember addressing using the R-register is the same for (Jand @.

Remember that the numbers in the R(-register must be positive or zero (negative numbers

cause rapid reverse branching, which we will discuss later), and that the calculator looks at

only the integer portion of the number in R, when using it for an address.

Example: One method of generating pseudo random numbers in a program is to take a

number (called a ‘‘seed’’), square it, and then remove the center of the resulting square and

square that, etc. Thus, a seed of 5182 when squared yields 26853124. A random number
generator could then extract the four center digits, 8531, and square that value. Continuing

for several iterations through a loop would generate several random numbers.



The following program uses the (1) instruction to permit you to key in a four-digit

seed in any ofthree forms: nnnn, .nnnn, ornn.nn. The seed is squared and the square truncated

by the main part of the program, and the resulting four-digit random number is displayed in

the form of the original seed: nnnn, .nnnn, or nn.nn.

A flowchart for the program might look like this:

 

 

 
 

Keyin Keyin Key in

number number number

nnnn nnnn nn.nn

Start Start Start

Change to Change to

form nn.nn. form nn.nn.

| |
Store 1in Store 2 in Store 3 in
R, register. Ro-register. Ro-register.

[ —

Square

number.

Extract new

seed of

form nnnn

LWN GTO (i) %LBL3

I v I
Change to Change to
form nnnn LBL 2 form nn.nn

Stop Stop Stop   
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The use ofthe (J instruction lets you select the operations that are performed upon the
number after the main portion of the program.

By storing 1, 2, or 3 in the Ry-register depending upon the format of the seed, the program

selects the form ofthe result afterit is generated by the main portion of the program. Although

the program shown here stops after each result, it would be a simple matter to create a loop

that would iterate several times, increasing the apparent randomness of the result each time.

To key in the complete program:

Set the calculator to PRGM mode.

Press

€3 CLEAR (PrGM)

O4
EEX

HP-19C

00

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

25 14

14

25 14

14

25 14

25 14
45

25

16

25

14

04

23

02

61

01

07

05

23

02

51

02

07

06

03

07

00

11

53

23

02

51

52

23

61

52

12

HP-29C

00

01

02

03

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

15

15

15

15

13

13

13

13

13

13

23

15

14

15

13

04

33

02

71

01

07

05

33

02

61

02

07

06

03

07

00

21

63

33

02

61

62

33

71

62

22

Changes nnnn to nn.nn.

Places 1 in X-register for
storage in R,.

Changes .nnnn to nn.nn.

Places 2 in X-register for
storage in R,.

Places 3 in X-register for
storage in R,.

Stores address of later
operation in R,.

Brings nn.nn to X-register.

Squares nn.nn.

Truncates two final digits of

square.

Truncates two leading digits

of square.

Transfers execution to

appropriate operational
routine.
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DEJ1 28 25 14 01 28 15 13 01
T 29 23 29 33
4 30 04 30 04 Result appears as nnnn.

) 31 51 31 61

mEgo 32 16 13 00 32 14 11 00

BN 33 2513 33 15 12

B (teg 2 34 25 14 02 34 15 13 02
mE 4 35 16 13 04 35 14 11 04 Result appears as .nnnn.

BN 3 2513 36 15 12

9T K] 37 25 14 03 37 15 13 03

T 38 23 38 33
2 39 02 39 02 Result appears as nn.nn.

53] 40 51 40 61

BEx] 2 41 16 13 02 41 14 11 02
BN 42 2513 42 15 12

We could also have stored the digits for 100 (thatis, 2) and recalled them for use in steps

02-03, 08-09, 19-20, and 38-39, but we have used this more straightforward program to

illustrate the use of the (1] instruction.

When you key in a four-digit seed number in one of the three formats shown, an address

(1, 2, or 3) is placed in the R,-register. This address is used by the (1) instruction in

step 27 to transfer program execution to the proper routine so that the new random numberis

seen in the same form as the original seed.

Now run the program for seeds of 5182, .5182 and 51.82. To run the program:

Set the calculator to RUN mode.

Press Display

5182 4 8531. Random number gen-
erated in the proper
form.

.5182 5 0.8531
51.82 6 8531

The program generates a random number of the same form as the seed you keyed in. To use
the random number as a new seed (simulating the operation of an actual random number

generator, in which a loop would be used to decrease the apparent predictability of each

succeeding number), continue pressing and the appropriate label key:

Press Display

6 77.79
6 51.28

6 29.63

With a few slight modifications of the program, you could have used a (D instruction
instead of the (1] instruction.
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Rapid Reverse Branching

Using (] and (3, with a negative numberstored in Ry, you can actually branch to
any step number of program memory.

As you know, when a or instruction is executed, the calculator does not execute

further instructions until it has searched downward through program memory and located the

next label addressed by @9 or 3. When (3 or (D is executed in a running

program, with O or a positive 1 through 9 stored in the R,-register, the running program
searches downward through program memory until it locates the next addressed by the

number in R,. Then execution resumes.

With a negative number stored in the R,-register, however, execution is actually transferred

backward in program memory when Dor (1) is executed. The calculator does not
search for a label, but instead transfers execution backward the number of steps specified

by the negative numberin the R,-register. (This is advantageous because the search is often

much faster than searching for a label, and because you can thus transfer execution even

though all labels in the calculator have been used for other purposes.)

For example,in the section of program memory shown below, —11 is stored in the R,-register.

Then, when step 87, (1) is executed, the running program jumps backward 11 steps

through program memory to step 76 (that is, step 87 — 11 = 76) and execution resumes again

with step 76 of program memory.

74 0

75 3

ro o> 76 3

i 77 4

78 5

é 79 @

With —11 stored in R, | 80 LI
execution transferred 81 [ 2
backwards 11 steps 82 (g
by O ! 83 1

84 1
; 85
‘ 86 0

87 O
88 [I

When (0 has been performed in a running program, execution then continues until the

next or instruction is encountered, whereupon the running program stops. Thus,

if you pressed 2 with the instructions shown above loaded into the calculator, the

instructionsin steps 81 through 87 would be executed in order. Then the program would jump

backward and execute step 76 next, continuing with 77, 78, etc., until the instruction was

encountered in step 80. The running program would then stop.
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With a negative numberstored in the Ro-register, (J also transfers execution backward

the number of steps specified by the number in R,. However, subsequent instructions are

then executed as a subroutine, so when the next instruction is encountered, execution

transfers back to the instruction following the (1 instruction (just like a normal subroutine

would be executed.)

The section of program memory below shows how (3 operates. If you press 2,

-11 will be stored in the Ry-register. When (1 is then executed a running program jumps

back 11 steps from step 87 and resumes execution with step 76. When the (return)
instruction in step 80 is encountered, execution returns and continues with step 88.

74 D ,
75 3 i

w76 3
; 77 4 ?
i 78 5 ’

With =11 stored | 79 @@ *
in R,, execution ; 80 [(n) S

transferred g 81 [ 2 ;

backwards i 82 [(og) " Then the
11 stepsby | 83 1  instruction causes

0. | 84 1 - areturn, and

85 WS | execution resumes

| 86 0 ' with step 88.
L-—- 87 O |

88 u < —

g9 O Y

Rapid reverse branching using (Jand (J are extremely useful instructionsas part of

your programs. Rapid reverse branching permits you to transfer execution to any step number

of program memory. With a negative number stored in the R,-register, the resulting step

number can always be found by combining the negative number in R, with the step number

of the @ or (D instruction.

Execution can even be transferred backward past step 00. To find the resulting step number of
program memory, find the sum of the negative numberin the R,-register and the step number

containing the (Dor (3 instruction, then add 98. Thus, if the R,-register contained

—-11 and a (0 instruction were encountered in step 07, execution would be transferred

to step 94 of program memory (7 — 11 + 98 = 94).

Example: The program on page 175 contains an infinite loop that generates and displays a
Fibonacci series (refer to page 142 for an explanation of a Fibonacci series.) Although you

normally would not set up a single routine that began in step 85 and continued through step
08, the routine illustrates how the (3 instruction coupled with a negative number in the

Ro-register can transfer program execution back in program memory, even past step 00.
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Infinite loop.

When the program is run, steps 86 through 89 store -10 in the R,-register. Thereafter,

execution of the (] instruction in step 07 causes the running program to jump back 10

steps and resume execution with step 95 (that is, 07 — 10 + 98 = 95). Thus, an infinite

loop is set up that generates and displays the Fibonacci series until you stop the program by

pressing (or any key) from the keyboard.

To load the complete program, you mustfirst load the instructions in steps 01 through 08,

then go to step 84 and load the instructions into steps 85 through 98. To load the program
into the calculator:

Set the calculator to PRGM mode.

Press HP-19C

0 CLEAR[RoM) 00
1 01

1 02

2 03

04

@ (Pause) 05
STO | 06

07
Bl RN 08

45 01

55 01

55 02

41

16 64

45 02

14 12

25 13

HP-29C

00

01 23 01

02 24 01

03 24 02

04 51

05 14 74

06 23 02

07 13 22

08 15 12
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Now go to step 84 and continue loading instructions, beginning with the [ (L] 1 contained

in step 85:

Press HP-19C HP-29C

() 84 84 64 84 74 Sets calculatorto step 84.

BEED 1 85 23 14 01 85 15 13 01
1 86 01 86 01
0 87 00 87 00
CHS 88 22 88 32

0 89 45 00 89 23 00
0 90 00 90 00

1 91 45 01 91 23 01

1 92 01 92 01
2 93 45 02 93 23 02

0 (Pause] 94 16 64 94 14 74
1 95 55 01 95 24 01
2 96 55 02 96 24 02

97 41 97 51
€3 (pause) 98 16 64 98 14 74

Now switch to RUN mode and run the program. Press (or any key) to stop the program

after you have seen how quickly the Fibonacci series increases. To run the program:

Set the calculator to RUN mode.

Press Display

1 1.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
5.00
8.00
13.00
21.00
34.00
55.00
89.00
144.00
233.00
377.00

R/S 610.00

Each element in the Fibonacci series is the sum of the previous two elements in the series.

Rapid reverse branching can be specified with numbers from —1 through -99 in the R,-register.

If you attempt to execute Dor (1J when the magnitude of the integer portion of the

negative number in R, is greater than 99, the calculator displays



Problems

1. a. Create and load a program using (=7]) and (1 that permits you to key in a
series of values during successive stops. The values should be stored in storage registers

R, through Ry, R., through R.5, and R4, through Ry, in the order you key them in.

Use the following flowchart to help you.

 

Start

Clearall
storage registers.

.
Clear display.

Stop to key
in number.

 

-

Yes Number

in display

T_ ~ 0

|

Store number in

storage register

addressed by (1]

Increment
R, register.

No Is

29 > R,? 
Yes

Stop    
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b. Now create and load a program immediately after the first one that will recall and

display the contents of each storage register in reverse order (that is, display Ry, first,
then Ro), etc.). The program should stop running afterit has displayed the contents of

R;.

Run the program you loaded for problem 1la, keying in a series of 29 different values.

Then run the program you loaded for 1b. All 29 values should be shown, but the
last one you keyed in should be the first displayed, etc.,

2. Modify the Random Number Generator program on pages 169-172 to use O
instead of (3 for control. Run the program with the same seed numbers to ensure

that it still runs correctly.

3. One curious fact about the Fibonacci series is that the quotients of successive terms

converge to a common value. This value was known to the ancient Greeks as the

‘‘golden ratio’’ becauseit expressed the ideal ratio of width to length that gave the most

aesthetically appealing building or room.
 

Create, load, and run a program that will yield

this ideal ratio. You should be able to calculate

and display each successive ratio (for example,

2/3, 3/5, 5/8, 8/13, etc.,) until the series con-

verges to the value of the golden ratio. Create
a loop by using the rapid reverse branching

power of the (1 instruction with a

negative number in the Ry-register. Use the
flowchart on page 179 to help you.  

 

When you run the program and are satisfied that the golden ratio has been calculated,

you can press from the keyboard to stop the infinite loop. (The value of the golden

ratio should be 0.618033989.)



 

Start

Store negative
address in R,.

|

Store 0 in R,.

Store 1in R,.

 

  

===
Add R, and R,.

I
Storeresultin R,.

I

Divide R, by R,.

Pause to
display result.

I

Add R, and R..

I
Store resultin R,.

I

Divide R, by R..

I
Display result.

I
GTO (O

  



Appendix A

Accessories, Service, and Maintenance

Your Hewlett-Packard Calculator

Your HP-19C/HP-29C is another example of the award-winning design, superior quality, and

attention to detail in engineering and construction that have marked Hewlett-Packard elec-

tronic instruments for more than 30 years. Each Hewlett-Packard calculator is precision crafted

by people who are dedicated to giving you the best possible product at any price.

After construction, every calculator is thoroughly inspected for electrical or mechanical flaws,

and each function is checked for proper operation.

When you purchase a Hewlett-Packard calculator, you deal with a company that stands behind

its products. Besides an instrument of unmatched professional quality, you have at your

disposal many extras, including a host of accessories to make your calculator more usable and

service that is available worldwide.

HP-19C Standard Accessories

Your HP-19C comes complete with the following standard accessories:

Accessory HP Number

Battery Pack (installed in calculator before packaging) 82052A

HP-19C/HP-29C Owner’s Handbook and Programming Guide 5955-2110

HP-19C/HP-29C Applications Book 5955-2111

AC Adapter/Recharger (90-127 Vac, 50-60 Hz) 82059A

Carrying Case 82064A

Your HP-19C also comes standard with two rolls of paper. You can purchase additional

standard accessories from your nearest dealer or by mail from Hewlett-Packard. See Optional

Accessories below for information on how to order.

HP-29C Standard Accessories

You HP-29C comes complete with the following standard accessories:

Accessory HP-Number

Battery Pack (installed in calculator before packaging) 82019A

HP-19C/HP-29C Owner’s Handbook and Programming Guide 5955-2110

HP-19C/HP-29C Application Book 5955-2111

AC Adapter/Recharger (90-127 Vac, 50-60 Hz) 82041A

Carrying Case 82027A

180
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You can purchase additional standard accessories from your nearest dealer or by mail from

Hewlett-Packard. See Optional Accessories below for information on how to order.

HP-19C Optional Accessories

Paper Rolls 82051A

Each pack gives you six rolls of special Hewlett-

Packard thermal paper for your HP-19C printer.

HP-29C Optional Accessories

Security Cradle 82029A

A durable locking cradle with a tough 6-foot long steel

cable that prevents unauthorized borrowing or

pilferage of your calculator by locking it to a desk or
work surface. The cable is plastic-covered to eliminate

scarring of furniture, and you have full access to all

features of your HP-29C at all times.

Switchable AC Adapter/
Recharger 82026 A

Switchable AC Adapter/Recharger for use with the

HP-29C. Enables you to operate your calculator and

recharger battery packs using either 90-127 Vac,

50-60 Hz or 200-254 Vac, 50-60 Hz.

Reserve Power Pack 82028A

The reserve power pack attached to the calculator’s ac

adapter/rechargerto keep an extra battery pack freshly

charged and ready for use. Comes complete with extra

battery pack.  
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To order additional standard or optional accessories for your HP-19C/HP-29C see your nearest

dealer orfill out an Accessory Order Form and return it with check or money order to:

HEWLETT-PACKARD
Corvallis Division
P.O. Box 999
Corvallis, Oregon 97330

If you are outside the U.S., please contact the Hewlett-Packard Sales Office nearest you.

Availability of all accessories, standard or optional, is subject to change without notice.

AC Line Operation
Your calculator contains a rechargeable battery pack that is made up of nickel-cadmium

batteries. When you receive your calculator, the battery pack inside may be discharged, but

you can operate the calculator immediately by using the ac adapter/recharger. Even though you

are using the ac adapter/recharger, the batteries must remain in the calculator whenever the

calculator is used.

Note: Attempting to operate the calculator from the ac line with the battery pack
removed may result in wrong or improper displays.

The procedure for using the ac adapter/recharger is as follows:

1. You need not turn the calculator OFF.

2. Insert the female ac adapter/recharger plug into the rear connector of the calculator.

3. Insert the power plug into a live ac power outlet.

 

CAUTION

The use of a charger other than the HP recharger supplied with the calculator may
result in damage to your calculator.  
 

Battery Charging
The rechargeable batteries in the battery pack are being charged when you are operating the

calculator from the ac adapter/recharger. With the batteries in the calculator and the recharger

connected, the batteries will charge with the calculator off or on. Normal charging times

from fully discharged battery pack to full charge are (times depend on ac line voltage value):

Calculator off: 6-12 hours

Calculator on: 17 hours

Shorter charging periods will reduce the operating time you can expect from a single battery

charge. Whether the calculator is off or on, the calculator battery pack is never in danger of

becoming overcharged.

Note: Itis normal for the ac adapter/recharger to be warm to the touch when it is

plugged into an ac outlet.
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Battery Operation

To operate the calculator from battery power alone, simply disconnect the female recharger

plug from the rear of the calculator. (Even when not connected to the calculator, the ac
adapter/recharger may be left plugged into the ac outlet.)

Using the calculator on battery power gives the calculator full portability, allowing you to

carry it nearly anywhere. A fully charged battery pack typically provides 3 hours of con-

tinuous operation. By turning the power OFF when the calculatoris notin use, the charge on

the battery pack should easily last throughout a normal working day.

The HP-19C printer is the most power-consuming part of the calculator, and you can

maximize battery operating time by leaving the calculator in MAN wman [[[Jljnorm

printing mode when printing is not necessary. TRACE

Using Continuous Memory
When you turn off your calculator, the following information is retained:

m All programs that are loaded into the calculator.

a Contents of the 16 primary storage registers.

m Display status (FIX, SCI, or ENG, and number of displayed digits).

m Contents of the displayed X-register.

Regardless of where you stopped in a program, the calculator returns to step 00 (top of

program memory) when you turn it on again.

Numbers in the T-, Z-, and Y-registers of the stack, LAST X, and trigonometric mode

status (DEG, RAD, or GRAD) are not saved when you turn the calculator off; however

you can use the primary storage registers to retain data in the calculator.

Continuous Memory requires that the batteries be kept in the calculator. 1f the low power

indicator appears in the display, turn your calculator off immediately, and connect it to an ac

outlet or insert a new battery pack. If you allow the battery to discharge completely, the

information in Continuous Memory will be lost.

If you drop or traumatize your calculator, or if power to the Continuous Memoryis interrupted

whether the calculator is off or on, the contents of program memory and the data storage

registers may be lost. If this occurs, when the calculator is then turned on, the display will

show Error. To restore the display, ensure that the battery is charged, or connect the ac

adapter/recharger, and press any key.
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Battery Pack Replacement

If it becomes necessary to replace the battery pack, use only another Hewlett-Packard battery

pack like the one shipped with your calculator. Continuous Memory requires that batteries be

replaced as quickly as possible. Normally you have a minimum of 5 seconds to change the

batteries. Leaving batteries out of the calculator for extended periods will result in loss of

information in Continuous Memory.

 

CAUTION
Use of any batteries other than the Hewlett-Packard battery pack may result in
damage to your calculator.   

HP-19C Battery Pack Replacement

To replace the battery pack, use the following procedure:

1. Turn the HP-19C power switch to OFF, and dis-

connect the recharger from the calculator.

2. Place your thumb in the semicircular slot on the

battery compartment door, and press down. The

door will spring open.

 

3. Remove the battery pack.

4. Drop in a new pack.

5. Slant the leading edge of the door into the lower

edge of the doorway. Place your thumbs on the

two pads on the upper edge of the door, and press
firmly. The latch will snap into place.  
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HP-29C Battery Pack Replacement

To replace the battery pack, use the following procedure:

1. Set the calculator ON-OFF switch to OFF and dis-

connect the battery charger/ac adapter from the

calculator.

2. Press down on the thumbset at the rear of the calcu-

lator and slide the battery pack in the direction of the

arrow.

3. When the key on the battery pack becomes visible

pull that end of the pack up and permit the battery

pack to fall into the palm of your hand.

4. Insert the new battery pack in the direction of the

arrow. Slant the leading edge of the pack into the

edge of the doorway.  
S. Snap the battery pack into place by pressing it

gently.

 

If you use your HP-29C extensively in field work or during travel, you may want to order

the optional Reserve Power Pack, consisting of a battery charging attachment and a spare

battery pack. The Reserve Power Pack enables you to charge one battery pack while using

the other in the calculator.

Battery Care
When not being used, the batteries in your calculator have a self-discharge rate of approxi-

mately 1% of available charge per day. After 30 days, a battery pack could have only 50

to 75% ofits charge remaining, and the calculator might not even turn on. If a calculator

fails to turn on, you should substitute a charged battery pack, if available, for the one in the

calculator. The discharged battery pack should be charged for at least 12 hours.

If a battery pack will not hold a charge and seems to discharge very quickly in use, it may be

defective. The battery pack is warranted for one year, and if the warranty is in effect, return the

defective pack to Hewlett-Packard according to the shipping instructions. (If you are in doubt
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aboutthe cause of the problem, return the complete calculator along withits battery pack and

ac adapter/recharger.) If the battery pack is out of warranty, see your nearest dealer or use

the Accessory Order Form provided with your calculator to order a replacement.

 

WARNING

Do not attempt to incinerate or multilate the battery pack—the pack may burst or
release toxic materials.

Do not connect together or otherwise short circuit the battery terminals—the pack
may melt or cause serious burns.   
 

To maximize the life you get from battery pack, keep HP-19C printing to a minimum and

display only the fewest number of digits necessary during portable operation.

Your HP-19C Printer

The printing device in your HP-19C is a thermalprinter that uses a moving print head to print

upon a special heat-sensitive paper. When the print head is energized, it heats the paper
beneath it. The heat causes a chemical change in the paper, which then changes color. The

printer in your HP-19C prints answers quickly and quietly, and has been expressly designed to

give you a permanent record of your computations in a portable scientific calculator.

Paper for Your HP-19C

Because the printer in your HP-19C is a thermal printer,it requires special heat-sensitive

paper. You should use only the Hewlett-Packard thermal paper available in 22-foot rolls from

your nearest HP distributor or sales office, or by mail from:

HEWLETT-PACKARD
Corvallis Division
P.O. Box 999
Corvallis, Oregon 97330

Because of the special heat-sensitive requirements of the paper, standard adding machine

paper will not work in the HP-19C. Also, since different types of thermal paper vary in

their sensitivities, the use of thermal paper other than that available from Hewlett-Packard

may result in poor print quality or even in damage to your calculator.

 

CAUTION

Use only Hewlett-Packard paper in your HP-19C.   
 

The heat-sensitive paper used in your HP-19C should be stored in a cool, dark place.

Discoloration of paper may occurif it is exposed to direct sunlight for long periods of time, if

storage temperaturesrise above 50°C (122°F), orif the paperis exposed to excessive humidity
or to acetone, ammonia, or other organic compounds. (Exposure to gasoline or oil fumes will

not harm your HP-19C paper supply.)
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Printed tapes from your HP-19C will last 30 days or more without fading under fluorescent

light, but to ensure the permanence of your records, you should store printed tapes at room

temperature in a dark place away from direct sunlight, heat, or fumes from organic com-

pounds. (For added permanence, you can copy tapes with a suitable office copier.)

Replacing the Paper

To replace the paper roll in your HP-19C, proceed as follows:

1. Push the switch next to the paper well to the right.

The paper cover will spring open.

2. Remove the empty core from the paper well.

3. Before inserting the new roll of paper, discard the

first 2/3 turn to ensure that no glue, tape, or other

foreign matter is on the paper. Make sure that the

leading edge of the paperis straight, not crooked

or jagged. Do not fold the paper as the double

thickness of the edge may obstruct the paper
feed.

4. Temporarily place the paper roll in the paper roll

cover. With your finger, push the leading edge of

paperinto the slot near the bottom ofthe paper well.

Continue pushing until the paper passes the top edge

of the plastic tear bar.  
5. Turn the calculator on, and press £} to assure

that the paper is advancing properly.  
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6. Drop the roll of paperinto the paper well and close

the cover.

 

If the paperis feeding properly through the printer mechanism but no printing appears on the

tape, the paperroll is probably inserted backwards. The paper is chemically treated and will
print on only one side.

Printer Maintenance

The printer in your HP-19C, like the rest of the calculator,is crafted for engineering excellence

and is designed to give trouble-free operation with a minimum of maintenance. All moving

parts in the printer mechanism contain self-lubricating compound, and no lubrication, clean-

ing, or servicing of the mechanism is ever required. You may want to occasionally remove

the clear plastic tear bar and clean it with mild soap and water solution. (Do not use acetone

or alcohol to clean the tear bar.)

You should never attempt to insert a tool, such as a screwdriver, pencil, or other hard object,

into the printer or its mechanism. If the paper tape should become jammed and fail to feed
properly, clear it by grasping the tape and pulling it forward through the printer mechanism.

(You can remove the plastic tear bar for accessibility.)

Note: Printer operation may be affected if the printeris in close proximity to a strong

magnetic field. Normal operation can be restored by removing the calculator from
the vicinity of the magnetic field. No permanent damage will result.

Service

Low Power

When you are operating from battery power in RUN mode, the decimal point blinks on and

off to warn you that you have a limited operating time left. On the HP-19C, switching the

Print Mode switch to MAN (and curtailing printing operations) may result in an extension of

operating time.

Blinks on and off

In PRGM mode, a blinking decimal point will appear between the step number and the
keycode.

You must then either connect the ac adapter/recharger to the calculator as described under AC

Line Operation, or you must substitute a fully charged battery pack for the one in the

calculator.
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Blank Display

If the display blanks out, turn the calculator off, then on. If a display of numbers does not

appear in the display in RUN mode, check the following:

1. If the ac adapter/rechargeris attached to the calculator, make sure it is plugged into an ac

outlet.

2. Examine the battery pack to see if the contacts are dirty.

3. Substitute a fully charged battery pack, if available, for the one that wasin the calculator.

4. If the displayis still blank, try operating the calculator using the ac adapter/recharger

(with the batteries in the calculator).

5. If, after step 4, the display is still blank, service is required. (Refer to Warranty.)

Temperature Range

Temperature ranges from the calculator are:

Operating 0° to 45°C 32°to 113°F
Charging 15° to 40°C 59° to 104°F

Storage -40° to 55°C -40° to 131°F

Warranty

Full One-Year Warranty

The HP-19C/HP-29C and its accessories are warranted against defects in materials and work-

manship for one (1) year from the date of delivery. During the warranty period, Hewlett-

Packard will repair or, at its option, replace at no charge components that prove to be
defective, provided the calculator or accessory is returned, shipping prepaid, to Hewlett-

Packard’s Customer Service Facility. (Refer to Shipping Instructions).

This warranty does not apply if the calculator or accessory has been damaged by accident or

misuse, or as a result of service or modification by other than an authorized Hewlett-Packard

Customer Service Facility. No other expressed warranty is given by Hewlett-Packard.
HEWLETT-PACKARD SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES.

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so

the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary

from state to state.

Out-of-Warranty

After the one-year warranty period, calculators will be repaired for a moderate charge. All

repair work performed beyond the warranty period is warranted for a 90-day period.
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Warranty Transfer

If you sell your calculatoror give it as a gift, the warranty is transferable and remains in effect

for the new owner until the original one-year expiration date. It is not necessary for the owner

to notify Hewlett-Packard of the transfer.

Warranty Information Toll-Free Number

800-648-4711 In Nevada call collect 702-323-2704.

Obligation to Make Changes

Products are sold on the basis of specifications applicable at the time of sale. Hewlett-Packard

shall have no obligation to modify or update products once sold.

Repair Policy

Repair Time

Hewlett-Packard calculators are normally repaired and reshipped within five (5) working days

of receipt at any Customer Service Facility. This is an average time and could possibly vary

depending upon time of year and work load at the Customer Service Facility.

Shipping Instructions

The calculator should be returned, along with completed Service Card, in its shipping case (or

other protective package) to avoid in-transit damage. Such damage is not covered by warranty,

and Hewlett-Packard suggests that the customer insure shipments to the Customer Service

Facility. A calculator returned for repair should include the ac adapter/recharger and the

battery pack. Send these items to the address shown on the Service Card. Remember to

include a sales slip or other proof of purchase with your unit.

Whetherthe unit is under warranty or not, it is your responsibility to pay shipping charges for

delivery to the Hewlett-Packard Customer Service Facility. Send the unit to:

Hewlett-Packard

Customer Service Facility
1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330

After warranty repairs are completed, the Customer Service Facility returns the unit with

postage prepaid. On out-of-warranty repairs, the unit is returned C.O.D. (covering shipping

costs and the service charge).

Further Information

Service contracts are not available. Calculator circuitry and design are proprietary to Hewlett-

Packard, and Service Manuals are not available to customers.

Should other problems or questions arise regarding repairs, please call your nearest Hewlett-

Packard Sales Office or Customer Service Facility.
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Improper Operations

If you attempt a calculation containing an improper operation—say, division by zero—

the calculator display will show Error. The calculator will display Error when the calculator is

first turned on if power to Continuous Memory has been interrupted. In addition, if the HP-19C

Print Mode switch is set to NORM or TRACE, the word: ~ (/= will be printed. The following

are improper operations:

where x = 0.

where y = 0 and x < 0, where y < 0 and x is non-integer.

where x < 0.

where x = 0.

where x = 0.

where x =< 0.

where |x| is > 1.

where |x| is > 1.

where x = 0.

where n = 0.

where n < 1.

(
[
P
a
B
E
o
e

@)

n, B30, BX 0, BIE n, BG 0, B GG n, B XA 0,
(=)(2) n, where magnitude of number in storage register n would then be larger than

999999999 X 10%.

B8
©o

8
o}

Ke
]

e}

\
O

(0 where ABS (INT R,) > 29.
(D where ABS (INT R,) > 29.

@, HO, @, ® @, where ABS (INT R,) > 29, or where
magnitude of number in storage register addressed by R, would be larger than 9.999999999 X

10%.

@, (3, where INT R, < -99 or INT R, > 9 or
0 = INT Ry = 9 and there is no such label.
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Stack Lift and LAST X

Your calculator has been designed to operate in a natural, normal manner. As you have seen

as you worked through this handbook, you are seldom required to think about the operation

of the automatic memory stack—you merely work through calculations in the same way you

would with a pencil and paper, performing one operation at a time.

There may be occasions, however, particularly as you program the calculator, when you wish

to know the effect of a particular operation upon the stack. The following explanation and

table should help you.

Digit Entry Termination
Most operations on the calculator, whether executed as instructions in a program or pressed

from the keyboard, terminate digit entry. This means that the calculator knows that any digits

you key in after any of these operations are part of a new number.

Stack Lift

There are three types of operations on the calculator, depending upon how they affect the stack

lift. These are stack disabling operations, stack enabling operations, and neutral operations.

Disabling Operations

There are only four stack disabling operations on the calculator. These operations disable the

stack lift, so that a number keyed in after one of these disabling operations writes over the

current numberin the displayed X-register and the stack does not lift. These special disabling

operations are:

Enabling Operations

The bulk of the operations on the keyboard, including one- and two-number mathematical

functions like and (], are stack enabling operations. These operations enable the stack

lift, so that a number keyed in after one of the enabling operations lifts the stack.

Neutral Operations

Some operations, like (HP-19C) and 3, are neutral; that is, they do notalter the

previous status of the stack lift. Thus, if you have previously disabled the stack lift by

pressing , then press and key in a new number, that number will write over the

numberin the X-register and the stack will not lift. Similiarly, if you have previously enabled

the stack lift by executing, say, , then execute a 3 instruction followed by a digit

entry sequence, the stack will lift.

The table below lists all legal operations on the HP-19C/HP-29C. Enabling operations are

designated by a code of ‘‘E’’ disabling operations by ‘‘D,’’ and neutral operations by ‘‘N.”’

The table also indicates those operations that save the number from the X-register in the

LAST X register.
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. Enabling,
Printed . . Saves xSymbol Keystrokes Dls;;blmg, or LASTX

eutral

ABS o E Yes

0 N
CHS CHS K E

CLRG B CLEAR N

CLE @ CLEAR N
CLX D

oS o E Yes

Cos+ o E Yes

DEG o N
8 N

) = E Yes
osz B(cs2 N

EEX |

ENGT ENES EB(EQ O through 9 N
ENTt D
ex 0 E Yes

FRC (9] E Yes
F1xe F1xe |B(EX] 0 through 9 N

GRAD 8 N
o568 55B3 0 through 9

6108 6709 0 through 9

+HMS £ E Yes

*H BaeH E Yes

80 E
INT 0 E Yes
152 B)(sz) N

L5TX i E
¥LELa  xLELS |EB(E] O through 9 N

LN 0(n) E Yes
LOE 0 E Yes

- o E Yes

P 0 E Yes
% E Yes

Pi o E
t E Yes

PSE o N
FREG 0 N
PRTZ B Rz N

0 N
PRST 8 N

N
3R o E Yes
Ri G E
RAD o N

RCL8 RCLY 0 through 9 E
RC.8 RC.3 (<] O through 5 E     
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. Enabling,

Printed Keystrokes Disabling, or Saves x
Symbol Neutral inLASTX

R/S N

RTN 8 * & N

5 0E E Yes

sc1e SCI9 7 (E2] 0 through 9 N
T+ D Yes

3- o D Yes

SIN @ (sin) E Yes

STHA o E Yes
JX 0 E Yes

3 N

§T=8 ST=9 3 0 through 9, (4JO through (4J5 E

Sz.8 5%.3
5T-8 57-§ (5J 0 through 9, (:JO through (J5 E

S-.8 §5-.3
ST+8 5T+9 0 through 9, (JO through (J5 E

5+.8 S+.5
STxA STx9 < 0 through 9, (:JO through (-J5 E

Sx.8 5.5
5T STO9 0 through 9 E

51.8 5T7.5 (sJ O through 5 E

5704 @ E

TAN 6 (tan] E Yes

TAN- a E Yes
X X E Yes

X=a? € x=0 N
R£EG? 8 N

X<8? 0 N
Xx>a? 8 N

X=Y? o N
X£Y? G N

X£y? o N
K79 o N
X 1 E Yes

Xe a E Yes

irX a E Yes
X2Y E
yX a E Yes

18 8 E Yes
 

* , @8, [, and the digits O through 9 are normally used as part of a digit entry sequence. However,if you

press after digit entry has been terminated by another operation, the stack lift will be enabled.

**The end of a program acts exactly like a operation.
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A

Absolute value, 66

AC line operation, 182
Accessories, 180-182

Accumulations, 82-90

Accumulations, printing (HP-19C), 85
Alteration, number, 66-67

Antilogarithms, 79
Arc sine, arc cosine, arc tangent, 71

Arithmetic, 24-25
Arithmetic average, see Mean
Arithmetic, chain, 51-55

Arithmetic, constant, 57-58

Arithmetic, storage register, 63-65

Arithmetic, vector, 90-92

Automatic display switching, 38-39
Automatic memory stack, 44-58
Automatic memory stack, manipulating, 45-47

Exchanging x and y, 46-47
Reviewing the stack, 45-46

Average, arithmetic, see Mean

B 

Back step, 120-121

Battery care, 185-186

Battery charging, 182
Battery operation, 183
Battery pack replacement, 184-185

HP-19C, 184
HP-29C, 185

Beginning of a program, 99
Blank display, 14, 189
Blue prefix key, 20
Branches, indirect control of, 168-173

Branching, 128-138
Branching, conditional, 133-138

Branching, rapid reverse, 173-176

Branching to another program, 128-132
Branching, unconditional, 128-132

C 

Calculator overflow and underflow, 41

Calculations, chain, 26-30, 51-55

Care of batteries, 185

Chain calculations, 26-30, 51-55

Charging the batteries, 20, 182
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Chart, prefix, 35

Clearing a program, 98
Clearing storage registers, 63
Clearing the display (X-register), 21, 47
Clearing the stack, 50

Conditional branches, 130-138
Conditionals, 133-138
Constant arithmetic, 57-58

Continuous memory, 16-17, 32-33, 44, 183
Control, display, 32-36
Control, printer, (HP-19C), 36-38
Conversions, hours, minutes, seconds/decimal hours, 71-74

Conversions, polar/rectangular coordinate, 75-79

Correcting statistical data, 89-90

Cosine, 71

Cradle, security (HP-29C), 181

D

Decision-making, 133-138

Decrementing R,, 156-161
Deleting and correcting statistical data, 89-90
Deleting instructions, 121-123

Deviation, standard, 87-89

Display, 20, 44
Display, blank, 189
Display, clearing, 21
Display, format, 33-36

Engineering notation, 34
Fixed point, 33

Scientific notation, 34

Display control keys, 32-38
Display, error, 41-42

Display, low power, 42, 188
Display switching, automatic, 38-39
DO if TRUE rule, 134

E
 

Editing, program, 112-127
Editing with the printer, 123-124

End of a program, 99, 146
Engineering notation display, 34-36

key, 47-49
Error conditions, 192

Error display, 41-42
Error stops, 144
Exchanging x and y, 46-47
Executing instructions, 102-103
Execution, order of, 54-55

Exponential functions, 79-82

Exponents of ten, keying in, 39-40

F

Fixed point display, 33

Flowcharts, 104-107



Format of printed numbers (HP-19C), 36-38

Fractional portion of a number, 67

Function key index, 6
Functions, 22-26

One-number, 23-24, 49
Two-number, 24-26, 50-51

G
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Gold prefix key, 20

Going to a step number, 118-119
Going to a program label, 101-102

H
 

Hours, minutes, seconds/decimal hours conversions, 71-74

I 

Improper operations, 192
Incrementing and decrementing the R,-register, 156-162
Indicator, low power, 42, 188

Indirect control of branches and subroutines, 168-172

Indirect control using R,,, 164-179

Indirect store and recall, 165-168

Initializing a program, 114
Instructions, deleting, 121-123
Instructions, executing, 102-103
Integer portion of a number, 66-67
Interrupting a program, 140-145

K 

Key indix, function, 6

Key index, programming, 8
Keyboard, 6a, 20
Keyboard stops, 144

Keycodes, 96-98

Keying in exponents of ten, 39-40
Keying in numbers, 21
Keys, display control, 32-36

Keys, prefix, 20

L 

Label, searching for, 101-102

Labeling a program, 99
LAST X, 55-57

Recovering a number for calculation, 56-57
Recovering from mistakes, 56

LAST X, summary, 194-196
Limits, subroutine, 152-153
Line operation, 182
Load verification with printer, 110
Loading a program, 100-101
Logarithms, 79-80
Looping, 128-132

Low power display, 42, 188
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M

Maintenance, printer (HP-19C), 188
Manipulating stack contents, 45
Manual problem solving, 14
Marker, program, going to, 101-102

Markers, program, 99
Mean, 85

Memory, continuous, 16-17, 32-33, 44, 183
Memory, program, 96
Mistakes, recovering from, 56

Modes, trigonometric, 70

Modified program, running, 121
Modifying a program, 117

N 

Natural logarithms, 79
Negative numbers, 21
Nonrecordable operations, 112-113

Number alteration keys, 66-67
Number, fractional portion of, 67

Number, integer portion of, 66-67

Number, recovering a, 56-57

Numbers, format of printed, (HP-19C), 36-38

Numbers, keying in, 21

Numbers, negative, 21
Numbers, raising to powers, 80-82
Numbers, recalling, 61-62

Numbers, storing, 61

O

One-number functions, 23-24, 49
Operating temperatures, 189
Operation, ac line, 182

Operation, battery, 183
Operations, improper, 192

Operations, nonrecordable, 112-113

Optional accessories, 181-182
HP-19C, 181
HP-29C, 181

Order of execution, 54-55

Out-of-warranty, 189
Overflow and underflow, 41

Overflow, storage register, 65

}D

Paper replacement (HP-19C), 187-188

Paper rolls (HP-19C), 181, 186

Pausing to view output, 142-143
Percentages, 69-70
Pi, 69

Polar/rectangular coordinate conversions, 75-79

Power, low, 42, 188

Powerpack, reserve, (HP-29C), 181

Powers, raising numbers to, 80-82
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Prefix chart, 35

Prefix keys, 20

Print mode switch (HP-19C), 22, 36-37
Printed numbers, fromat (HP-19C), 36-38
Printer (HP-19C), 186-188

Printer and display control, 32-42
Printer and the program (HP-19C), 107-111
Printer maintenance (HP-19C), 188

Printer operation during a running program (HP-19C), 107-108
Printer, use for editing, (HP-19C), 123-124

Printer, use for program load verification, (HP-19C), 110

Printer, using for creating programs, 108-109
Printing accumulations (HP-19C), 85
Printing a program (HP-19C), 111
Printing a space (HP-19C), 111

Printing the stack (HP-19C), 44-45

Printing the storage registers (HP-19C), 62-63
Program, 94

Program, beginning, 99
Program changes, verifying, 117-118, 123 (HP-19C)
Program, clearing, 98

Program, creating, 99-104

Program editing, 112-127
Program, ending, 99

Program initialization, 114
Program interruptions, 140-145
Program label, going to, 101-102

Program, labeling a, 99
Program labels, 96-99
Program loading, 100-101
Program load verification, printer, 110
Program memory, 96
Program memory, viewing, 95
Program printing (HP-19C), 111
Program running, 101
Program, single-step execution, 115-117
Program, single-step viewing without execution, 117-118
Program, using as a subroutine, 150-152
Programmed problem solving, 15-16
Programming, indroduction, 94

Programming key index, 8-10
Pythagorean theorem program, 113-114

R

R,-register, 156-162, 164-179
Raising numbers to powers, 80-82

Range, temperature operating, 189
Rapid reverse branching, 173-176

Recalling and storing numbers, 60-65
Recalling a number from R,, 156

Recalling indirectly, 165-167
Reciprocals, 67-68

Recovering a number, 56-57
Recovering from mistakes, 56

Rectangular/polar coordinate conversions, 75-79
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Register map, 6a
Registers, 44

Registers, storage, 60

Repair, 190

Replacing batteries, 184-185
HP-19C, 184
HP-29C, 185

Replacing the printer paper (HP-19C), 187-188
Reserve power pack (HP-29C), 181, 185
Resetting program memory, 115
Return, 15, 99, 146
Reviewing the stack, 45-46

Rolls, paper, (HP-19C), 181, 186

Run/stop, 140-142, 144
Running a modified program, 121
Running a program, 101

S 

Scientific notation display, 34
Searching for a label, 101-102

Security cradle (HP-29C), 181
Service, 188-189

Shipping instructions, 190
Sine, 71

Single-step execution of a program, 115-117
Single-step viewing, program, 117-118
Space, printing a, (HP-19C), 111
Square roots, 68

Squaring, 68
Stack, automatic memory, 44-58
Stack, clearing, 50

Stack contents, manipulating, 45-47
Stack lift summary, 194-196

Stack, one-number functions and, 49

Stack, printing, (HP-19C), 44

Stack, reviewing the, 45-46
Stack, two-number functions and, 50-51

Standard accessories, 180-181

HP-19C, 180
HP-29C, 180

Standard deviation, 87-89

Statistical functions, 82-90
Step 00, 103-104
Stepping backwards through a program, 120-121
Steps, program memory, 96
Stopping a program, 144
Storage registers, 60-65

Arithmetic, 63
Clearing, 63
Overflow, 65
Printing (HP-19C), 62

Recalling numbers, 61

Storing numbers, 61
Storing and recalling numbers, 60-65

Storing numbers, 61

Recalling numbers, 61-62
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Storing a number in R,, 156

Storing indirectly, 165-168

Subroutines, indirect control of, 168-178

Subroutine limits, 152-153

Subroutine usage, 150-152
Subroutine, using a program as, 150-152
Subroutines, 146-155

Switchable ac adapter/recharger (HP-29C), 181

T
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Tangent, 71
Temperature range, 189

Transfer of warranty, 190
Transferring execution, 128-139
Trigonometric functions, 70-71

Trigonometric modes, 70
Two-number functions, 24-26, 50-51

U-Z

Unconditional branching and looping, 128-132
Underflow and overflow, calculator, 41

Vector arithmetic, 90-92

Verification with printer (HP-19C), 123-124

Viewing, single-step, 117-118
Warranty, 189-190

Warranty information toll-free number, 190

x and y, exchanging, 46-47
X-register, clearing, 47
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O Intermittent Problem O Continuous Memory Problem

Describe Problem: 

 

 
Mode! No. Serial No.

Preferred method of payment for out-of-warranty repairs. If not specified, unit will be

returned C.0.D. [0 BankAmericard [0 Master Charge

 
Card No. Expiration Date

 
Name appearing on credit card

[J Purchase Order, companies with established Hewlett-Packard credit only . (Include copy of

Purchase Order with shipment.)

 
Authorized Signature P.O. Number HEWLETT |zfi| PACKARD

—
 

  



 

 

Service Card
 

  

Refer to appendix A of your Owner’'s Handbook to diagnose a calculator malfunction. The
warranty period for your calculatoris one year from date of purchase. Unless Proof of Purchase
is enclosed (sales slip or validation) Hewlett-Packard will assume any unit over 12 months old is
out of warranty. (Proof of Purchase will be returned with your calculator.) Should service be
required, please return your calculator, charger, batteries and this card protectively packaged
to avoid in-transit damage. Such damage is not covered under warranty.

Inside the U.S.A.

Complete the reverse side of this card and return items safely packaged directly to:

Hewlett-Packard

1000 N.E. Circle Bivd.
Corvallis, Oregon 97330

We advise that you insure your calculator. All units will be returned via priority mail.

Outside the U.S.A.
Where required please fill in the validation below and return your unit to the nearest designated
Hewlett-Packard Sales and Service Office. Your warranty will be considered invalid if this com-
pleted card is not returned with the calculator.

 

Model No. Serial No. Date Received

 

Invoice No./Delivery Note No.

 

 

Sold By:

 

  



Useful Conversion Factors

The following factors are provided to 10 digits of accuracy where possible. Exact values are
marked with an asterisk. For more complete information on conversion factors, refer to

Metric Practice Guide E380-74 by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM).

Length
1 inch
1 foot
1 mile (statue)t
1 mile (nautical)t
1 mile (nautical)t

Area
1 square inch
1 square foot
1 acre
1 square milet

Volume
1 cubic inch
1 cubic foot
1 ounce (fluid)t
1 ounce (fluid)t
1 gallon (fluid)t

Mass
1 ounce (mass)
1 pound (mass)
1 ton (short)

Energ
1 British thermal unit
1 kilocalorie (mean)
1 watt-hour

Force
1 ounce (force)
1 pound (force)

Power
1 horsepower (electric)

Pressure
1 atmosphere
1 atmosphere
1 atmosphere

Temperature
Fahrenheit
Celsius
kelvin
kelvin
kelvin

1t U.S. values chosen.
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25.4 millimeters*
0.304 8 meter*
1.609 344 kilometers™*
1.852 kilometers*
1.150 779 448 miles (statute)t

6.451 6 square centimeters*
0.092 903 04 square meter*
43 560 square feet
640 acres

16.387 064 cubic centimeters*
0.028 316 847 cubic meter
29.573 529 56 cubic centimeters
0.029 573 530 liter
3.785 411 784 liters*

28.349 523 12 grams
0.453 592 37 kilogram*
0.907 184 74 metric ton*

1 055.055 853 joules
4 190.02 joules
3 600 joules*

0.278 013 85 newton
4.448 221 615 newtons

746 watts”

760 mm Hg at sea level
14.7 pounds per square inch
101 325 pascals

1.8 Celsius + 32
5/9 (Fahrenheit — 32)
Celsius + 273.15
5/9 (Fahrenheit + 459.67)
5/9 Rankine

* Exact values.
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